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Abstract of a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the Degree of M.R.S. 
Feathers of Contention: Social Constructions of the New Zealand Pigeon/Kereru 
By M. Renganathan 
Commonly when areas are set aside to protect forest areas and wildlife, local communities 
lose or retain only a limited number of traditional rights to harvest resources. In recent years 
there has been an increasing interest in indigenous and local knowledge systems such as 
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK). Increasing numbers of indigenous and local 
communities seek to actively participate in and manage natural resources. Although they may 
share similar goals with conservationists and resource managers, reasons for doing so may 
differ. It is important to understand the different reasons people have in conserving and 
protecting resources. Understanding of different worldviews may enable more equitable 
methods of environmental management that integrate current forms of conservation and 
indigenous practices of sustainable use. This thesis attempts to bridge the division between 
the ecological and social issues within wildlife management and investigates a case study of 
the New Zealand pigeon or kereru (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae). 
The kereru plays an important role in New Zealand forests as it is the only extant native bird 
able to disperse the large seeds of certain native trees. Numerous in the early 19th century, 
heavy hunting pressure, habitat loss, and the introduction of exotic predators reduced kereru 
populations. Protected in 1922, the kereru is illegally hunted. In recent years, Maori have 
requested they be able to resume customary harvest of native species, such as kereru, for 
certain occasions. Research conducted implies kereru harvesting at present is unsustainable 
because populations are considered too small. However, kereru populations are known to be 
variable though out the country. 
Although kereru are not managed specifically, many communities and iwi (tribes) participate 
in various activities such as predator control that aim to increase kereru numbers. Anecdotal 
information implies that some populations have increased. As local communities and iwi 
continue to actively participate in kereru management, different perceptions of the bird based 
on knowledge held by such communities will become more apparent. This thesis proposes 
that contemporary resource management strategies would benefit from the inclusion and use 
of TEK. The thesis uses social construction theory to investigate the different perceptions 
New Zealanders have of kereru and its management, based on a variety of materials and 
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interviews. The thesis concludes that an understanding of the different perceptions people 
have of kereru will foster greater understanding of the reasons communities undertake 
ecological activities. The thesis shows that a combination of scientific information, TEK, and 
local knowledge can play an important role in gaining data on local kereru populations, 
enabling better management strategies for specific populations. 
Key words: traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), local knowledge systems, kereru, social 
construction theory, customary harvesting, local communities, iwi, worldviews, wildlife 
management 
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Preface 
When I first came to New Zealand in 1995, I volunteered for the Department of Conservation 
office in Wellington. The kereru was one of the large native birds I was able to see often 
during my travels. Before immigrating to New Zealand in 2001, 1 spent four months working 
as a nature education officer in the Endua-Rompin National Park in Johor, Malaysia. While 
there I managed to indulge in bird-watching almost every day. I also came to respect the 
knowledge of the local Orang Asli (indigenous people). 
When I decided to do a Masters in New Zealand, I wanted to combine my interests in birds, 
conservation, and traditional ecological knowledge. While researching an essay I came across 
an article discussing kereru "poaching". I use the word poaching loosely as (as many things 
are) it depends on who is doing the reporting. I wondered if it would be possible to conserve 
and use a treasured resource at the same time. This thesis grew out of that idea. As such, this 
thesis is based on the researcher's perspectives of New Zealanders' environmental and 
conservation perceptions. 
I take this opportunity to thank my parents, who have always been supportive of my career in 
conservation and my decision to further studies. I am grateful to my partner Sam, IT 
technician extraordinaire and kereru photographer, who patiently listened while I ranted about 
Endnote and Microsoft Word and offered me computer support at all hours. 
Thanks also to my supervisors Roy Montgomery and Kerry-Jayne Wilson for all their advice 
and help. 
I would also like to acknowledge all the people who took the time to speak to me about this 
topic formally and informally. 
Thanks to all my friends both here and in Malaysia for their support and great emails that 
cheered me up. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Current resource management and conservation mechanisms often do not take into 
consideration the needs of local people. Natural resource management however entails both 
management of resources such as wildlife and the people who make use of them. In recent 
years alternative forms of management, such as local and indigenous community knowledge 
systems that include community participation have been increasingly investigated. To 
facilitate understandings of these systems, this chapter begins with a discussion of how 
various perceptions of nature and natural resources have influenced past and present 
management of those resources. The chapter then introduces the case study of the 
management of the New Zealand pigeon or kereru (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae1) and 
describes the methodology chosen to investigate the case study. 
1.2 Historical management of natural resources 
Managing natural resources such as land and wildlife for special purposes is not a recent 
development. Assyrian and Persian noblemen created hunting and combat training reserves to 
sharpen skills (Lyster, 1985; Wright & Mattson, 1996). Archaeological evidence shows that 
the Polynesian people who colonised Hawaii adapted their original exploitation and 
management strategies to local environments. Shifting cultivation developed into labour-
intensive, highly-productive crop-rotation systems. Fish weirs (stone traps) evolved into fish 
ponds with intensification of inshore fisheries (Kirsch, 1980 cited in (Berkes, 1989). 
Depending on these resources for food, shelter, and other necessities, communities developed 
management systems to enable continual use of natural resources (Berkes & Farvar, 1989). 
In the last two centuries reasons for managing and protecting natural resources have changed. 
Some natural resources such as wildlife are protected or managed, not for direct human use, 
but for the aesthetic or intrinsic values humans place on them. Pepper (1989), like Thomas 
(1984) speculates that this shift in thinking emerged as progress and understanding of the 
natural world changed. Pepper (1989, p. 38) states "before the scientific revolution cultural 
I Its Maori names "kuku" or "kukupa" are used in the north of the North Island, while in the rest of the country it 
is known as "kereru".1t is also referred to as "New Zealand pigeon", "wood pigeon", or "native pigeon". 
Increasingly, it is referred to as "kereru". "Kerecu" will be used throughout this thesis. 
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relationships between man and nature were far closer and more intimate than they became as 
a result of the scientific revolution ... " (original emphasis). 
1.3 Emergence of nature reserves and protected areas 
As human understandings of the world and nature increased, so did our ability to affect and 
change it. Using England as an example, Thomas (1984) discusses how English views of 
nature changed from the 16th to the 19th centuries. Up to the 18th century, unproductive forests 
and uncultivated areas were considered a waste of good land that could be cleared for 
agriculture. At the end of the 18th century, forests and wildlife that were once destroyed for 
settlement became objects to admire and appreciate. Increasing urban populations, changing 
lifestyles and attitudes towards nature changed people's perceptions of the countryside and 
wildlife (Thomas, 1984). As natural areas were seen to lessen in quantity, and perhaps quality 
with the spread of settlement, they came to be appreciated more for aesthetic and intrinsic 
values by the human inhabitants. People wanted to escape crowded cities and experience the 
peacefulness and purity of natural areas. Concern over the loss of such areas then prompted 
the need for protection from human interference and disturbance (Pepper, 1989). In America, 
the National Parks movement was inspired by the search for cultural identity, and concern 
over the loss and degradation of wilderness areas. Although most areas such as Yosemite 
Valley were chosen for their monumental scenery, the idea of complete protection and 
preservation of such areas began with the creation of these National Parks (Runte, 1987). 
In the last century, the idea of protected areas has grown to encompass our ideas of ecology, 
ecosystems, and the importance of protecting biological diversity.2 Ecology can be seen as an 
attempt to regain a more integrated way of thinking about natural systems. Ecology may place 
humans within natural systems, but still considers humans and nature separate, as ecology 
sees humans as the cause of most environmental problems (Bramwell, 1989). The science of 
ecology seeks to understand how natural systems work using the rigors of scientific principles 
(e.g. reductionism, and objectivity) to provide the best options in managing natural systems 
without creating adverse affects. It is necessary to understand nature, as any adverse affects 
will in tum also affect people (Pepper, 1989). In doing so, however, ecology has moved away 
from its foundations, heading towards greater reductionism. 
2 Ecosystem- "integrated unit consisting of the community of living organisms and the physical environment in a 
particular area"(Lafferty & Rowe, 1995, p.67). Biological diversity or biodiversity - encompasses genetic 
diversity, species diversity and community diversity (Lafferty & Rowe, 1995, p.198). 
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Although ecology seeks to understand environmental interrelationships, its reductionist nature 
has encouraged division into specializations (e.g. population, behavioural, and landscape 
ecology are areas of specialization within ecology). Ecologists may believe there are basic 
ecological principles, but they may not necessarily agree what those principles are (Dodson et 
ai., 1998). Barbour (1995) for example, discusses the debate between holistic and reductionist 
ecology, based on the works of two vegetation ecologists, Fredrick Clements and Henry 
Gleason.3 Although both men obtained data through scientific methods, theories produced 
were based on human interpretation of data gathered and both produced different 
explanations. Ecology (although considered the most academically rigorous way of gaining 
data), when understood in this light can be thought of as a way of gaining environmental 
knowledge, not the way. 
Conservationists and resource managers for example, have thought of protected areas as 
"ideally represented islands of stability" (Wright & Mattson, 1996, p. 3), and that it was 
important to preserve them as such. Most current protected areas have been based on the 
American model of the Yellowstone National Park. Wilderness areas are preserved for certain 
activities (e.g. recreation) (Runte, 1987), but do not often include permanent human habitation 
within them. In recent years, however, critics claim that such areas may no longer play a 
useful role in protecting natural areas as many are too small and isolated. An increasing 
human population also negates the possibility of greater numbers of protected areas. Such 
protection mechanisms are difficult to transfer to countries where people are still dependent 
on these areas for their livelihood. One of the issues in creating protected areas is linked with 
our understanding of the concepts of "preservation" and "conservation". 
1.3.1 To conserve or to preserve? 
Presently, most people understand conservation and preservation to mean the same (especially 
in reference to natural areas and wildlife); basically to preserve and protect from exploitation.4 
The New Penguin Dictionary (2001 a), defines conservation to be "careful protection and 
preservation, especially of a natural resource ... to prevent exploitation or destruction". 
Protection mechanisms were meant to safeguard habitats and species from the harm humans 
inevitably cause. Few areas that are protected take into consideration the needs of people in 
the area. Once an area is legislated as a protected area, it is still common for managers to 
3 See Barbour (1995) for more detail. 
4 This thesis defines "conservation" as the sustainable use of resources for present and future use. "Preservation" 
is seen as the prevention of change from the original state or present condition (Anonymous, 2001a). 
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move local people away (Kemf, 1993). When the state government, for example, gazetted the 
Endau-Rompin forest in Malaysia as a State Park in 1987, villages located within the area 
were moved outside the Park's boundary. 
While "preservation" aims to keep an area and its resources in as close to its original state 
(read minimise human disturbance), conservation has not always been thought of in this way. 
Historically, natural resources were protected to ensure people's ability to continually use 
them. A combination of social and environmental changes, created the desire to protect some 
natural areas, although not everyone agreed with the concept of total protection. While some 
Americans like John Muir, (the guiding force behind the establishment of Yosemite National 
Park), sought protection for natural areas, others like Gifford Pinchot, a close friend of Muir 
challenged this purist view. Pinchot saw conservation as a form of development. According to 
Pinchot (1910, cited in Pepper, 1989, p. 82), 
"conservation does mean provision for the future but it means also and first of all the recognition of the 
right of the present generation to the fullest necessary use of all resources with which this country is so 
abundantly blessed." 
We continue to struggle with the concepts of complete preservation versus outright 
exploitation, in trying to define our place in nature and how we are to interact with it.s In the 
1970's Marx (cited in Fox, 1988) defined the "conservationist viewpoint" where nature is 
seen as apart from, yet existing for the benefit of humans and the "ecological perspective" 
where humans are considered part of nature. Other theorists and historians continue to 
highlight the contrasting approaches to environmental issues, and the difficulties in 
identifying humankind's place as part of or apart from nature. 
The implications of defining people as apart from nature can be seen in the way we treat 
natural resources. Pollan (1991) and Proctor & Pincetl (1996) highlight that while strict 
regulations are adhered to for totally protected areas, those not given total protection continue 
to be degraded and mismanaged. Globally, the number of protected areas has increased by 3% 
since 1997 (Anonymous, 1997; Chape, Blyth, Fish, & Spalding, 2003). Depending on the 
regulations of individual countries, there is great variation in activities allowed in these areas. 
Some may be totally protected, while varying degrees of utilization are allowed in others. It is 
often assumed that total protection of habitats and wildlife (especially native species) from 
any disturbance is the only way for some species to maintain populations. 
5 See Appendix 1 for a brief review of western perceptions of the environment. 
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In general, strictly protected areas are still degraded through illegal clearing or poaching. It is 
difficult to enforce ideals of total protection in areas where people depend on wild resources. 
Although these communities often have local management strategies to ensure sustainable 
resource use, many are unable to continue these practises due to a variety of factors (e.g. 
encroachment of other communities, weakening of traditional systems, and growing 
populations). A high percentage of protected areas in Latin America, for example, are 
illegally inhabited, and are cleared for timber extraction and agriculture (Kemf, 1993). 
The creation of protected areas alone will not achieve resource conservation. Halvorson 
(1996) argues that environmental management and planning needs to find more equitable 
methods integrating conservation and social needs. A balance is needed between protection 
and use. Management plans need to take into consideration different views of scientists, 
managers, conservationists, and those closely associated with these areas such as local 
communities or indigenous groups (Halvorson, 1996). Successful projects involving different 
groups may necessitate alternative and flexible management regimes (Dudley & Solton, 
1998). 
As community involvement in managing resources increases, a wider range of management 
options will need to be considered. In the United States, for example, many endangered 
species have 80% or more of their known distribution on private land. As current 
conservation practises encourage total protection, many landowners do not consider the 
presence of an endangered species on their land advantageous. Some even modify the 
favoured habitat on their property to discourage the species from using it (Bean & Wilcove, 
1997). Management plans will need to take into consideration the specifics of each area, and 
needs of local people. Achieving this in-depth method of management involves understanding 
the way different people appreciate and use natural resources. 
1.4 Different approaches to resource management 
One approach increasingly investigated is indigenous and local non-indigenous management 
systems (Berkes & Farvar, 1989). These are practised by communities who have evolved 
knowledge systems based on generations of experience in specific environments. Known as 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) , Lewis (1993) broadly defines it as a people's 
understanding and classification of environmental processes in a specific area. Although this 
thesis is primarily concerned with indigenous ecological knowledge (TEK) , knowledge 
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derived from local non-indigenous communities (LK)6 is also included as it is an increasingly 
important part of resource management. 
TEK does not represent a solution to all resource management problems. Even within the 
TEK practised by a single community, resources may be mismanaged [see Sherry & Myers 
(2002)]. This does not mean, however, that TEK should be disregarded. Sherry and Meyers 
also describe methods the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation in Yukon, Canada, use to solve 
resource management issues. Local and indigenous communities may provide invaluable 
site-specific knowledge on habitats and wildlife communities that may augment available 
information. Through an understanding of its advantages and limitations, TEK may provide 
additional benefits when included in contemporary management. The challenge in using 
alternative management methods is in deciding which are most appropriate in each situation. 
1.4.1 Recent examples of local community resource management 
Incorporating different worldviews within resource management will require different 
agencies working together. There are several examples where conservation organisations, 
governments and local communities work together and reach comprises in resource 
management. Some programmes aim to create central roles for local communities in 
management. Others aim to create partnerships between agencies and local communities. The 
Communal Areas Management Program for Indigenous Resources (CAMPFIRE) in Africa is 
one of the best known examples of a community-based programme. CAMPFIRE seeks to 
encourage sustainable rural development, through local management of wildlife resources 
(Derman, 1995; Mbanefo & De Boerr, 1993). It aims to transfer proprietorship of resources to 
communities, thereby encouraging local people to view wildlife as an asset, one that brings 
economic returns when managed well (Thomas, n. d.). 
Officially established in 1986, CAMPFIRE acknowledges that although states may have 
authority over natural resources, they are often unable to provide effective management. 
Local communities depending on states to manage wildlife receive no incentive to sustain 
wildlife on areas they farm, nor do they generally receive compensation for damage inflicted 
by wildlife. Criticised because of its focus on wildlife, (as communities who have no access to 
revenue-earning wildlife have less incentive to conserve them), CAMPFIRE's success is 
dependent upon many variables, such as the willingness of those involved to ensure that all 
6 Definitions of these terms will be discussed further in Chapter Two. 
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parties actively participate in management, and on social structures already present within 
community groups and those the communities interact with (see Box 1.1) 
Box 1.1 CAMPFIRE, Africa 
Example 1 Nyamnyami District, Zimbabwe 
CAMPFIRE has been described as a success in the Nyamnyami District, where local communities and 
wildlife have been seen to benefit. Once a community has qualified for CAMPFIRE status, the 
government sets a yearly quota of animals that can be harvested. Reports are filled on the number of 
wildlife-human conflicts before the village makes a decision. The village can decide to kill an aggressive 
animal as part of their yearly quota or wait till it is hunted on safari for a more profitable gain. In 
Nyaminyami, a Trust was established to manage wildlife activities and its revenues. Although the Trust 
has benefited from wildlife activities, the main profit earners are the private safari companies. Derman 
(1995) also argues that local communities receive only a small percentage of the revenue as a greater 
amount is used to maintain the Trust and its staff. 
Example 2 Kanyemba, Zimbabwe 
The two communities of Kanyemba, have long hunting traditions in the area which is also one of the 
more isolated areas. Internal conflicts between one group (the Chikunda), and the prejudices of the 
Chikunda against the Vadema prevent formation of a cohesive community. Disagreements between and 
within the groups have effectively impeded CAMPFIRE initiatives, as no single group can speak for the 
area. Community conflicts combined with the relative isolation of the area means it is harder for the 
District to providesupport (e.g. sharing information and proceeds). 
Source: Derman (1995) and Mbanefo & De Boerr (1993) 
Sharing authority between different parties is not easy and there are many hurdles to 
overcome. Governments may be uncomfortable with the loss of control over resources that 
create revenue (e.g. wildlife tourism), while communities may value resources differently 
from governments and other organisations. Different communities may have conflicting views 
in use and management of resources. It may be difficult for communities to accept changes in 
management practises. From the examples provided above, CAMPFIRE has not really 
achieved active community participation. Communities still depend on District Councils to 
manage resources. In Kayemba, the two groups may only participate in management when 
they have dealt with their social issues. CAMPFIRE does have potential, as it encourages 
adaptive management strategies which incorporate resource management within the needs of 
different communities (Thomas, n. d.). 
The success of such management programmes is dependent upon co-operation and trust 
between parties involved and the abilities of parties to be active participants. To be 
acceptable, such programmes need to be flexible, taking into consideration individual needs 
of those involved. The Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) in Nepal, links 
conservation efforts with human development. It does not create policies or regulations for 
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resource management. Instead projects initiated by local communities are prioritised (see Box 
1.2) with ACAP in an advisory role. 
Box 1.2 Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP), Nepal 
The project aims to help local people maintain control over, and sustainably use the area's natural 
resources. Mostly farmers, local people rely on forests for fuel, food for their livestock, and timber for 
construction. ACAP staff advise and liaise between villagers, government agencies and international 
organisations. The project does not create policies; instead it relies on local enthusiasm and drive, to 
achieve conservation and development goals. Priorities are given to projects proposed by villagers. ACAP 
provides ideas and external resources (e.g. technical expertise). 
Tourism, for example, is a major source of income with 25, 000 annual visitors and more than 250 inns 
built to cater for visitors. Conservation area entrance and trekking permit fees provide funding for ACAP. 
Revenue is also directly channelled through ACAP to local communities. ACAP can be considered a 
successful example of partnerships between different groups, and has demonstrated the important role of 
local communities in resource management. ACAP also highlights the importance of local initiatives in 
maintaining such projects. 
Source: Lucas (1992) and Stevens (1997) 
The resource management strategies mentioned above demonstrate the importance of 
understanding the needs of those involved. Contemporary management strategies may not 
work if they do not deal with different perceptions participants have of resources. Both 
CAMPFIRE and ACAP aim to tailor management to fit specific environmental and social 
needs. This first involves understanding what various parties need, and attempting to create 
management strategies with those needs in mind. 
I.S A New Zealand case study 
The New Zealand situation faces several similar issues to the examples mentioned above. 
Resources, such as land and wildlife are generally managed through various government 
agencies while some government departments, research institutions and universities conduct 
research. Local government, communities, and iwi (tribes)7 are beginning to playa more 
active role in managing some aspects of local environments. There seems to be little co-
ordination among these different groups, who may have different agendas, perceptions and 
expectations of natural resource management. Local communities may have detailed 
understanding of local environments and may aid in management of certain areas. Working 
with different groups, will entail searching for different methods to management. In the case 
of the New Zealand pigeon this may be accomplished by first attempting to understand 
7 A glossary of Maori terms and translations can be found in Appendix 2. 
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perceptions people have of kereru and its management, and what they expect for kereru 
_ management in the future. 
Hypothesis 
The New Zealand pigeon is generally referred to as the native or wood pigeon, or kereru. 
"Kereru" will be used to refer to the bird throughout this thesis. A large and colourful bird, the 
kereru is an endemic species found on the North Island, South Island, Stewart Island and 
smaller surrounding islands. As a native species, the kereru is of interest to both Maori or 
tangata whenua (indigenous people of New Zealand) and non-Maori. Many people enjoy 
having them around as kereru seem unafraid of people and will let observers approach 
closely. Kereru play an important role in the ecology of native forests as a seed disperser, 
being the only extant and widely distributed native bird able to swallow the large seed of 
certain native trees. While perceptions of kereru may differ, both Maori and non-Maori aims 
with regards to the kereru are similar; .both groups enjoy them and want kereru populations to 
increase. 
This thesis aims to test the hypothesis that resource management strategies would benefit 
from a greater inclusion and use of (indigenous) traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), by 
investigating a specific case study of the social constructions of the New Zealand pigeon. 
Kereru, like many other native birds in New Zealand are adversely affected by introduced 
animals such as possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) and stoats (Mustela erminea). Although 
they are totally protected, kereru continue to be illegally hunted in certain areas. Declines in 
kereru populations have been noted in parts of New Zealand, and that has raised concerns 
with regards to the bird's future. A putatively non-threatened species, kereru are not 
specifically managed. 
In recent years, Maori have requested they be able to resume harvest of native species, such as 
kereru, for certain occasions (NZCA, 1997a). Maori maintain their right to cultural harvest 
has been guaranteed by the Treaty of Waitangi, signed between Maori and the British Crown 
in 1840. Many non-Maori find it hard to understand the need to harvest native species when 
there are substitutes [e.g. exotic species with similar attributes such as domestic chickens 
(Gallus gallus)]. 
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Customary harvesting issues of native species have come to symbolise the struggle faced by 
New Zealanders to integrate different perceptions of its multi-cultural society in resource 
management. While some see the kereru as native species that should remain completely 
protected, others see it as a resource that once again could be harvested. Harvesting of native 
species is a topic few people feel comfortable in discussing. It involves dealing with New 
Zealanders' different perceptions of nature, conservation, and management of natural 
resources.8 
Kereru harvesting at present is deemed unsustainable because populations are considered too 
small. Kereru respond well to current methods of pest control, and anecdotal information 
implies that certain populations have increased. As local and indigenous communities 
continue to actively participate in kereru management, different perceptions of the bird held 
by various people will become more apparent. By understanding these different views, New 
Zealanders may come to better appreciate the kereru and the meanings it has for different 
people. Understanding may lead to acceptance of different worldviews, such as TEK, within 
resource management, which may enable better management of the bird. 
For the purposes of this study it is proposed that: 
1. Different New Zealanders appreciate the kereru in different ways (see Chapters Three, 
Four, Five, and Six); 
2. Different management strategies will be needed to take these views into consideration (see 
Chapters Two, Six, and Seven); 
3. TEK may play an important role in kereru management (see Chapters Four, Five, Six, and 
Seven) 
I will test my hypothesis by investigating these propositions with regards to kereru. 
1.6 Methodology 
Patterson & Williams (1998) state that the need for new approaches within natural resource 
management is becoming increasingly apparent, especially in the fields of conservation 
biology and wildlife management. Scientific methods traditionally used to address resource 
management issues have only dealt with "complex problems". These occur in systems where 
8 Discussed in Chapter Five. 
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interactions between large numbers of variables make it hard to understand and identify 
relationships between them.9 Resource management issues also deal with "wicked problems" 
which are rooted in social systems and values. These problems may have more than one 
correct answer, and often involve groups of variables that may be unique in time and space 
(e.g. management of a national park) (Allen and Gould, 1986 cited in Patterson and Williams, 
1998). 
This thesis hopes to show that different knowledge systems such as TEK may aid resource 
management in dealing with both complex and wicked problems. Before this can be done, 
however, it is important to understand the different perceptions New Zealanders have of 
kereru. This thesis therefore attempts to provide an introduction to the relationships between 
culture, science, and conservation issues. The author realizes it is an ambitious attempt. 
However, based on the author's own experiences in conservation work lO, it is important to 
attempt to understand these relationships before one can adequately decide on wildlife 
management methods. With this in mind, social construction theory and "frames of reference" 
were chosen as methods to investigate social issues within kereru management. This thesis is 
a theoretical investigation of a social science perspective of kereru management issues and 
aims to highlight the different frames of reference with regards to kereru. However, it also 
deals with the ecological constraints of the bird as both aspects are an important part of 
wildlife management. 
1.6.1 Social construction theory 
"Social construction" refers to a number of theoretical approaches with similar characteristics 
that are interested in the way reality is "created" by those who participate in it. These 
approaches are used to understand the ways people think about, and structure their 
experiences and understandings of the world. Cromby and Nightingale (1999) state there are a 
number of common features of these approaches and highlight what they consider principle 
characteristics. Social constructionists believe that social processes shape reality; humans 
actively construct ideas and meanings to make sense of the world. These processes are 
specific to a culture and its time, (e.g. people once thought the sun revolved around the earth). 
9 For example, managing a forest to achieve maximum sustainable yield of timber can be considered a complex 
~roblem (Patterson & Williams, 1998). 
o The researcher's past and present experiences have an impact on how information on kereru and its 
management is constructed in this thesis (refer to researcher's frame of reference in Appendix 3). This thesis is 
aimed at those interested in both social and ecological aspects of wildlife management, and hence an attempt is 
made to use ordinary language throughout this work. 
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Knowledge and activity are seen as intertwined; people seek out knowledge to answer certain 
questions, and then base their actions on this knowledge. Admitting that knowledge and 
activity are interrelated, allows these approaches to have a strong critical stance compared to 
traditional sciences which assume that knowledge can be gathered objectively. 
New theories were developed when geographical and biological theories of social 
development failed to fully explain the processes of human adaptation and cultural 
development. In the early 20th century, many sociologists had come to accept psychology 
rather than physics or biology as the foundation of sociology. According to Hannigan (1995), 
this was evident in approaches used by several American sociologists, who emphasized that 
reality was dependant on perceptions of people, based on various factors, such as cultural 
background and experience. Although sociologists accepted the importance of social 
processes in the development of human society, the majority did not seem to acknowledge the 
role of the physical environment in shaping society. With the emergence of the environmental 
movement in the 1970's, the need for a new approach to the human-environment relationship 
was highlighted. Writing in 1978, Catton and Dunlap were one of the first to draw attention to 
the need for a new approach focusing on interactions between environment and society (cited 
in Hannigan, 1995; Irwin, 2001). 
1.6.1.1 Social construction of nature 
The concept of "nature" is very much dependant on society's understandings of that concept. 
Some cultures make no distinction between the human and non-human world (see Sherry & 
Myers, 2002) whereas others see human society as separate from nature (see Cronon, 1983). 
The social construction of nature is an approach that seeks to understand how nature 
influences and is influenced by social processes. 
Scarce (1999), for example, looked at how pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) and salmon 
biology are socially constructed by the researchers who work on the fish. Research into 
salmon biology is affected by various social factors, such as economics and politics. These 
social processes influence research priorities, distribution of research funds, and biologists' 
choice of research topics. The funding biologists receive depends on the research needed. Yet 
funding agencies, such as government departments often determine research priorities, and 
allocate funds accordingly. Funding, according to Scarce, "is an expression of social control, 
especially the power of the agencies that identify areas worthy of research support and that 
distribute research dollars" (ibid. p. 768). Funding therefore controls what knowledge is 
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produced. Although salmon are one of the most researched fish species, there is still much 
unknown about them as research carried out is limited to certain kinds of knowledge. The 
salmon that results from this research is a "politically sanctioned construction" (ibid. p. 772), 
because knowledge created is driven by social, not scientific processes. 
Some researchers, like Soule and Lease (1995) are apprehensive that social construction 
approaches may encourage people to assume that everything is a product of human thoughts 
and ideas, and nothing we do to the environment will affect it. Social construction does not 
seek to deny the existence of reality or environmental issues. It is highly doubtful that Scarce 
(1999) thinks salmon or its biology does not exist outside human understandings of it. Soule 
and Lease (1995) seem to misunderstand the point that social constructionists are trying to 
make; that humans treat the environment based on how they construct it, and by 
understanding these constructions we may be able to better manage and conserve the 
environment. Hayles (1995) and Irwin (2001), point out that our understandings of the natural 
world are based on our experjences, (by which we construct it) as well as biophysical laws 
(which constrain how humans interact with nature). Scarce (1999) shows although social 
factors do affect how knowledge is gained and used, (how salmon are socially constructed), 
the study of salmon biology also produces knowledge that humans must take into 
consideration (e.g. salmon are negatively affected by dams). 
Proctor & Pincetl (1996) discuss how environmental factors and socially constructed 
understandings of protected areas affect sites chosen for spotted owl (Strix occidentalis) 
protection. The authors compare conservation efforts in two owl habitats, and argue that the 
construction of nature as separate from culture has created clear distinctions between areas 
prioritized for protection, and those that are not. They conclude that the first step towards 
saving nature is to acknowledge that the nature understood as important in biodiversity 
protection is socially constructed, and often seen as separate from culture and people. Social 
construction, when used to analyse the kereru situation in New Zealand, can help us to 
understand reasons why there are different perspectives of kereru, and perhaps help us 
improve its management. II 
II See Appendix 4 for discussion of the social construction of nature in New Zealand. Constructions of New 
Zealand birds are discussed in Chapter 5 and 6. 
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1.6.2 Usefulness of social construction for resource management 
Social constructionists are interested in investigating the ways people assign meanings to the 
world. The social construction of nature has been investigated by several authors (e.g. 
Cronon, 1995; Pollan, 1991; Proctor & Pincetl, 1996) and is an approach increasingly used 
when dealing with resource management issues (e.g. Berngartt, in press; McCallum, 2003; 
Scarce, 1999). Social construction is a good approach to use when attempting to understand 
these issues as they are rooted in "wicked problems" involving both scientific and social 
values. This approach may aid researchers and managers to understand how and why New 
Zealanders think the way they do about kereru and its management. Acknowledging that there 
are different views does not simplify the analysis needed to make sense of people's reasoning. 
Environmental issues such as conservation and wildlife management involve more than just 
scientific data. They involve different stakeholders, who often have extremely diverse views. 
Trying to make sense of the whole issue may be too difficult to do so at once. Instead, various 
methods are used within social construction to help researchers gain a clearer perception of 
peoples' understandings. 
1.6.2.1 Frames of references 
The metaphor of a "frame" can be used to provide a way to better understand environmental 
issues by allowing researchers to categorise issues and possible solutions associated with 
particular choices. Torgerson (1980, cited in Swaffield, 1998), used the concept of a frame of 
reference to investigate impacts of oil pipelines in northern Canada. Miller (1984/1985, cited 
in Swaffield, 1998) used a similar method to analyse strategies for pest control in Canadian 
forests. Both identified the importance of understanding different cultural and professional 
frames as these frames affect the way people concerned with the issues deal with them. 
Swaffield (1998), drawing on Rein's work (1983, cited in Swaffield, 1998) uses the metaphor 
of a "frame" to describe and categorise attitudes of various parties on the future management 
of forest plantations in New Zealand. Swaffield describes the "frame of reference" as a model 
of attitudes expressed by individuals during their discussion about plantation management in 
the eastern South Island. Frames were further broken into two types. "Common frames" 
encompass attitudes common to a number of individuals. "Personal frames" refer to an 
individual's views. Through his analysis, the author identified seven common frames of 
references held by those interviewed. Within each frame several distinctive issues were 
defined that identified each groups' preferred management system. Swaffield suggests that 
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information gathered through this process could be of great value to managers and policy 
makers. Frames can be used to highlight issues previously not obvious, and may prompt 
development of specific policy responses. Frames may help identify areas of conflict or 
misunderstandings within an issue and an analysis based on multiple stakeholder views could 
be used to challenge current management or policy. 
1.6.3 Research methods12 
Data Collection 
As an investigation in social issues surrounding kereru management, this thesis places greater 
emphasis in reviewing literature on social science and wildlife management. Using a 
triangulation method, 13 information was gathered from books and reports, as well as 
unpublished documents such as theses. A clearer perspective on kereru was obtained through 
general conversations, and by looking for information in sources available to the public, such 
as on websites created by the Royal Forest and Bird Society, the Department of Conservation, 
14 and others. Information was obtained from media such as videos, CDs and TV programs. 
Discussions with friends and other post graduate students showed that most had opinions 
about the kereru situation. 
People actively working on kereru research, management and protection were interviewed as 
they would be the ones steering kereru management. It would be important to categorize and 
analyse their frames, as they would be influencing (to certain extent) what the public thought 
of the bird, through reports and articles produced from their work. Constrained by time and 
funds it was impossible to interview as many people as I would have wished. This thesis 
therefore only conducts minor testing in the field of opinions of several players in kereru 
management. 
Interviews 
Before beginning work on the thesis proposal I spoke to a representative at Te Runanga 0 
Ngai Tahu (TRONT)15 about my idea to look at wildlife management and indigenous 
knowledge. I was also fortunate to speak to a representative of Ngati Hine. As a foreign 
12 As this thesis deals with both scientific and social issues within kereru management, data collection methods 
have been explained in detail. 
13 Where data is gathered from many sources, for example, through interviews, literature and media. 
14 The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society is a local conservation non-government organisation. The 
Department of Conservation is the central government organisation charged with conserving the natural and 
historic heritage of New Zealand. 
15 Ngai Tahu and Ngati Hine are South Island and North Island iwi respectively. 
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student, with no link to Maori or Pakeha culture, it was important to discover if it would be 
appropriate to discuss the topic of matauranga (IK) , and to use the example of kereru, a 
species of significance to Maori. The meetings were favourable and some preliminary ideas 
were discussed with them. Extra contacts were also obtained through them. 
I volunteered for and was able to meet people at the 3rd International Wildlife Congress in 
December, 2004. A written summary of the thesis topic was prepared and given to people 
who were thought to be most interested. Many Maori delegates were spoken with, to obtain 
feedback from them. Most were interested, and seemed pleased a non-New Zealander had 
showed interest in a local issue. 
Various people at Lincoln University were asked to suggest other contacts. The first sample of 
interviewees was also asked to suggest other contacts. Scarce (2000) labels this method as 
"snowball sampling". It was especially relevant in obtaining Maori contacts, as it was more 
appropriate for the researcher to be introduced to another Maori interviewee through the 
proper channels. 
People were interviewed based on their professions. The perspectives of these people 
(categorized loosely as "scientists", "managers" and "indigenous") were seen as the main 
driving force in producing and disseminating information that would influence the way people 
regard kereru. "Scientists" were involved in research on kereru (or relevant species) and/or 
had published articles. The sample of scientists was from the Department of Conservation 
(DOC), Manaaki WhenualLandcare, (a research institution) and Lincoln University. 
"Managers" used available data in deciding how resources should be managed or advised 
others in management. The sample was from TRONT (legal governing body of Ngai Tahu), 
DOC, Manaaki WhenualLandcare Research, Christchurch City Council, Wellington Regional 
and City Councils,16 and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society. These were people 
who prepared or worked on projects that involved kereru and raising public awareness. 
"Indigenous" were Maori or non-Maori who worked on kereru projects, and the sample was 
from Lincoln University, TRaNT and Ngati Hine. 
The perspectives are not completely separate, as each profession works alongside each other 
and others. All three are also involved in some aspect of education, as information produced is 
16 Manaaki Whenua is a national environmental research organisation. Regional and City Councils are local 
government agencies responsible for local resource management. 
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available to the public. Some people give presentations to various groups as part of their 
work. It is not possible to separate the three categories of "scientist", "manager" and 
"indigenous person" easily. As people were interviewed in their professional capacity, Maori 
would fall into one or both of the other categories. Likewise some non-Maori interviewees 
also fit into more than one category because of their professions. 17 Comments by interviewees 
are referenced based on their professional label. For example, (scientist 1, 2004) or 
(scientist/manager 1, 2004) or (scientist/indigenous 1, 2004). Figure 1.1 portrays how 
perspectives were divided among interviewees, and how fluid perspectives may be . 
Scientists .___-___ Managers 
s 
M 
s M 
Indigenous 
Figure 1.1 Division of people interviewed 
Preparation of interview questions 
S "Scientists" - research on kereru (or 
relevant species), published articles. 
M "Managers" - prepared or working on 
projects involving kereru (or relevant 
species). 
I "Indigenous people" - Maori or non-Maori 
working on projects involving kereru (or 
relevant species). 
*Persons represented by two letters fall into 
both categories. 
Interviews aimed to discover participants' views on status of kereru populations, research and 
management, and the role of TEK in kereru management. A series of general questions, were 
prepared based on these components. Other relevant questions were also prepared to further 
understand the issue depending on the interviewee's profession. I8 
The purpose of the interview was explained in an introductory telephone call or email. 
Subjects were asked if they would be interested in participating. It was explained that 
interviews would be recorded and that all material would be kept confidential. If the 
interviewee agreed to participate, their reply was followed up with suggestions for meeting 
times. Interview questions were also sent to a few participants. All interviews were conducted 
in person except for one, which was conducted by telephone. 
17 As this thesis focuses on TEK, it is unable to deal in detail with the views of other cultural groups. 
18 For example, scientists were asked questions relating to kereru ecology, whereas a manager would be asked 
questions on pest control methods used. See Appendix 5 for interview questions 
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Data collecting and analysis 
The interviews generally lasted 30-45 minutes. In some interviews, participants were asked to 
comment on information obtained from previous sessions. While speaking to interviewees 
and recording the interviews, additional notes were also jotted down. These notes were used 
to plan the next interview focussing on certain aspects that were brought up frequently. A tape 
recorder was used to tape interviews, which were then transcribed. Common issues mentioned 
by interviewees were highlighted, and attempts were made to coordinate themes with 
professions. 
1.7 Summary of Chapters 
Chapter Two Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) 
This chapter begins with a brief discussion of the various perceptions of indigenous peoples. 
It then looks at the growing interest in TEK and the difficulties in defining and using TEK. 
The chapter concludes with a brief review of some examples of indigenous resource 
management practises. 
Chapter Three Ecology of kereru 
This chapter looks at the changes in kereru populations from the time European colonists 
arrived to the present day. It also describes the reproductive biology, the role of the bird in 
New Zealand forests, and the effects of introduced predators. 
Chapter Four Impacts of human settlement on New Zealand's environment 
Chapter Four discusses relevant aspects of New Zealand history. It describes the impacts 
humans colonists caused, and how New Zealand society has tried to remedy them. This 
chapter looks at matauranga Maori (TEK indigenous to New Zealand) with regards to birds 
and kereru. The chapter describes legislation created with regards to birds, specifically kereru. 
Kereru projects that Maori are involved in are highlighted and potentials for kereru 
management discussed. 
Chapter Five Social constructions of kereru -Part one 
This chapter discusses the information on kereru gathered through literature search and a 
variety of other material. It presents an analysis of various perceptions New Zealanders have 
of kereru based on popular information. 
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Chapter Six Social construction of kereru-Part two 
Chapter Six discusses and analyses the interviews conducted, and compares the data obtained 
from the interviews with the data in the previous chapter. Based on data presented in Chapters 
Five and Six, this chapter analyses how social constructions shape the way kereru are 
managed. 
Chapter Seven Incorporating TEK and LK: recommendations for kereru management 
Based on information present in the previous two chapters, the final chapter discuss the 
outcomes of the research. This chapter reviews the social construction of kereru and discusses 
several kereru management options. The chapter also discusses the future social construction 
of kereru through suggestions of management options that includes the use of IK and LK. 
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Chapter 2 Traditional Ecological Knowledge 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a brief introduction to issues faced by indigenous peoples and resource 
managers when dealing with different knowledge systems in natural resource management. 
Although there is a growing interest in indigenous knowledge systems, most resource 
management practises remains dependent upon scientific understandings of nature. Many 
people, however are beginning to see the potential in using the best of each knowledge system 
to improve resource management. "Traditional knowledge" and "traditional ecological 
knowledge" or "TEK" are difficult to define. Use of these knowledge systems will not 
progress without understanding. To understanding these terms it is impo~ant to first 
understand how indigenous peoples have been perceived and portrayed by non-indigenous 
people. 
There are an estimated 300 to 350 million indigenous peoples representing over 5,000 
languages in over 70 countries (Kemf, 1993; UNESCO, 2001; n. d.; UNHCHR, 1997).1 Many 
indigenous peoples form non-dominant sectors of societies. They have limited influence in 
managing and maintaining resources in the countries they inhabit (Cronon, 1983; UNDP, 
2000). Many have been dispossessed from their lands, making it difficult for their cultural 
heritage to be taught to the next generation. Many continue to struggle against long-held 
misconceptions, as societies today continue to think of indigenous peoples as in need of aid to 
manage themselves and their resources. 
2.2 Perceptions of indigenous cultures 
Current perceptions of indigenous peoples may have begun with first encounters between 
explorers and those they met. Facing the hardship of dangerous journeys and difficulties of 
living amongst foreign cultures often installs in travellers greater pride in their own country 
and its achievements. Many would have experienced a sense of pride when they compared the 
navigational abilities of their home countries in relation with people they encountered. The 
British naturalist Charles Darwin (MacKenzie, 1990a, p. 6), for example, wrote "seeing, when 
amongst foreigners, the strength and power of one's own nation, gives a feeling of exultation 
that is not felt at home." The way Europeans saw themselves in contrast to other cultures 
1 Appendix 6 provides a map of locations of indigenous peoples. 
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shaped European understandings of those they encountered (Lester, 2000). The people 
Europeans met seem to have nothing recognisable to European eyes. Indigenous people and 
customs seemed so different to European expectations, that they had difficulty in even 
considering the possibility that these cultures could be equal to their own (Sack, 1986). 
Instead Europeans concluded that they were backward or primitive and therefore inferior or, 
only slightly more positively, "noble savages" with attributes that were disappearing in 
European society.2 
To Europeans the wealth of these new lands in terms of natural resources, such as timber and 
land was obvious and they could not understand why other cultures did not seem to make use 
of them. When Europeans compared other cultures to their own, they were seen as lacking in 
most of the characteristics of civilisation (Broks, 1990; Lester, 2000; Sack, 1986). Europeans 
had permanent settlements, while non-Europeans did not (Broks, 1990; Butlin, 1993). 
Europeans were Christians and "civilised" while non-Europeans were heathens and 
commonly portrayed as suffering from varying degrees of barbarism. 
What Europeans did not understand was that those they encountered such as Native American 
cultures (see Box 2.1) used available resources to maintain a certain way of life (Cronon, 
1983). To Europeans these methods did not seem productive. In their search for more 
commodities and greater production, they brought about changes in the way resources were 
used, often eroding customary controls over those resources. European perceptions of 
indigenous peoples and culture as "inferior", however, allowed for Europeans to justify the 
changes they brought about as they were seen as ways to civilise and improve other peoples 
and cultures. 
2 Several authors have investigated European perceptions of other cultures (for example, Butiin, 1993; Cronon, 
1983; MacKenzie. 1990b) 
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Box 2.1 European colonists' perceptions of Native Americans 
The European colonists felt it was their duty to civilise the natives and improve the land. They had very 
different ideas of what constituted proper "work", and use of resources in comparison with the Indian 
cultures they encountered. To European eyes Indians did not seem to make full use of land available nor 
did they seem to work hard at growing crops. Indians did not seem to have any form of government, nor 
did they have towns or places where they lived permanently. They seemed to own no land and ranged over 
a wide area to support their lifestyle of hunting and gathering foods. The land they did farm seemed 
untidy, with no clear boundaries and different crops planted together in the same plot. "A people who 
moved so much and worked so little did not deserve to lay claim to the land they inhabited." (Cronon, 
1983, p. 55). European farmers farming a fraction of an area could grow a surplus of produce. The 
Europeans concluded that the Indians were lazy, in need of improvement and were primitive and 
uncivilised. The prevalent thought was that Indians would be better off by choosing an agrarian lifestyle 
over their traditional ways. 
Defining the Indians in this way allowed for the justification of the removal of Indians from their land, as 
in European thought dispossessing a civilised people (read similar to themselves) would breach morality as 
well as international law. With the rapid expansion of white settlements in the early 1800's, Indians were 
increasingly seen as stumbling blocks in the civilisation of the Americas. Various legislation were drawn 
up to remove them from lands that would be settled by colonists. Eventually even the land that had been 
allocated to Indians was further divided. Within 60 years Indians had lost almost two thirds of their already 
diminished land area. 
Source: Cronon (1983), Powell (197}), and Sack (1986) 
Although now it is politically incorrect to think of indigenous peoples as inferior or in need of 
improvement, similar attitudes are still prevalent. Some governments see relocation 
programmes as a method to "educate" indigenous peoples and "bring them up to par" with the 
rest of society. Many authorities fail to understand that indigenous peoples are dependent on 
natural resources for spiritual and cultural needs. By losing access to resources and the ability 
to practise traditions, indigenous communities begin to lose their culture. Some authorities' 
goals have been to assimilate indigenous cultures into mainstream society (Barnes, 1995). 
There are many reasons why this happens. Often indigenous peoples are seen as "primitive" 
and in need of aid to give up nomadic lifestyles and attain modernity. They thought to be 
unable to manage resources when confronted with modem demands and pressures, or are seen 
to stand in the way of development and/or conservation efforts. Some people question the 
need to retain aspects of indigenous culture as separate from contemporary culture. These 
beliefs hinder indigenous peoples' abilities to participate in resource management. 
2.2.1 Common misconceptions of indigenous peoples-myths 
Common misconceptions of indigenous peoples are reinforced by several myths that many 
have about them (Berkes, 1999; Sherry & Myers, 2002). These myths perpetuate 
misunderstandings about, and hamper indigenous peoples' efforts to regain rights over land 
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and resources. The next few paragraphs discuss how these myths affect indigenous peoples 
and impede their efforts in working with others. 
Primitive technology myth 
This myth argues that indigenous peoples were constrained from over-exploitation of 
resources by outside forces (Sherry & Myers, 2002). Constrained by their environment, 
limited by small populations and primitive technology, they were unable to over-harvest 
resources (see Figure 2.2). They would have no need to understand their environment, or to 
have strict control over resource harvesting. This myth then extrapolates that because 
indigenous peoples did not previously need to manage their resources, they would not be able 
to do so now because of their lack of experiences. Combined with increasing numbers of 
people and modem technologies indigenous harvests would cause detrimental environmental 
effects. This myth assumes that indigenous people are unable to adapt to new conditions or 
learn from experiences. 
Figure 2.2 
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Uncontrolled harvesting myth 
in New Zealand, this cartoon depicts Maori as originally being 
constrained in their ability to harvest birds because of limited 
tools and hunting restrictions. The cartoon seems to imply that 
Maori with advanced tools such as guns harvest birds 
indiscriminately even though the birds are protected.3 
Source: Forest and Bird magazine (Anonymous, 1934, p. 9) 
("tapu" means a religious restriction) 
This myth expands upon the previous one. When populations were small, environmental 
impacts were limited and the environment was able to recover from the effects of occasional 
over-harvesting (Berkes, 1999; Sherry & Myers, 2002). When the opportunity arose, 
3 It is ironic that while this cartoon portrays moa (order Dinornithiformes) as able to defend itself, moa extinction 
is commonly used to highlight the inadequacies of Maori TEK. 
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uncontrolled harvesting was rampant and led to the destruction of environments and species. 
Proponents of this myth will highlight examples of when over-harvesting occurred, for 
example the demise of moa with the arrival of humans in New Zealand.4 
Disappearance and/or unsuitability of indigenous culture and knowledge myth 
This myth acknowledges that indigenous peoples did have environmental knowledge systems 
in the past. As they were based on complete different environments they are not considered 
applicable with modem demands on resources (Sherry & Myers, 2002). Supporters of this 
myth argue that habitats and species composition have changed, compared to what they were 
in the past. This myth portrays indigenous peoples and knowledge as static and unchanging 
and assumes they have been assimilated into dominant society and no longer practise 
traditional ways. Indigenous knowledge is seen to have no relevance to present resource 
management issues. 
Noble savage myth 
This myth portrays indigenous people as those who live in balance with nature. Chief 
Seattle's speech, which many now know to be false, is still seen as the way Native Americans 
view the environment (see Box 2.2). Being intrinsically in tune with nature, indigenous 
peoples are responsible stewards and can do no harm (Berkes, 1999). Believers of this myth 
are disappointed and perhaps disillusioned when they learn that TEK can be wrong, that 
indigenous people may make bad judgements, and they like everyone else, are also interested 
in resource use, social improvement, and development. This myth tends to portray indigenous 
peoples as being in balance with nature only if they retain traditional ways. Once they are 
"contaminated" by the global market and have access to modem technology, they are no 
longer trustworthy to manage their environment sustainably. 
4 Such exterminations occurred when humans first arrived. before they had time to adapt to new environments 
and species. Flannery (1994) for example. suggests that in Australia. although many species went extinct with 
human arrival, a new form of equilibrium was reached between remaining species and Aboriginal land 
management practises. Such extinctions were also not limited to indigenous peoples. For example. American 
bison (Bison bison) populations were almost exterminated by European colonists. 
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Box. 2.2 Chief Seattle's Speech 
''This we know - the Earth does not belong to man - man belongs to the Earth. This we know. All things 
are connected like the blood which unites one family. All things are connected." (Anonymous, 1996) 
The lines above are from a moving environmental speech often attributed to, but in reality not spoken by 
Chief Seattle. The speech the Duwamish chief did make in the 1850's was in relation to treaties in the 
Pacific Northwest. Various accounts say that one of the listeners took notes while the Chief was 
speaking. Several years later in 1887, the speech was reconstructed and published in a local newspaper. It 
was republished several times in the next few decades. In the 1970's, Ted Perry, a writer, decided to use 
parts of the speech for the script of an environmental movie. Perry also decided to add extra text to the 
speech to strengthen its environmental theme. This version of the speech was then accidentally attributed 
to Chief Seattle and many people believed it to be an example of indigenous ecological wisdom. It was 
only in the mid 1980's that the true story was revealed during a conference. Even today, however, many 
people continue to think of the speech as an authentic representation of indigenous views. 
Source: Anonymous (1995) and Berkes (1999) 
2.2.2 Summary of myths 
These perceptions of indigenous peoples are considered "myths" because they are not clear 
representations of indigenous peoples or cultures. Several examples demonstrate that 
indigenous peoples have leamedto sustainably use resources available (Inglis, 1993; Jentoft, 
Minde, & Nilsen, 2003) based on generations of experiences and mistakes. Resource use was 
managed to ensure that future generations would be able to use them (Berkes & Farvar, 1989). 
Knowledge and tools were adapted based on previous experiences. It is true that environments 
have changed and indigenous peoples may not fully practise TEK due to various factors. 
Indigenous peoples and their knowledge, however, can and are adapting to current situations. 
Historically the exclusive realm of resource managers and researchers, indigenous peoples are 
actively seeking ways to participate in the field of resource management. In such situations, 
different worldviews, beliefs, and methods are likely to collide. Barriers to indigenous 
participations include the misunderstanding of indigenous worldviews and knowledge 
systems. Sherry and Meyers (2002) state that co-management practises can only be achieved 
when negative perceptions of indigenous knowledge and management systems have been 
overcome. They examine three myths (primitive technology, indiscriminate harvesting and 
"the disappearing Indian") about indigenous peoples' relationships to their environment. 
Basing their research on a case study of the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation (VGFN) they argue 
that these myths are unfounded (see Box 2.3). They demonstrate this by exploring resource 
management systems of the VGFN using examples such as harvesting techniques, social 
responsibilities of community members, and the adaptability of TEK. The authors conclude 
that VGFN management systems can contribute to contemporary management plans by 
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providing new knowledge and values, as well as a local framework for co-management 
practises. 
Box 2.3 Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation (VGFN), Yukon, Canada 
The VGFN is a community of about 250 people located at Old Crow, Yukon. They still depend heavily 
on a seasonal round of activities that tie them to the land and each other economically and socially. 
Natural resources are considered non-exclusive resources. They are not "owned" by any specific 
person. People are bound by a set of accepted behaviours. Leaders, who possess experience and 
knowledge of resources, make decisions of how resources are harvested. This means there is no single 
decision maker. Instead there are many different experts who manage different resources. 
Like contemporary management practises, VGFN management strategies not only aim to manage 
resources but also resource harvesters themselves. Violations of VGFN community norms lead to 
various forms of punishment but also result in attempts at re-education of appropriate behaviours. 
Source: Sherry & Myers (2002) 
2.3 Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) 
2.3.1 Defining TEK 
In the later half of the 20th century, many resource managers realised the need for a variety of 
management methods which include scientific data, and involves local communities and their 
knowledge. As "the vital role of indigenous peoples in sustainable development" is 
recognized and affirmed (Jentoft, 2003, p. 1), there has been greater recognition of other 
knowledge systems and their importance in resource management. For example, there has 
been greater interest in traditional knowledge systems such as TEK (Berkes, Colding, & 
Folke, 2000). These are knowledge systems that represent experience acquired by humans 
over many generations through direct contact with the environment (Berkes, 1999). Lewis 
(1993) broadly defines TEK as a people's understanding and classification of environmental 
processes in a specific area and argues that TEK can be seen as an alternative form of 
ecological knowledge. It is difficult to define TEK and its associated terms. Berkes (1999), 
states there is no single definition of TEK. It can include indigenous and non-indigenous 
knowledge. Non-indigenous knowledge is sometimes interpreted as community or local 
knowledge (LK). Table 2.1 highlights some terms used by different peoples to refer to such 
knowledge systems. 
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Table 2.1 
A sample of various terms 
Indigenous Knowledge 
Indigenous Ecological Knowledge 
TEK Management Systems 
Local Knowledge 
Traditional Knowledge 
Cultural knowledge 
Folk ecology 
Knowledge of the land 
The words "traditional" and "ecological knowledge" themselves can be ambiguous (Berkes, 
1993, 1999). In a dictionary sense "tradition" refers to the transfer of beliefs and information 
through generations. New ideas and useful concepts are added into knowledge systems as 
they evolve and adapt to changes (Laird & Noejovich, 2002). The word "traditional", can 
mean the exact opposite to some. TEK is. considered outdated, static, and not relevant to 
contemporary environmental issues. Lewis (1993) points out TEK is sometimes not 
considered feasible because its practitioners are no longer considered "traditional" by others, 
especially those iri positions()f authority. In light of this dilemma, some researchers avoid 
using "traditional" and use "indigenous". To many indigenous peoples "traditional" has many 
positive qualities; it refers to knowledge gained through experience, and has proven effective 
(Berkes, 1999). Some researchers use "traditional knowledge" when referring to indigenous 
knowledge (Lyver, 2002). 
"Ecological knowledge" too, is difficult to define if ecology is defined as a narrow branch of 
biology concerned with environmental interrelationships (Berkes, 1999).1 To many 
indigenous peoples TEK is more than an understanding of the interrelationships within 
biophysical environments. Many refer to their knowledge as a "knowledge of the land" 
encompassing knowledge of species, environmental phenomena, social and spiritual practises, 
and responsibilities of people's role in that environment (Berkes, 1993; Laird & Noejovich, 
2002). Traditionally, social responsibilities to, and the knowledge about resources, were 
transmitted from elders to the next generation. For example, the hunting territories of the Cree 
Indians of the eastern James Bay area in Canada are subdivided into areas used by certain 
families. A senior hunter enforces these rules, and only family members are allowed to 
harvest there. Hunting territories are used to instruct young people in knowledge needed to 
harvest resources, and in social and cultural values important to Cree society (Berkes 1999). 
The VGFN, Yukon, Canada have similar practises. Information, social values and customs are 
1 Following Berkes' (1999) example, this thesis broadly defines ecological knowledge as knowledge (however 
acquired) about relationships of living beings with one another. 
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shared by recognized authorities (e.g. experienced elders) with younger members of the 
community (Sherry & Myers, 2002). "Knowledge" when used in this manner includes the 
tools people use to manipulate and manage their environment. Sherry and Meyers (2002) 
describe the VGFN management practises as based on an intimate knowledge of the 
environment, an ideology, and a system of social organization that regulates land use, and 
guides human behaviour in the natural, physical, and spiritual aspects of the world. The 
authors describe indigenous management not just as knowledge, but encompassing a practise 
by labelling it "traditional ecological knowledge and management systems (TEKMS)". 
Berkes, Folke, and Gadgil, (1995) use the term TEK to refer to the ecological component of 
indigenous knowledge (IK) which they define as the local knowledge unique to a given 
culture.2 This thesis uses Berkes' (1999, p. 8) concept of TEK as "a cumulative body of 
knowledge, practise, and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed down through 
generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including 
humans with one another and_ with their environment)". Although this definition can be seen 
to include local non-indigenous ecological knowledge (LK) (Berkes, 1999), for the purposes 
of this thesis indigenous and local non-indigenous knowledge are labelled as TEK and LK 
respectively. 
2.3.2 TEK and science: two sides of the same coin? 
TEK has been labelled a science as it like science are both attempts to make sense of the 
world by accumulating knowledge and understanding (Berkes et ai., 2000). Both are based on 
observations and the generalisations derived from them. Gadgil and Berkes (1991 cited in 
Berkes et ai., 1995) suggest some characteristics of TEK and scientific knowledge may also 
function in similar ways (e.g. most conservationists and indigenous peoples recognize the 
importance of protecting certain areas to safeguard resources while using other areas). 
2 While adhering to this definition this researcher points out that it is difficult to truly separate the ecological 
component from IK. In the New Zealand context "matauranga" is IK. For the New Zealand situation, this thesis 
uses matauranga and TEK interchangeably (see Chapter Four and following chapters). 
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Table 2.2 General characteristics of TEK and science 
Traditional ecolo~ical knowledge Science 
Oral Written 
Localised specific knowledge Knowledge can be apl'lied across many phenomena 
Holistic Reductionist 
No separation between humans and environment Human/nature dichotomy 
Data collected by resources users (inclusive and Data collected by researchers (selective and 
discursive) deliberate accumulation of facts) 
Qualitative Quantitative 
Diachronic (long time series of observations in one Synchronic (short time series of observations over 
place) large areas) 
Source: Moller (1996 p. 107), see also Berkes et al. (2000) and Berkes et al. (1995) 
Others say that while there are similarities, there are fundamental differences between them 
(see Table 2.2). TEK is gathered by resources users and accumulated through trial and error, 
while scientific data is collected by researchers through systematic experimentation. TEK is 
based on a long series of observations in one place whereas scientific data is commonly 
restricted to short periods of observation over larger areas (Berkes et al., 1995). Indigenous 
knowledge has a large sociaLcomponent; it includes spiritual and religious aspects whereas 
science attempts to exclude them (Lyver, 2002; Roberts, 1998). Roberts (1998), and Berkes 
(1999) state that to label TEK a science, to equate it to Western science, is to demean and 
debase its meaning. Knowledge systems such as TEK provide valid information, and need to 
be understood in their complete capacity. This may mean acknowledging that TEK contains 
information about ecological, social, and cultural aspects, and that it may be difficult or 
impossible to separate one part from the rest (Berkes et al., 1995). Part of this process may 
include acknowledging that TEK and science are different and that it may be impossible to 
compare them (Lyver, 2002). 
According to (Berkes et al., 1995), one major area of strength in TEK is its basis in diachronic 
data. They suggest that as science generally produces synchronic data the two kinds of data 
may actually be compatible and complementary. They further suggest that as TEK is based on 
long term views of sustainable resource use and a contextual understanding of local 
environment, it may help the western science of resource management which has (until just 
recently) emphasised exploitation efficiency. Such harvesting methods proceed most 
efficiently with simplified systems as in agriculture. The authors say that managing for 
sustain ability requires an understanding of a system in all its complexity. Berkes et al., (1995) 
are careful to point out that having TEK does not necessarily guarantee the ability to live in 
harmony with the environment. They make an "educated guess that those societies with 
considerable environmental knowledge were more likely to have possessed resource 
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management practises which were more sustainable, and allowed the long-term survival of the 
group" (1995, p. 284). 
Perhaps instead of only seeing TEK and Western science as opposing methods of obtaining 
knowledge, practitioners of both need to realise that they are different but may be used to 
complement the weakness of each. TEK may be an appropriate knowledge system for certain 
circumstances. As Moller (1996 p.106), a New Zealand ecologist asserts, "my science might 
be equally ill-fitting in Maori management of wildlife as a Maori TEK might be in a Pakeha 
science-based ecological management". As indigenous peoples seek to actively participate in 
resource management, those involved will need to move beyond the differences between TEK 
and science and instead acknowledge that these two knowledge systems may be able to 
complement each other. 
2.4 Examples of indigenous resource management 
Indigenous peoples have been using and managing natural resources for centuries. Based on 
generations of practical experience, indigenous cultures have developed strategies that allow 
them to harvest and maintain these resources. Many cultures had (and some still use) 
traditional methods of regulating harvesting of resources. In India, for example, fruit bats may 
be hunted only when away foraging at night, not while they are roosting during the day. The 
Canada goose (Branta canadensis) is a major subsistence resource for the Cree Indians of 
James Bay, however, nesting geese are never killed or disturbed (Berkes et al., 1995). Others 
have sacred spaces or sanctuaries where no harvesting is allowed (Kemf, 1993; Klee, 1980). 
Cultures successful at managing their resources have learnt over long periods of time, and 
through mistakes what methods work best. Although the ancestors of Maori, may have been 
responsible for the extinction of moa and other species, contemporary Maori culture has well-
developed systems of ecological knowledge and management practises (Berkes, 1999; 
Roberts, Norman, Minhinnick, Wihongi, & Kirkwood, 1995). 
Many indigenous peoples continue to practise TEK, while adapting and evolving their ways 
to modem methods. The Inuit of Belcher Islands in the Canadian Artic have traditionally 
harvested eiderdown (fine, soft feathers) from the Hudson Bay eider (Somateria mollissima 
sedentaria). When the Inuit became interested in commercial harvesting of eiderdown, they 
decided that a system to manage commercial harvesting would be needed. In developing this 
community-based system, the Inuit used their traditional knowledge and data gained through 
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scientific techniques to ensure they would be able to create a sustainable process for 
commercial harvesting (McDonald & Fleming, 1993). This example demonstrates the 
flexibility of this particular indigenous community. They retain some practises and adapt to 
the others, while at the same time maintaining the traditional harvest of a resource. 
At present although there are indigenous peoples who still maintain traditional lifestyles such 
as the Bisnoi of India (Sankhala, 1993) (see Box 2.4), there are many more who have had to 
change their lifestyles. 
Box 2.4 Bisnoi, the Thar Desert, India 
Although not an officially protected area, the Bisnoi because of religious principles have conserved the area's 
resources. The Bisnoi maintain a lifestyle that allows them to live in an area with limited resources even though 
they have mechanized farming. As a community they abide by several strict regulations. For example, 
commonly only single plantings of crops are permitted during monsoon seasons, and the felling of khejri 
(Prosopis cineraria) trees is prohibited. The khejri trees provide food, timber, housing and fodder for cattle. 
The trees also provide shade and cover for the sandy soils and its fallen leaves improve soil quality. Strict 
vegetarians, the Bisnoi do not hunt animals. Damage to agricultural fields by wild animals are considered part 
of the natural system. Like other indigenous communities the Bisnoi are affected by mainstream societal 
interests. They have put more land under agriculture, and take part in eco-tourisms ventures. Their governing 
party is also beginning to emphasize campaigns rather than environmental awareness. According to Sankhala, 
in line with these changes, it is difficult to predict what will happen to the people and resources even if the area 
is officially protected. 
Source: Sankhala (1993) 
Like the Bisnoi, the Kuna Yala of Panama (see Box 2.5) also participate in the modem 
economy. With new practises in agriculture, timber extraction, and wildlife harvesting to gain 
profits, the Kuna face the depletion of several of their traditional resources. Kuna researchers 
are investigating strategies to help preserve Kuna traditions and encourage sustainable 
development. This is not an easy task as many Kuna have left their traditional homes and 
some no longer possess the knowledge needed to interact with the Kuna conducting farming 
and hunting activities (Archibold & Davey, 1993; Saint-Amand, 2001). 
Box 2.5 Kuna Yala, Panama 
In 1953, the Panamanian government recognized the independence of the Kuna Yala Indian reserve. The 
Kuna's strong belief systems concerning wildlife, use of natural resources, along with their conservation 
methods and well-organised political structures, have managed to conserve most of their forests. Due to 
several factors, such as developmental pressures outside the reserve, increasing populations, and 
participation in the global economy, traditional practises have changed. Various threats to biodiversity 
stem from over-harvesting resources and commercial agriculture. In 1983, ajoint project integrating 
science and traditional knowledge, run by government and the Kuna, was launched to protect natural 
resources while allowing for sustainable use. Some of the problems faced by the project are more than 
just environmental. Although of Kuna heritage, the project team, are not locally-based and often ignorant 
of traditions. Some feel this loss of tradition is due to the fact that many Kuna have become culturally 
fragmented. Many feel it is crucial for the Kuna to regain their cultural traditions if the project is to work. 
Source: Archibold & Davey (1993) and Saint-Amand (2001) 
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Many indigenous peoples such as the Kuna strive to retain some practises while working 
within new frameworks. Like the Inuit of the Belcher Islands (McDonald & Fleming, 1993), 
the Kuna have had to use both traditional knowledge and scientific data to best manage 
resources. Both the Bisnoi's and Kuna's success in achieving a balance between development 
and conservation will depend upon the goals they seek, and how they interact among 
themselves and other agencies. 
As international interest in indigenous peoples has grown, governments and researchers have 
begun to take into consideration indigenous needs when planning projects that will affect 
them (Dwyer, 1994). Resource managers are beginning to realize that conservation projects 
have better chances when they involve indigenous peoples and create management plans that 
are locally suitable (Sherry & Myers, 2002). 
2.5 Differing world views in resource management 
Different societies understand concepts· such as nature, conservation, natural resources, and 
harvesting in different ways. Different worldviews and understandings of these concepts 
allow for diverse ways of dealing with them. Myths of indigenous peoples obscure the 
reasons why non-indigenous people often misunderstand indigenous intentions towards 
natural resources. The word "conservation", for example, is defined by the New Penguin 
dictionary as "careful preservation and protection, especially of a natural resource ... " Most 
conservationists would agree with this definition although it is closer to the concept of 
"preservation", which is "to keep something in its original or present condition" (Anonymous, 
2001a). 
Current conservation trends tend to consider people as being separate from the natural world 
(Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995).1 Many of the areas set aside for biodiversity protection are often 
kept free from human activity, or human activity is severely limited. For example, the quote 
"take only photographs leave only footprints" is used to encourage people not to not leave 
anything of themselves behind, or to take anything away with them when leaving natural 
areas. This type of conservation is more akin to preservation, where changes are seen as 
harmful to the environment and should be minimised. 
I This is further discussed in Chapter Five and Six. 
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Problems arise when this worldview forms the basis of resource management for people who 
have a different worldview, one which considers humans part of nature, and that human use 
and modification of the environment is also natural. The myths described previously, portray 
indigenous peoples through a Western concept of conservation. When they do not meet these 
ideals, indigenous peoples and their cultures are seen as inferior, and dismissed as having less 
value than Western science and its teachings. 
The World Conservation Strategy (IUCN, 1980, p. 1), defines conservation as "the 
management of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the greatest sustainable 
benefit to present generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs of the future." 
Indigenous systems conserve resources but not for the same reasons conservationists in the 
western tradition do (Dwyer, 1994). Indigenous peoples did not preserve resources for their 
intrinsic values. For many indigenous peoples resource use, not preservation, is necessary, 
and even an obligation to ensure continued productivity (Berkes, 1999; Kirikiri & Nugent, 
1995; Roberts et al., 1995). Indigenous resource management can be considered similar to 
game management (Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995) and the IUCN definition mentioned above. 
Resources were sustainably managed, conserved and protected to ensure present and future 
use. 
It may be impossible to completely integrate these two worldviews. Yet there are many 
similarities between them. For example, although reasons may differ, both conservationists 
and indigenous peoples consider protecting certain areas an important part of resource 
protection. As local and indigenous communities seek to participate in resource management, 
future methods may include western and indigenous methods. Those involved will need to 
decide which is more appropriate for each circumstance. 
2.6 Conclusion 
Perceptions of indigenous peoples and TEK create problems in acknowledging indigenous 
cultures and knowledge as valuable alternative worldviews. It may be impossible to create a 
definition of TEK that satisfies all indigenous peoples or those they work with. Greater 
numbers of indigenous peoples continue to seek recognition of their cultures and knowledge 
systems and are actively seeking to become partners and to run projects themselves. Joint 
management is feasible when both parties have a better understanding of each other. Although 
misconceptions of indigenous peoples' abilities to manage their own resources still exist, 
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there are many examples of initiatives driven by indigenous peoples and others that aim to 
work towards co-management and/or partnerships with other agencies [see for example Inglis 
(1993)]. 
Co-management initiatives will become increasingly important in the field of resource 
management and conservation. It will not be possible to continue to preserve more areas for 
total protection. Land will always be needed for human needs. It will be necessary to look at 
new ways of conserving resources on land that is being used for other purposes. In order for 
this to happen, resource managers and researchers will need to work with indigenous peoples 
and local communities to ensure that these areas are well managed. Those who work with 
indigenous people will need to acknowledge the existence of different but valid worldviews, 
and together with indigenous people decide upon the appropriateness of each in the 
sustainable management of resources. 
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Chapter 3 Ecology of Kereru 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a brief discussion of historic kereru populations and an introduction to 
kereru ecology. The management of any species requires a robust understanding of its 
ecology (Wilson, pers comm., 2004). Ecology2 of the kereru is considered an important part 
of this thesis although the information presented here may have been gained through western 
science methodologies and may therefore suggest deference to western science. TEK or 
matauranga practitioners also depend on an intricate knowledge of the bird's life cycle 
(Pacey, pers comm., 2004). Iwi who manage kereru use matauranga and scientific knowledge 
depending on circumstances (managerlindigenous 9, 2004l 
The kereru (Hemiphaga novaeseelandiae) is an endemic bird in the family Columbidea, and 
is the only pigeon native to New Zealand. The kereru plays an important role as a seed 
disperser in the ecology of the New Zealand forests. It is the only extant bird able to swallow 
large fruits of native trees,4 and little abrasion of the seeds occurs in the gizzard. Hardwoods 
such as taw a (Beilschmiedia tawa) and taraire (B. taraire) are almost totally dependant on 
kereru dispersal, and it is an important agent in seed dispersal for trees such as miro 
(Prumnopitysferruginea) and matai (P. taxifolia) (Clout, 1990). Kereru were totally protected 
under the Wildlife Act in 1922, but are still affected by illegal hunting, and introduced 
predators. Research has shown that kereru populations in some places are declining (see 
Clout, Karl, Pierce, & Robertson, 1995). However, anecdotal evidence suggests that kereru 
numbers are increasing in other areas where there is control of predators. There has been no 
way to date of gaining accurate information on kereru populations. They are difficult birds to 
monitor as it is impossible to differentiate individual birds unless they are tagged. 
3.2 Historical populations 
Besides kereru, several other pigeons were found on Norfolk Island, the Kermadec Islands 
and the Chatham Islands (Higgins & Davies, 1996; Oliver, 1955). They were first thought to 
be different species. Later they were considered subspecies being relatively similar. Other 
2 Refer to Berkes' (1999) definition of ecology in Chapter Two. 
3 When not available in literature, relevant data obtained through interviews is used to highlight the current 
interest in and theories on kereru based on the different perspectives. 
4 Kokako (Callaeas wilsoni) (Wilson, pers comm., 2004) and kaka (Nestor meridionalis) (Christophers, pers 
comm., 2003) are also able to swallow large seeds but they are not as common as kereru. 
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than the kereru there is only one other surviving New Zealand fruit-pigeon now. The parea 
(H. chathamensis) is found on Chatham Island (Higgins & Davies, 1996; Oliver, 1955). Much 
more recently it has been argued that the parea should be considered a separate species, 
because of its morphological and osteological differences from H. novaeseelandia (Millener 
& Powlesland, 2001). The Norfolk Island pigeon (H. spadicea) was first recorded in 1774, 
but there have been none sighted since the mid 20th century and it is considered extinct 
(Higgins & Davies, 1996). Settlers also recorded a large fruit pigeon on Raoul Island, which 
was extirpated in the mid 20th century. Very little is known about this bird and no specimens 
were collected (Higgins & Davies, 1996). 
It is impossible to estimate the numbers of kereru present before European settlement. Based 
on descriptions of early explorers,s kereru were assumed to be numerous in the nineteenth 
century, and the early years of the twentieth (McKenzie, 1979; Oliver, 1955). Formerly 
widespread in New Zealand, kereru populations declined rapidly after European settlement 
for a number of reasons, including habitat loss, forest clearance, hunting, and introduction of 
exotic predators. Historically, information on kereru numbers is scarce and in some cases 
quite vague. Most detailed information comes from early explorers, settlers, clergymen and 
other government officials, (such as Edward Jerningham Wakefield and Ensign Best) who 
made note of the species and numbers of birds that were shot during hunting expeditions. 
Information available in print probably reflects only a tiny percentage of what was actually 
killed, but there is no way of accurately telling how many kereru there actually were before 
numbers were first found to be in decline. 
The conspicuous kereru, with its noisy wing-beats and tendency to continue feeding in the 
presence of people, was easily hunted. Based on records of numbers bagged by Maori and 
European settlers, estimates are that kereru would have numbered in the millions. For 
example, in 1869, Walter Buller, an ornithologist, was told by a hunter that he managed to 
shoot 85 kereru in two mornings (Buller, 1888). Buller (ibid, p. 234) also noted that 
"Its (kereru) relative abundance may be inferred from the fact that in July and August 1882, Rawiri 
Kahia and his people snared no less that eight thousand of them in a single strip of miro bush about two 
miles in extent by half a mile in width at Opawa near Lake Taupo." 
5 Besides explorers such as Crozet, Walter Buller, New Zealand's pre-eminent 19th century ornithologist, also 
noted, the ease with which Maori and European colonists were able to hunt kereru. 
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Although the explorers and settlers shot a great number of kereru for food, they also shot them 
for sport, even though very few people would have considered the kereru a good gamebird. 
Best, for example, did not consider it a good gamebird, but, he still often went pigeon 
shooting (Taylor, 1966). Some journal entries seem to suggest that kereru were hunted in such 
large numbers because they were easy targets (see Dieffenbach, 1843; Maling, 1958; 
Reischek, 1930; Taylor, 1966).6 Wakefield, for example, mentions a friend who wanted to see 
how close he could get to a kereru. He shot at the bird at so close a range that he "blew it to 
pieces" (Wakefield, 1845 p. 9). When exploring or hunting in the bush people tended to 
depend heavily on birds for food as they were available in such great numbers. A member of 
the Deans family in Canterbury spoke of an incident where a group of men ran out of food 
during a hunting expedition. They considered themselves lucky to find an area with "hundreds 
of pigeons there and they were very tame" (Ogilvie, 1996, p. 235). The men could easily 
approach kereru and knock them off the tree. It was only when the pigeons had run out that 
the men decided to leave (ibid., p. 235 ). 
Despite the seemingly endless number of kereru, people soon noticed that in some areas 
pigeon numbers were becoming scarce. The gold-diggers on the West Coast, who spent most 
of their time living in the bush, also noticed the decline of previously abundant birds such as 
the robin (Petroica australis), kakapo (Strigops habroptilus), weka (Gallirallus australis) and 
the kiwi (Apteryx spp.). Besides hunting by humans, birds were killed by introduced predators 
such as cats (Felis catus) and stoats (Mustela enninea) , and were losing habitat as forests 
were logged and cleared. 
3.3 Current populations 
Current kereru studies typically investigate a variety of factors. Because some kereru have 
large home ranges, it is difficult to predict how many are actually based in specific areas. It is 
also difficult to depend on anecdotal evidence as kereru are conspicuous and easily 
recognized birds. People may assume that there are more (or fewer as we are currently 
discovering) birds than there really are in some areas. Due to difficulties in tagging kereru, 
researchers are only able to roughly estimate current numbers of kereru. 
Some data on kereru distribution was obtained through a bird survey conducted over a ten 
year period from 1969-1979 (Bull, Gaze, & Robertson, 1985). The survey was conducted by 
6 See Appendix 7 for some examples. 
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the Ornithological Society of New Zealand with support from other agencies to record the 
distribution of bird species throughout the country. New Zealand was divided into 3675 
squares (each 10,000 x 10,000 yards).7 Over 800 field naturalists collected data on the number 
of bird species seen in each 10,000 yard square (see Figure 3.1). Kereru were recorded in 
most areas of North and South Islands. However, Bull et al (1985) state that kereru fly long 
distances and often disperse from native forests to feed in suburban and rural areas. Kereru 
may seem to be abundant when observers may be in reality seeing the same bird. 
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of kereru from 
September 1969 to December 1979, in the North Island and South Island 
Source: Bull et ai, (1985, p. 140-141) 
A follow-up to Bull et aI's (1985) survey began in 2000 when a similar five- year survey was 
started. Fieldwork is due for completion in December 2004 (Wilson, pers. comm., 2003). 
With the completion of this survey a more up-to-date idea of current kereru distribution will 
be obtained. 
3.3.1 Recent population estimates 
Research shows kereru populations are declining due a number of different reasons. Pierce, 
Atkinson, & Smith's (1993) study compared the number of birds present in six forest areas in 
Northland, in 1979, to numbers present in 1993. According to Pierce et al. (1993) kereru 
numbers in all six forests had decreased, but the greatest reduction was found in forests which 
have highest hunting pressures. In Taitokerau, Northland, only 15% of kereru nests produced 
7 Imperial measurements were used because suitable maps marked in metric units were unavailable for New 
Zealand at the time the project began (Bull et aI. , 1985). 
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fledglings (Pierce, 1993). Clout, Karl, Pierce, & Robertson (1995) studied kereru populations 
at three native forest sites at Pelorus Bridge, Marlborough, Mohi Bush, Hawkes Bay, and 
Wenderholm Regional Park, Auckland. Their study showed kereru populations in those areas 
seem unable to replace themselves. This was due to a number of factors, including high rate 
of nest failure, predation of adults, young and eggs, as well as competition with introduced 
animals, such as possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) for fruit. 
Kereru are found in many different habitats ranging from native bush to urban gardens. 
Anecdotal information suggests that kereru are not declining in all areas. In some areas such 
as Motatau Forest, Northland, and areas of the West Coast, local residents have observed 
more kereru now than in previous years (manager/indigenous 10, 2004; rural resident, pers 
comm., 2004). It is not entirely clear as to why there seems to be an increase in the numbers 
of kereru in these areas. It could be due to the fact people are now more aware of native birds. 
It could signify that kereru are now dependent on exotic trees for food. Urban kereru may 
have better survival rates than populations in isolated bush areas, because some areas near 
human habitation, (e.g. suburban native bush sections) are possibly more intensively managed 
for predators compared with isolated bush areas (scientist/indigenous 2, 2004). 
Current projects, like Kaupapa Kereru8 based in Banks Peninsula, hope to provide data that 
will aid in increasing the understanding of such issues. Kaupapa Kereru will study the home 
range and habitat use of kereru, in a rural landscape with small scattered fragments of native 
bush (managerlindigenous 4, 2004; scientist/indigenous 1, 2004). The project has also 
involved the local community, by encouraging them to report their observations of kereru in 
the area. A similar project run by DOC, is looking at kereru home range in fragmented forest 
areas in the North and South Island (scientist 3, 2004). This project has requested local people 
to report their observations of kereru. These projects may help in the understanding of kereru 
requirements in rural and fragmented forest areas. The data provided by local people may 
provide an estimate of minimum numbers of kereru using such areas. 
As kereru populations vary greatly in different habitats (scientist 3, 2004), it would be 
difficult to determine accurate numbers unless surveys are done for each population. This 
would need greater expenditure in terms of people and time to accomplish. Kereru are 
difficult to distinguish individually and difficult to monitor, as they are able to travel long 
distances and some birds have large home ranges. 
8 Kaupapa Kereru will be discussed in Chapter Seven. 
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3.4 Ecology of Kereru 
- 3.4.1 Habitat 
Kereru are found in almost any habitat with suitable food resources and trees for roosting 
(native and exotic species). Kereru prefer and reach their highest numbers in dense mixed 
podocarp-broadleaf forest, with emergent trees and a good shrub layer. They are also found in 
large tracts and remnants of forest. Although they visit higher altitudes in spring, they are 
rarely found in pure beech (Nothofagus spp.) forest (Higgins & Davies, 1996). 
Traditionally a forest bird, kereru are not restricted to native bush. They are seen in modified 
habitats such as secondary forests, pine plantations and other exotic forests. Although exotic 
plantations do not provide food, the taller trees are used for perching, resting and sometimes 
nesting. They are also known to use shelterbelts, especially those adjacent to lowland forests. 
Numbers in logged forests are significantly lower than in un logged areas (Higgins and 
Davies, 1996). Kereru are seen often in urban areas, in gardens and parks, feeding on fruiting 
trees. They are sometimes also found in paddocks and grassy clearings, usually those with tall 
trees nearby (Harwood, 2002; Higgins & Davies, 1996; Ridley, 1998). 
Overall, little is known about kereru movement patterns (Clout, Karl, & Gaze, 1991). Most 
studies report that kereru will travel to find foods at different seasons. Based on evidence 
obtained from a study of radio-tagged kereru in Pelorus Bridge, Marlborough, kereru seem to 
use traditional seasonal ranges. The timing of movement seemed linked to fruiting phenology. 
Kereru's ability to travel long distances, is supported by seasonal changes in kereru numbers 
observed in native forests, and their movement to rural and suburban areas (Clout et ai., 
1991). In Birkenhead, Auckland, anecdotal evidence from residents implies there may be a 
year-around population of urban kereru (Harwood, 2002). Two on-going studies (a DOC 
project investigating sites in North and South Island and the project on Banks Peninsula, 
Canterbury) hope to determine habitat requirements, and home ranges of kereru in fragmented 
forest areas, and urban and rural settings. 
3.4.2 Food and feeding behaviour 
Kereru are exclusively herbivorous and obtain most food from shrubs and trees. They prefer 
ripe fleshy fruits (see Figure 3.2), although unripe fruit, flowers, buds, young shoots and 
leaves are eaten when fruit is not available (Mander, Hay, & Powlesland, 1998; Ridley, 1998). 
According to Mander et ai. (1998) kereru are able to survive for several months on leaves and 
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buds, although they seem to require fruit for breeding. They may feed on one type of plant for 
an entire day or for weeks, or may change plants several times a day. They prefer to feed and 
perch in mature or emergent trees (Ridley, 1998). Kereru have also been occasionally 
observed feeding on the ground on fallen fruit (Dunn, 1981, cited in Higgins and Davies, 
1996). 
Figure 3.2 Kereru feeding on nikau (RhopaLostyLis sapida) 
Source: Gill and Moon 1999, p. 96 
They feed throughout the day, although peak foraging times are mid to late afternoon. Based 
on observations, it has been estimated kereru spend only a quarter of their daylight hours 
feeding which is considered quite low for an herbivorous bird. They usually forage singly on 
small light branches, but have been observed to sometimes forage in pairs. Larger flocks may 
congregate in areas where ripe fruit is abundant, such as during mast-seeding of native trees. 
Kereru can travel 2-18 km to feed outside their core home range which can range between 1-2 
km. (Clout et aI., 1991). Observations of kereru travelling greater distances have been 
recorded (scientist 3, 2004). Birds taking advantage of seasonal abundance of fruit may be 
immigrants from surrounding areas as well as local birds. 
Outside of native forests or when native plants are not available, they feed on a variety of 
exotic plants (Ridley, 1998). The extent to which exotic fruits are important for kereru is still 
unknown. Harwood (2002) suggests some exotics may provide an important food source 
when there are no native fruits available, as well as increasing the habitat of the kereru. 
Pigeons have been observed eating fruits such as plums (Prunus spp.) (rural resident, pers 
comm., 2004) as well as leaves of trees such as willow (Salix spp.) and shrubs such as 
common broom (Cytisus scoparius) (Forest and Bird Horowhenua Branch, pers comm., 2004; 
pers observation, 2004). At Waihi Bush, South Canterbury, exotic species produce fruits 
earlier than native trees, extending the availability of fruit (Ridley, 1998). 
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3.4.3 Reproductive biology 
The kereru is monogamous and pairs will bond for more than one season (Higgins & Davies, 
1996). They breed throughout most of their range (ibid.) and can lay at any time during the 
year but they mostly lay from November to March (Clout et ai, 1988, cited in Higgins and 
Davies, 1996). Much of the information available on kereru breeding comes from studies at 
three sites in the North and South Islands. Data was collected over a 7 year period at Pelorus 
Bridge, Marlborough. Kereru were studied for three years at Mohi Bush, Hawkes Bay and 
studied for one and a half years at Wenderholm Regional Park, Auckland (Clout et ai., 1995). 
The nest is made of intertwined twigs and has a shallow, unlined cavity through which the 
egg can clearly be seen (see Figure 3.3). Manuka (Leptospermum scoparium), kanuka 
(Kunzea ericoides), totara (Podocarpus totara) or other podocarp (Podocarpus spp.) twigs are 
commonly used (Higgins & Davies, 1996; Pierce, 1993). The nest is built in trees, between 
two and nine metres above ground (Higgins & Davies, 1996; Oliver, 1955). Nests have been 
found in low, dense shrubs. They are built in well-shaded positions on forked, stout branches 
in dense clusters of twigs and vines that do not sway in the breeze (Higgins & Davies, 1996; 
Oliver, 1955). 
Figure 3.3 Kereru at nest 
Source: Gill and Moon 1999, p.97 
Robust kereru populations may be dependent on good fruiting seasons (Buller, 1888). 
Breeding is dependent on food availability, and little or no breeding takes place during poor 
fruiting periods (Clout, 1990; Clout et ai., 1995; Higgins & Davies, 1996). Clout et ai. (1995) 
noted an apparent lack of any breeding activity (none of the six birds under observation 
showed any evidence of breeding behaviour) at Pelorus Bridge during the poorest fruiting 
year during the study. Areas in the north may have longer fruiting seasons and be able to 
support greater number of birds (Clout et ai., 1995). 
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Commonly only one egg, always white, is laid. Pairs have been known to lay up to 3 eggs in 
different clutches in a year (Clout, 1990) and a pair at Motatau Forest, Northland raised three 
young in one season (scientist/indigenous 2, 2004). Although kereru are able to rear only one 
chick at a time, pairs have been known to overlap clutches by incubating an egg whilst 
feeding the first chick (Clout, 1990). Kereru will attempt to re-nest if the first clutch is 
unsuccessful. 
Incubation lasts around 28 days. Both parents incubate the egg; the female incubating 
throughout the night until about midday and the male incubating during the afternoon and 
early evening (Clout, 1990; Pierce, 1993). The chick is brooded in the nest for a week by 
which time its eyes open. During this time it is fed with crop-milk, (protein rich secretion 
produced by the wall of the crop and mixed with fruit pulp) by both parents (Higgins & 
Davies, 1996; Pierce, 1993). A week later the chick is fed regurgitated fruit. The chick is fed a 
pure fruit diet during its last week in the nest (Higgins & Davies, 1996). Chicks fledge when 
4-5 weeks old during the time of maximum abundance of fruit available. In the South Island 
chicks may take up to two weeks more to fledge (Pierce, 1993). After fledging the chick is 
still fed by its parents for about a week before becoming fully independent (Higgins & 
Davies, 1996; Pierce, 1993). The slow growth of kereru chicks is probably due to the 
herbivorous, low protein diet (Clout, 1990). 
3.5 Causes of mortality 
3.5.1 Introduced predators 
On the mainland, kereru are faced with a number of threats. As with many of New Zealand's 
native animals, the kereru is negatively affected by introduced predators such as stoats, ferrets 
(Mustelafuro), and domestic cats (see Figure 3.4). Having adapted to aerial predators, such as 
the New Zealand falcon (Falco novaeseelandiae), kereru seem "slow to recognize introduced 
predators" (scientist 3, 2004). These predators kill adult kereru, sometimes taking birds at 
drinking and feeding sites. They also kill chicks and eat eggs. Stoats, rats (Rattus spp.), and 
brush-tailed possums are all good climbers and easily reach nests to take eggs and young 
birds (Clout, 1990; Clout et al., 1995; Higgins & Davies, 1996; Pierce, 1993; Pierce & 
Graham, 1995). The most common cause of nest failure at the Pelorus Bridge study site was 
predation. Of 45 nests, 14 failed at the egg and chick stage where nests and chicks were by 
preyed on by rats and possibly stoats. At Wenderholm, 12 of the 20 nest failures were 
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attributed to predation (Clout et aI., 1995). The common myna (Acridotheres tritis) has also 
been known to eat eggs and kill young chicks (Clout et al., 1995; Higgins & Davies, 1996). 
Figure 3.4 
Introduced predators 
(clockwise from top: stoat, possum, cat and rat) 
Source: Forest and Bird brochure (Anonymous, no date) 
3.5.2 Habitat loss and competition for resources 
Kereru seem to use fruit species as they become seasonally available. Dijkgraaf (2002) 
investigated the phenology and nutrient complementarity of several fleshy-fruited species, 
such as taraire and nikau, which kereru feed on. The study suggested that timing and nutrition 
of fruiting species are generally complementary as fruits with different nutritional components 
are available simultaneously. This may provide benefits to kereru, as they are able to feed on 
a variety of complementary nutrient-rich fruits during the breeding season. Kereru prefer 
fruits such as lipid-rich taraire and calcium-rich nikau over others. These fruits make up a 
greater percentage of the food they feed to their chicks. Sugar-rich fruits such as those of the 
puriri (Vitex lucens) are commonly eaten even when its fruit was scarce (Dijkgraaf, 2002). 
Certain fruits may help kereru reach optimum conditions for breeding. The loss of localised 
key food species such as the podocarps leaves kereru with fewer food sources not only for 
adult birds but also for chicks. 
Possums may further threaten kereru as they are found in many habitats, and reach high 
densities in podocarplbroadleaf forests . Possums feed on about 100 species of native plants 
and fruit (Brown, Innes, & Shorten, 1993). Possums and rats (who are also known to feed on 
fruit) may affect the amount of fruit available to kereru (Clout et al., 1995; Dijkgraaf, 2002; 
Higgins & Davies, 1996; Pierce, 1993). Possums have been observed to reduce the fruit 
availability of trees such as tawa by eating berries before they ripen (Clout, 1990). A poor 
fruiting season forces kereru to depend on nutritionally poor foliage. Followed by harsh 
winter conditions this may cause additional stress to kereru. Pigeons have been found dead 
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from a combination of starvation and exposure at Mohi Bush, Hawkes Bay (Clout et al., 
1995). Numerous weak or dead kereru have also been found in several Northland areas. 
Harwood (2002) reported 4% of the kereru brought to North Shore Rescue Centre between 
1992 and 1999 died of starvation. 
3.5.3 Illegal hunting 
describe occasions when hunters have been caught with dead kereru. Although illegal hunting 
is not confined to Maori, this issue is further complicated by Maori claims of customary 
harvesting rights to kereru.9 
3.5.4 Other causes of kereru decline 
Magpies (Gymnorhina tibicen) have been known to harass kereru (Higgins & Davies, 1996). 
Ongoing research in the North Island on magpie behaviour seems to suggest impacts on 
kereru are slight. Kereru numbers were observed to increase little in response to magpie 
control (Innes et al., 2004; Morgan, Waas, & Innes, 2004). There have been reports of kereru 
killed after they have flown into power lines and windows. In a single year, the Whangarei 
Bird Rescue Group dealt with 22 incidences where kereru flew into windows (Pierce & 
Graham, 1995). About 50% of kereru cases at the North Shore Bird Resource Centre, 
involved birds that had hit windows or been hit by cars (Harwood, 2002). Clout et al. (1995) 
also reported at least four kereru hit and killed by cars at their study site at Pelorus Bridge, 
Marlborough. 
9 Refer to Chapter Four and Five for further discussions of this topic. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
_ Once an extremely common bird, kereru numbers declined rapidly following European 
settlement in the early 19th century. Principal factors were loss of habitat, hunting and 
introduction of exotic predators. Protected in 1922, kereru are negatively affected in some 
areas by illegal hunting. They are preyed upon at various life-stages by different predators 
(such as cats, possums, stoats and rats) and compete for food with introduced animals such as 
possums and rats. 
Despite lower numbers than in the past, kereru are considered relatively common as they are 
found in most habitats and are quite conspicuous. Kereru also seem to respond well to 
predator control. Based on anecdotal evidence kereru numbers have been reported to be 
increasing in certain areas. This could be due to the effects of predator control as well as the 
possibility that people are more aware of native birds now. It is possible that trees planted in 
suburban and rural areas in the last decade have matured and are producing more fruit which 
encourage greater number of birds to visit these areas. 
It is difficult to recognise individual birds without the use of special tags as kereru look 
similar (coloured leg bands are not appropriate as kereru leg feathers reach their feet) and they 
are not sexually dimorphic. Kereru are also able to travel great distances (up to 18km) when 
searching for food. A bird seen in one area may be the same bird seen in another later in the 
day. Research currently in progress may provide current data with regards to kereru 
population status in those areas. As kereru are difficult birds to monitor without intensive 
efforts, it will be difficult to obtain actual kereru numbers nationally. 
Kereru are important to New Zealand in several ways. Kereru play an important role in the 
ecology of New Zealand's forests being the only extant native bird capable of swallowing the 
large fruits of some native trees. Kereru are culturally important to New Zealanders. IO Some 
Maori claim the customary right to harvest kereru has been guaranteed to them by the Treaty 
of Waitangi. At the same time it is argued that current populations may not be able to sustain 
harvesting. Current research (some of which is conducted by iwi) may provide more data on 
localised kereru numbers and their ecological requirements. These projects also conduct 
intensive predator control to boost present kereru populations, in the hopes that future 
populations may be able to withstand customary harvesting. Future management of kereru 
10 Refer to Chapters Four, Five and Six. 
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will need to include options to deal with both the ecological and cultural aspects of kereru 
within New Zealand society. 
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Chapter 4 Environmental impacts of human settlement in New 
Zealand 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter Four discusses the impacts of humans on New Zealand's environment beginning with 
changes brought about by the Polynesians and then the Europeans. (A brief review of New 
Zealand's natural history can be found in Appendix 4, which also provides more detail on the 
early European period.) The chapter then discusses the various methods each culture has used 
in attempting to manage New Zealand's bird resources, concentrating on kereru. 
4.2 Background 
New Zealand is located in the southern Pacific. It is an archipelago consisting of three main 
islands and several smaller ones. There are a great variety of ecosystems ranging from 
subtropical to cool temperate habitats. In the past, forests covered about 85% of the landscape, 
from sea level to the subalpine tree limit. The rest of the country was covered by areas of 
grasslands, scrublands, and wetlands (Mittermeier, Myers, G., & Gil, 1999). These varied 
ecosystems were (and still are) home to many species of endemic plants and animals. With 
the arrival of humans and their exotic animals and plants New Zealand's landscapes and its 
wildlife have gone through rapid changes. It has lost most of its wetlands, about half its 
forests, and has seen the extinction of close to 60 bird species alone (Wilson, 2004). 
The exact date of human arrival in New Zealand is debated. Polynesians are thought to have 
arrived between 750 to 800 years ago (Wilson, 2004). Whether there was a single or several 
colonisations is unknown. McGlone, Anderson, and Holdaway (1994) suggest it must have 
been a planned migration, perhaps after an expeditionary voyage returned home and shared 
essential information about such a voyage. I Potential immigrants would have been able to 
plan for a long journey south, bringing with them tools, animals [dogs (Canisjamiliaris) and 
rats (Rattus exulans)] and plants such as sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas), and taro (Colocasia 
esculenta). 
I This theory of multiple voyagers might also explain the arrival of kiore or Pacific rat (Rattus exulans). Radio-
carbon dating of fossils, suggest the kiore's arrival to be at least 1000 years before the consensual date given for 
the arrival of humans (Holdaway 1996, cited in Wilson 2004). Kiore would have caused a great impact on native 
flora and fauna. They feed on seeds, fruits, and small invertebrates, but will eat almost anything they catch 
including birds up to their own body weight in size (Wilson, 2004). 
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With the seemingly endless marine and terrestrial resources available the human population 
could have risen from several hundred at the time of settlement to tens of thousands within 
400 years (Flannery, 1994; McGlone et al., 1994).2 With abundant numbers of birds to hunt, 
much of what was hunted seemed to have been wasted.3 As in other places, the initial arrival 
of humans was followed by the extinction of several species (Flannery, 1994; Wilson, 2004). 
The birds that began to disappear first about 100 years after settlement were probably larger 
flightless species such as moa (order Dinomithformes), swans (Cygnus spp.), and geese 
(Cnemiornis spp.) (Wilson, 2004). Birds would have also been impacted by habitat loss. Fire 
was used to clear forests for dwelling areas, horticulture, and to create easy access to 
resources. McGlone (1989, cited in Taylor, 1996) states that it is difficult to distinguish 
between anthropogenic and natural fire (which also seems to have been significant before 
settlement). Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that induced fires caused significant 
changes in the landscape soon after settlement (Taylor, 1996). 
New Zealand had lost at least 40 species of birds by the time of Captain Cook's arrival in 
1769 (Wilson, 2004). The impacts of the first Polynesians on native species and habitats are 
still controversial. The first human-induced extinctions are often used as a reason to support 
the need for strong government control in the preservationist management system of present 
resources. 
It is difficult to say if or when Maori had begun to adapt to their environment. There are no 
doubts that Maori did have a system of managing resource use. This has been recorded by 
people like Elsdon Best (see for example, Best, 1977) and references can be found in other 
documents (see Feldman, 2001). It is difficult to prove that such methods worked. However, it 
is also possible that the reason why there were any bird species for Europeans to see was due 
to a combination of harvest restrictions and the adaptability of remaining species. 
It is likely, after the disappearance of larger, easily hunted birds, Maori would have had to 
have worked much harder at obtaining enough food, relying on more difficult-to-obtain 
resources. The effects of forest clearing, predation by kuri (dog) and kiore would have 
severely reduced bird populations (Flannery, 1994). As it became harder to find birds, Maori 
may have started to notice the connections between populations and habitats and began to 
2 The coastal areas would have provided fish, shellfish, seabirds and other waterfowl, sealions (Phocartos 
hookeri), and fur seals (Arctocephalus Jorsteri). Terrestrial birds such as moa and kiwi (Apteryx spp.) (McGlone 
et aI., 1994). 
3 Piles of discarded remains with large amounts of meat on carcasses have been found. Some ovens that were 
found had never been opened and contained whole moa legs (Anderson, 1989; Flannery, 1994). 
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realise that certain birds were more abundant at different times of the year making them easier 
to hunt during those times. Perhaps they began to realise the need to control numbers hunted 
to ensure that there would be enough birds for the next season. Norton and Mitchell (1994, 
cited in Taylor, 1996) suggest Maori appeared to have been approaching a system of 
sustainable management of remaining habitat by the time Europeans arrived. Flannery (1994) 
suggests a similar occurrence in the Australian landscape, where a new form of ecological 
eqUilibrium was reached between remaining species and Aboriginal land management 
techniques (which included intensive use of fire). It is probable that the animal populations 
that still survived in remaining habitats were species able to adapt to new pressures of hunting 
and environmental disturbances (King, 1984). 
At the same time Maori may have begun to develop knowledge and experience of New 
Zealand habitats, and its flora and fauna. It is possible that around this time, harvesting and 
agricultural practises began to include rituals that regulated interaction between people, and 
between people and resources they used., These regulations would have served to ensure that 
forest areas, animal and plant populations were maintained to provide food and materials for 
people. As Berkes and Farvar note when referring to traditional management practises, "it is 
only a result of this (traditional systems) that we have any resources today to speak about" 
(1989, p. 6). Best (1977) says Maori bird hunters had to strictly adhere to several restrictions, 
with regards to maintaining respect for forest deities and the birds themselves. These and 
other restrictions were necessary to ensure good present and future harvests. 
4.3 Matauranga Maori (indigenous knowledge) with regards to bird harvest practises 
and regulations 
"Matauranga" is the term used to broadly identify "knowledge" in a Maori context 
(Puentener, 2003). Matauranga includes ecological, cultural and spiritual knowledge and 
traditions. Many harvesting regulations were based on Maori spiritual concepts and linked to 
mythological understandings of the environment. Some background knowledge of the 
relationships Maori saw (and still see) between themselves' and the natural environment is 
necessary for understanding Maori harvesting practises. This aspect will be looked at in 
greater detail in Chapter Five. This section will describe regulations associated with bird 
snaring and how this knowledge was shared. Maori were an oral people; matauranga or 
knowledge was verbally transmitted down, and gained through experience. Information about 
Maori was mostly collected and published by interested Europeans. As most of these 
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practises are no longer in use, most of this information has been taken from Elsdon Best's 
"Forest Lore of the Maori" first published in 1942. Best was one of New Zealand's foremost 
anthropologists and ethnologists, who spent some twenty years in close contact with Maori. 
"Forest Lore of the Maori" is an amalgamation of material gathered during many years and 
was written over a period of many years. 
Maori considered the forest and the sea where they obtained most of their food, as two "food 
baskets". Compared to what they could grow, the baskets would have provided a greater 
percentage of resources. Best (1977, p. 115) said that older Maori spoke of their forebears 
who "greatly-prized the tribal forest-lands, the fruitful trees therein that provided food for 
birds, hence they were careful with fire, lest the forest should be destroyed". The Maori whom 
Best spoke to raised concerns regarding the harm introduced animals such as cats (Felis 
catus) had on native species. They noticed that bird numbers decreased with the introductions 
and worried that this would in tum affect them (Best, 1977). 
Native birds provided Maori with an important food source. They were especially important 
to southern iwi who were unable to grow tropical crops brought from Polynesia. Larger birds 
such as parrots (several species), and the kereru probably provided the best amount of protein 
in terms of effort needed to harvest them (Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995). Maori, however, hunted 
almost all birds even the smaller ones such as the bellbird (Anthomis melanura) and fantail 
(Rhipidura fuliginosa) and had many different methods of harvesting. Birds were trapped, 
speared, and snared, and hunters followed strict rules with regards to hunting seasons. 
After the harvesting and storage of crops, such as kumara, which took place in the months of 
March and April, the next busy season was the bird hunting months (commonly May, June, 
and July). This was the main birding season, although there were others to snare certain birds, 
[e.g. kaka (Nestor meridionalis) and tui (Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae) were taken when 
they flocked to eat the rata's (Metrosideros spp.) nectar]. At the beginning of the main season, 
tohunga or experienced men would check the forests for the birds' food supply. Bountiful 
food meant more birds in good condition, which meant a good harvest was possible. Good 
quantities of fruit and other foods meant that people could start to prepare snares and other 
hunting equipment. Tohunga would continue to visit, monitor and report on the state of the 
forests. The proper time to begin snaring was ascertained by two methods. Firstly, tohunga 
and hunters would take note of ripening fruit, falling of leaves or dying of annuals. Then 
hunters would attempt to snare some birds to see if they were available (Best, 1977). 
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4.3.1 Bird hunting techniques 
Birds were commonly caught using various types of snares. Fowlers often lured birds using 
caJls and decoys. When the birds approached close enough, they were noosed (see Figure 4.3) 
or hit with heavy sticks. Small birds such as tui were taken using a perching-snare. The snare 
would be disguised to be part of the tree and when the bird alighted on it the fowler would 
puB the noose (Best, 1977). Kuri were used in hunting ground dwelling birds such as kakapo 
(Strigops habroptilus) and weka (Gallirallus australis). When the hunter was close to the 
bird, the dog would be released to catch it. Traps were also used to catch kakapo. These traps, 
which were a square enclosure with spring-snares arranged on each side, were laid along 
tracks used by the bird (see Figure 4.4). The loop of the snare was arranged at the entrance 
passage and a bird that attempted to pass through would be caught and firmly held by the 
force of the spring (Best, 1977). 
Figure 4.3 Weka snare 
Source: Best 1977, p. 176 
Figure 4.4 Spring-trap 
Source: Best 1977, p. 176 
Various types of bird-spears were also used for places where the fowler could reach birds 
easily. Kaka were speared when food was plentiful and they were not responsive to lures. 
Several birds were taken by hand. After feeding on the ground, moulting kaka were often too 
fat to fly from the ground, and easily taken by hand. Ducks (several species) were generally 
taken during their moulting season. Not being able to fly, they were pursued by people 
(women and children often took part in this activity) in canoes. The birds were herded into 
parts of the lagoon or stream and taken by hand. Dogs were sometimes used to catch these 
birds when they were trapped in this way. Snares were also set up at certain parts of streams 
and birds would be noosed as they tried to swim through (Best, 1977). 
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4.3.2 Kereru hunting 
Kereru hunters needed to have detailed knowledge of the bird and its habits to ensure 
successful harvests. Hunters had to know which foods were preferred at certain times of the 
year to set snares close to food sources. For example, snares were set close to water as the 
birds became extremely thirsty after feeding on miro (Podocarpus ferrugineus) berries. They 
had to know when not to hunt them. When kereru were feeding on kowhai (Sophora spp.) 
shoots, they were not hunted as their flesh when ingested, would give people violent 
headaches (Riley, 2001). 
Kereru were harvested from autumn to early winter when the birds were in good condition 
after feeding on berries of various trees such as miro (Riley, 2001). Best (1977) highlighted 
one account written by a European settler, Colonel McDonnell, who as a boy would follow 
one of the old men to set snares for pigeons during the miro fruiting season. According to his 
account he "helped to lift between 300 and 400 birds (such as kereru, parrots and tui) from the 
few hundred yards of stream" set with snares (Best, 1977, p. 242). McDonnell wrote that the 
usual take of birds by a group of hunters was about 4500 birds a month during the miro 
season. Kereru were sometimes taken in summer after they feeding on tawa berries 
(Beilschmieda tawa) (Best, 1977). Pigeons were commonly snared using running nooses set 
on trees or water. To a lesser extent they were also taken by the tari (slip-noose) and mutu 
(foot snare) snares and by spearing. 
4.3.3 Harvesting regulations 
During the bird hunting months, forests were placed under restriction to all but designated 
hunters. Different types of restrictions were enforced depending on what was to be achieved. 
A rahui or temporary ban on hunting could be enforced during breeding seasons. It could be 
set up in places for a few seasons to allow birds time to increase their numbers. A rahui was 
often marked by an object such as a post painted in red ochre along the boundary of the area. 
Rahui could be spread through word of mouth, and backed up by the mana of the chief who 
proclaimed it (Best, 1977). 
Forests where hunting could take place were considered tapu (spiritually based prohibition). 
Only hunters were allowed and they had to be always respectful of the gods, careful of what 
they brought into the forests, and words spoken while snares were set. Rights to harvest birds 
were jealously guarded and a trespass often resulted in conflict. One tale from the North 
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Island, related to Best (1977) was of Te Karaha who decided to take birds from another iwi's 
(tribe) area. When he was caught by the offended iwi, he was eaten instead. Rights to birding 
areas could only be maintained if the hunter kept his4 affiliation with his iwi and their lands. If 
he was brought up by two iwi and kept his ahi kaa or "fires burning" in both, he would have 
hunting rights to both tribes' lands. 
Based on Best's (1977) records, Maori seemed to practise concepts similar to those practised 
by other indigenous cultures such as the Cree Indians, James Bay, and Vuntut Gwitchin First 
Nation in Yukon, Canada mentioned in Chapter Two. According to Best, knowledge of 
resources available on tribal lands were taught and passed down by the hunter to his son. The 
land over which the hunter had mana (authority) to harvest forest produce was shown to his 
sons while they walked through it. Information on which trees were the best to snare birds on, 
which streams designated boundaries, and which were good for fishing were pointed out 
along with the history behind each. The hunter would inform his son of certain areas or 
specific trees (e.g. those used to make tools), which would need to be conserved and 
protected. 
According to Kirikiri & Nugent (1995), the combination of tapu and rahui imposed by 
rangatira (tribal chiefs) and tohunga combined with allocated harvesting rights, ensured that 
harvesting was strictly regulated. They further say that where restrictions did not work, severe 
penalties, ranging from physical violence to confiscation of the guilty party's resources were 
generally imposed on those who broke them. These restrictions aimed to safeguard resources 
for the following seasons. Although they have been compared to a conservation ethic, Kirikiri 
and Nugent (1995, p. 56) argue that it was "more akin to game management than to 
conservation, if conservation is interpreted solely in the preservationist's sense as the altruistic 
management of bird species for their own good rather than for the good of the harvesters." As 
TEK generally does not collect quantitative data, it cannot provide robust data on numbers of 
birds harvested each season. According to manager/indigenous 2 (2004), historically, tohunga 
may have had general ideas of birds numbers last season and would compare it with present 
bird numbers. Restrictions may have been placed if smaller number of birds were harvested 
during the present season. It may be impossible to prove if such restrictions were successful in 
maintaining resources as there is no way of estimating bird populations before and after 
4 Based on Best's work, it seems that hunters were all male. This, however, may not have been the case as Best 
may have only spoken with men when gathering data and may have interpreted it as such. Maori, such as 
manager/indigenous 10 (2004), who harvest titi or shooty shearwater (Puffinus griseus), train both male and 
female harvesters. Knowledge is passed on to family members interested in harvesting. 
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harvesting. Norton and Mitchell (1994, cited in Taylor, 1966) and Kirikiri & Nugent (1995) 
suggest that it is possible some system of sustainable use had been in place by the time of 
European settlement. However, this may have been dependent on the adaptability of 
remaining species, current human population levels and technologies used. 
4.4 Environmental impacts of the European colonists 
Like the first Polynesians, European colonists also drastically changed the land they 
encountered.s The Treaty of Waitangi, (of which there was both a Maori and English version) 
was signed between Maori and the English Crown in 1840. The Treaty had three articles 
which basically spoke of the rights that Maori chiefs would have as British subjects. The 
Treaty was meant to protect Maori privileges as well as the rights of the European settlers. 
The differences in meaning and language created (and still do) various problems in terms of 
how resources are to be dealt with under the Treaty (King, 2003; Owens, 1992). 
Shortly after the Treaty was signed the number of colonists increased greatly and so did the 
effects they had on New Zealand's environment and flora and fauna. Large areas of land were 
burned to prepare it for pasture. In the South Island, tussock grasslands were burned regularly. 
According to Holloway (1982) it was common for settlers to bum a quarter of the land once a 
year to encourage new growth (see also Barker, 2000). Fires not only destroyed the tussocks 
they also destroyed the smaller plants growing beneath the tussocks and the habitats of native 
animals such as the native quail (Coturnix novaeseelandiae novaeseelandiae) that lived in 
them (King, 1984). 
Many of the early explorers, naturalists and settlers often depended heavily on the bush to 
supplement their food sources6 and native birds, such as kereru were easily caught. Collectors 
like Reischek (1930), Dieffenbach (1843), and Buller (Wilson, 2004) caught large numbers of 
birds for their own collections, and to send to museums and collectors overseas. The prevalent 
thought at that time, was that as most native species were doomed to die out, it was important 
to collect specimens to be preserved for the future7• Letters from colonists to relatives 
mentioned the lack of game laws and the ease with which they were able to hunt birds. The 
5 A brief history of the first Europeans and later settlers is presented in Appendix 8. 
6 Refer to Appendix 7 for a sample of journal entries. 
7 Collectors noticed bird numbers decreasing due to habitat destruction and the introduction of exotic predators 
(Best, 1977). Although it took longer to find the birds, when collectors did find them, they killed as many as 
possible. A single expedition collected over 600 huia (Heteralocha acutirostris) (King, 1984). Reischek killed 
150 hihi or stichbirds, (Notiomystis cincta) within three years on Little Barrier Island, after commenting on their 
rarity (Wilson, 2004). 
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settlers' pets, especially cats, would have also killed many birds: "Our cat brought in a quail, 
which I took from it, plucked and myself ate ... This became a common practice with 
succeeding generations of cats" (Brewis, 1982, p. 71). The introduced Norway rats (Rattus 
norvegicus) which arrived first with Captain Cook in 1769, and Ship rats (R. rattus), which 
arrived with the sealers and whalers would have also impacted heavily on native birds 
through out many habitats (King, 1984; Wilson, 2004). 
Many colonists had carried with them British plants and animals to help establish their new 
homes in New Zealand, and to remind them of homes they had left. The continued enrichment 
of introduced biota in New Zealand was seen as a desirable public service. From the middle of 
the 1850s, Acclimatisation Societies were established to introduce animals and plants; 
possums (Trichosurus vUlpecula) for their fur, fruit trees, and game animals, such as deer 
(several species) and rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus) (McDowall, 1994). Ferrets (Mustela 
Juro), stoats (M. erminea) and weasels(M. nivalis) were then introduced to control exploding 
rabbit populations as well as todeal with rats (King, 1984; McDowall, 1994; Ogilvie, 1996). 
Native birds, like the kereru had to compete with animals that affected them at every level. 
Besides hunting by humans, kereru were affected by habitat loss, preyed on by, and competed 
with introduced fauna for habitat and food. Possums, rats and mustelids attacked birds and ate 
their young and eggs. Possums and rodents ate the same foods such as fruit. Deer and goats 
(Capra hircus) browsed on native bush and destroyed habitat. Native species may have been 
able to survive had there been a large amount of native bush remaining. Maori land, (much of 
it still forested) was probably of immense value to wildlife. Within ten years of the signing of 
the Treaty, however, settlers were pressuring the Government to buy Maori land. As the 
amount of land owned by Europeans increased, Maori land (much of which was still forested) 
decreased (Gardener, 1992). 
Conservation of flora and fauna at this time was not a priority8 and lowland forests with the 
greatest biodiversity, were areas first developed (King, 1984).9 Laws that protected animals 
were passed by Parliament as early as 1861, but only applied to introduced game animals. As 
nati ve birds diminished in number with increased pressure from both Maori and European 
8 See Chapter 5 and Appendix 4 for a brief review of New Zealanders' attitudes towards conservation issues. 
9 Tongariro National Park, set aside in 1887, was the country's first protected area. However. it was only 
possible through the gifting of their sacred land. by the local iwi Ngati Tuwharetoa. to the New Zealand 
Government, on the condition that it be protected from all development (Harper, 1991; King, 1984). 
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use, steps were taken to actively restrict harvesting of these resources. By the mid 1800's 
Maori could no longer harvest them (Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995). 
4.5 Changing European management of New Zealand birds 
The Wild Birds Protection Act in 1864, sought to protect native birds such as kereru and 
ducks from over-hunting by setting a hunting season. From 1864 to 1889, game laws and the 
status of the kereru changed often, creating confusion among Maori and European 
communities.lO Table 4.1 (p. 57), gives a brief description of the various changes in 
legislation regarding birds. Classified at various times as native game with hunting seasons, 
there were periods where there were no restrictions on hunting. In the late nineteenth century, 
new concerns began to affect game management. People like Henry Ell, one of New 
Zealand's first preservationists, began to express the need to preserve native bush and birds. 
Game management began to split between indigenous bird preservation and hunting of 
introduced species. Many of the first steps taken to preserve native birds aimed to inhibit 
"market hunting", where thousand of birds were indiscriminately shot to be sold as food 
(Feldman, 2001). 
Conflict between Maori and Europeans remained manageable as long as kereru continued to 
be managed as game. However many European sportsmen considered it unfair that Maori 
could be given special dispensation (e.g. in native districts) to hunt birds, otherwise prohibited 
[see Feldman (2001)]. As concerns grew over the increasing observations made on the 
scarcity of kereru and other native birds, Ell and others began to advocate the increased 
protection of native birds. Maori access to kereru came under threat and Maori representatives 
began to speak out against the restrictions. Beginning in 1895, various steps were taken by 
Parliament towards the preservation of kereru, firstly by imposing a closed season on kereru 
for six years. Amendments to this Act and subsequent ones also affected the right of Maori to 
keep huahua or preserved game. Although legally protected in 1922, it was difficult to enforce 
protection and kereru continued to be hunted by both Europeans and Maori. Maori continued 
to ask for permission to hunt kereru legally and claimed their right to kereru as guaranteed by 
the Treaty of Waitangi (Feldman, 2001). 
JO Feldman (2001) provides an excellent description of Crown policy towards the kereru and the conflicts 
between policy and Maori demands for access to the bird. 
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Table 4.1 Legislation affecting kereru 1864-1987 (Source: Feldman 2001 p. 7, 25) 
Legislation Date 
Wild Birds Protection Act 1864 1864 
season on kereru: April-July, kereru cannot be sold during closed season 
seasons apply only in areas specified by Governor 
Protection of Certain Animals Act 1865 1865 
season on kereru: May-August, seasons apply in specific areas 
no birds can be trapped or snared 
Protection of Certain Animals Act Amendment Act 1866 1866 
kereru classified as "game", Act only applies in specific areas 
licence required to shoot game 
Protection of Animals Act 1867* 1867 
Kereru classified as "native game"- restriction on trapping, snaring game lifted 
season on native game: April-July, Governor may exempt certain areas 
Protection of Animals Act 1868 1868 
kereru removed from native game schedule- no restrictions on taking kereru 
Protection of Animals Act 1872 1872 
kereru classified as native game 
hunting only in season; season and areas affected by Act set by Governor 
Protection of Animals Act 1873* 1873 
kereru classified as native game, season set by Governor 
season not to exceed four consecutive months, Governor may exempt certain areas 
Protection of Animals Act 1880* 1880 
kereru classified as native game, season set by notification 
season not to exceed four consecutive months, Governor may exempt certain areas 
Protection of Certain Animals Act Amendment Act 1881 1881 
Governor may extend, limit or modify native" game season 
Protection of Certain Animals Act Amendment Act 1889 1889 
provisions to restrict market sale of game and native game 
Animals Protection Act Amendment Act 1895 1895 
season on kereru closed every six years 
Governor may prohibit sale of native game 
Governor may exempt native districts 
Animals Protection Act Amendment Act 1900 1900 
season on kereru: May- July; in Otago; April- June, 
season on kereru closed every three years 
Governor may exempt native districts 
Animals Protection Amendment Act 1903 1903 
season on kereru Ma}'-July 
Animals Protection Act 1907 1907 
no native game can be trapped or snared 
no native game can be preserved after end of season 
Animals Protection Amendment Act 1910 1910 
no native game can be preserved after end of season 
Maori retain right to hold preserved game (huahua) 
all native birds protected unless stated otherwise 
Animals Protection and Game Act 1921- 1922 1922 
kereru absolutely protected 
Wildlife Act 1953* 1953 
kereru absolutely protected 
Conservation Act 1987 1987 
kereru absolutely protected 
* Repealed earher Acts 
In 1946, the Wildlife Branch was fonned as a part of the Department of Internal Affairs and it 
inherited the administration of the Animals Protection and Game Act 1921- 1922. In 1953 
Parliament passed the Wildlife Act 1953, which deals with the protection and control of wild 
animals and the management of game. The kereru remained absolutely protected (Feldman, 
2001). The Department of Conservation (DOC) was fonned in 1987, and is the government 
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agency now responsible for conserving the natural and historic heritage of New Zealand. One 
of its responsibilities is to protect indigenous biodiversity. The kereru remains an absolutely 
protected bird, and at present is still considered relatively common as it is found in native 
bush, as well as in suburban gardens, and some rural areas. Kereru are assumed to benefit 
from predator control that DOC and local government agencies conduct, and that is the extent 
of the bird's management. 
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Figure 4.5 Forest and 
Bird promotional 
material (pamphlet on 
left and poster on 
right) 
Source: Royal Forest 
and Bird Protection 
Society (no date) 
The kereru is still hunted illegally in New Zealand in some parts of the North Island. In the 
mid-1990's, the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society (Forest and Bird)11 of New Zealand 
highlighted several cases of kereru being poached in Northland (e.g. Barrington, 1995; Smith, 
1994). In line with these reports, DOC officers, and Forest and Bird began to raise awareness 
on the potential impacts of poaching to kereru (see Figure 4.5). Both organisations highlight 
the fact that as kereru population numbers are unknown, poaching could further impact on 
birds that are already preyed on by other predators. 
Currently there are many projects run by various government departments, and private groups 
that aim to increase and better manage habitat suitable for kereru and other native birds (See 
Chapters Five and Six). Some such projects are managed by iwi, who hope to sustainably 
harvest kereru once populations increase. Projects run by iwi will seek to include matauranga 
Maori or "knowledge" (IK) within their management. DOC and other involved parties may 
therefore need to incorporate other approaches to management of native species. 
11 Forest and Bird was formed in 1923. It is a non-governmental conservation organisation. DOC and Forest and 
Bird will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five. 
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4.6 Maori in the 20th century 
Although, Maori are guaranteed certain rights by the Treaty, for the most part the Crown and 
New Zealand government have not acted in favour of Maori desires (for greater detail see 
King, 2003). The restrictions placed on Maori for access to native foods meant that Maori 
could no longer use the knowledge that was part of harvesting practises. Lack of use meant 
that the knowledge would not have been passed to younger generations, and may have been 
lost. Maori were negatively affected by other factors such as the suppression of their tohunga, 
their language, culture, and the loss of their lands (Roberts et ai., 1995). 
Before World War II, most Maori lived in rural communities largely separated from Pakeha 
(European New Zealanders). These communities were seen as the best way to safeguard 
Maori culture and identity in tribal territories. During the War, Maori families began to move 
into the cities to take advantage of a greater number of manufacturing and labouring jobs 
previously generally not available to Maori. Maori populations in cities increased greatly 
during those years. For example, in 1935 there were only 1,766 Maori in Auckland. By 1945, 
there were 4,903 Maori (King, 2003). Over the next three decades Maori populations in cities 
continued to increase. As more Maori moved to the cities they had to deal with different 
social issues and Maori from different iwi began devise ways to co-operate with each other to 
solve Maori issues, (e.g. sharing of marae (meeting house) between different iwi}. In the 
1960's, many urban Maori families no longer had active links to their iwi, resulting in the loss 
of the "live connection of Maori language, the practise of Maori ritual and the observance of 
tikanga Maori" (protocol) (King, 2003, p. 474). The loss of language was further exacerbated 
when elderly speakers who died were not replaced with younger speakers. 
With an increasing Maori population in cities many Pakeha (including political leaders) 
assumed that the integration or blending of both cultures would be New Zealand's future and 
that in the process of integration, Maori would be assimilated into Pakeha culture, by adopting 
Pakeha language and customs (King, 2003). In the 1960's and 1970's, several protest groups 
articulating Maori needs, such as Nga Tamatoa (the Young Warriors) were formed. These 
groups campaigned to include Maori language in schools, for Maori control of Maori land and 
Maori monies. The combined effects of these and other activities focussed New Zealanders' 
attentions on Maori issues, Maori culture and history. Interest in Maori culture and beliefs 
increased; more works by Maori writers were published, and Maori artists attracted increasing 
attention. By the late 1970's, these movements were referred to as a "Maori renaissance" 
(King,2003). 
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In 1975, the Waitangi Tribunal was established to investigate and make recommendations on 
claims brought by Maori relating to breaches of the Treaty of Waitangi (King, 2003). The 
Tribunal considers claims going back to 1840 and in its first ten years achieved the largest 
settlements. Ngai Tahu, a South Island iwi and Tainui a North Island iwi, received 
compensation packages of $170 million each. In 1993, the Government offered Maori the 
"Sealords Deal". The Crown would purchase 20% of the country's fishing quota for 
allocation among Maori. In return Maori were asked, and agreed to drop Treaty~based claims 
to the fisheries resources. At present, the Waitangi Tribunal has received a total of about 1000 
claims (Anonymous, 2004; King, 2003). Many claims such as Wai 262, which relates to 
Maori rights over indigenous flora and fauna are still being investigated (Anonymous, 1991). 
The Waitangi Tribunal provides one way for Maori to regain some of what they have lost. 
Some Maori see the re-establishment of rights to harvest native species like kereru as a part of 
this process. 
4.6.1 Reasserting rights to cultural harvest 
In the early 1990's, as part of the Sesquicentennial celebrations, totara (Podocarpus totara) 
and other native timbers were requested for the building of large waka, and harvest of royal 
albatross or toroa (Diomedea spp) as a ceremonial food. Permission to harvest a small number 
of toroa chicks washed up on-shore was granted by DOC, but none were taken (NZCA, 
1997a). While this decision was seen by many as a step in the right direction, others 
questioned the need for harvest of native species to resume. The extinction of various species 
e.g. moa, during early Polynesian settlement is commonly used as a reason to oppose 
customary harvest of native species (Moller, 1996). One of the concerns of resuming 
customary harvest is that there may be a repeat of the moa "overkill". Opponents will often 
state that before customary harvest is possible, more scientific knowledge is needed to offset 
any potential repeat of overkill (e.g. manager/scientist 8, 200412). According to Moller (1996) 
reasons for opposing kereru customary harvest is based on the lack of knowledge about 
population numbers, and the underlying fear that customary harvest equates to a kereru "free-
for-all". 13 
12 " ••• the moas that became extinct through over-hunting. That was before Europeans arrived in this country. So 
it was done by Maori. .. now they've (Maori) got the benefit of science ... a second attempt at cultural harvest 
... with a lot more knowledge about exactly how they (birds) can be taken." 
13 Customary harvest (as discussed previously), also incorporates methods of regulating harvest, such as through 
rahui. Moller (1996), points out that this aspect of customary harvest is seldom highlighted. 
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A culturally important bird to New Zealanders, the kereru was an important food source to 
both Maori and European colonists in the past. Maori used its feathers for decorations and for 
weaving cloaks. At the present, kereru hold a special status among New Zealanders, being one 
of the few native birds that are still relatively common. Understandably many parties are 
concerned that such species would not be able to handle the pressure of harvesting. Like many 
native species, kereru populations are adversely affected by a number of factors including 
introduced predators and illegal hunting (NZCA, 1997a). In some cases Maori defendants 
have argued their customary right to harvest the birds. Kirikiri & Nugent (1995) feel that 
poaching still occurs (although not only by Maori) because Maori no longer have the 
responsibility to actively manage their own resources. They further say, returning 
rangatiratanga would increase and strengthen Maori links to their culture and environment. 
In 1994, the New Zealand Conservation Authority (NZCA)14 established a Working Group to 
investigate the issue of customary harvest. After much discussion with a wide range of 
people, the Group published a paper that was meant to increase awareness about customary 
harvest. The 1994 paper highlighted various topics including the rights of Crown and Maori, 
the importance of monitoring populations, and the need for national policy on customary use. 
The second report published in 1997 incorporated the views of the respondents to the first 
report and identified some areas that may aid progress on the issue (NZCA, 1997a). The final 
report in 1997, however, retained the unchanged text of previous report, and contained the 
NZCA's recommendations with regards to possibilities of customary harvest (for greater 
detail see website I5). 
The NZCA reports have not progressed beyond discussing the topic of customary harvest. For 
example, although the NZCA (1997b) acknowledges that any legal system managing 
customary use of native species would need to be informed by science, it has not provided any 
concrete solutions to the practical issue of customary harvest. The NZCA has not provided 
suggestions as to how research will aid customary harvest. The NZCA (1997b) also 
recommended that the Wildlife Act (1953), be specifically amended to provide Maori 
ownership of crafted items created from feathers and other materials of native birds and 
animals (under present laws the Crown has ownership of such items). Yet it has not suggested 
ways in which this change in legislation can be achieved nor has it suggested a timeline for 
14 The NZCA is an independent organisation, representing the long-term public interest in conservation. It gives 
advice to the Minister of Conservation and to DOC, on conservation issues of national importance (NZCA, 
1997a). 
15 http://www.doc.govt.nzlCommunity/004-New-Zealand-Conservation-Authority-and-BoardsINZCAlMaori-
Customary-Use/index.asp 
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these to be achieved. As an independent body representing public conservation interests the 
NZCA has not fully dealt with the issue of customary harvest. This in itself highlights the 
difficulty New Zealanders have in dealing practically with this issue. 
There are however, current examples of iwi who are working with government departments 
on increasing local kereru populations. The local iwi Ngati Hine is working together with 
DOC to monitor native forest and the effects of pest control at Motatau Reserve, Northland. 
Using various methods of pest control, Ngati Hine has managed to control and reduce 
numbers of predators in the forest. They· have achieved remarkable success with increasing 
the numbers of kereru (Leufkens, 2003). They have also been active in promoting awareness 
of the important role kereru play in New Zealand ecology. Their aim is to increase kereru to 
"pest proportions" to be able to sustainably harvest them (manager/indigenous 9, 2004). 
Another iwi initiative is the Kaupapa Kereru Project recently started by Ngai Tahu, in 
Canterbury, South Island. It started out by increasing awareness through a kereru calendar, 
encouraging people to observe and record kereru activities. Ngai Tahu is working with 
Lincoln University in conducting research on populations present in Canterbury 
(scientist/indigenous 1,2004; managerlindigenous 4, 2004; manager/indigenous 7, 2004). 
Both iwi understand the importance of kereru to New Zealanders. This is demonstrated by 
their willingness to work in tandem with other agencies interested in kereru. Both projects 
hope to increase kereru numbers. 16 Part of the projects includes educating the public by 
increasing knowledge about the bird, its cultural significance to Maori and the importance of 
including matauranga in resource management. By taking on the responsibilities of 
conducting research, and raising awareness, these iwi have shown they are willing to 
contribute to working towards bi-cultural management of kereru. Based on what these 
projects accomplish now, and in the short term, the iwi hope that the long term future will 
hold a place for Maori management and harvest of kereru. 
4.7 Conclusion 
Most Maori and non-Maori agree that kereru harvesting in the present would be 
unsustainable. Kereru are not seen to be particularly threatened as a species and while there is 
research being done by various universities and scientists, there are no specific kereru 
16 These projects will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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management plans .. Projects such as those mentioned above will provide current information 
about kereru ecology and predator control methods in those specific areas. 
Although a customary harvest of kereru would probably be feasible as numbers increase with 
predator control (Wilson, 2004), the possibilities of this actually happening seems slim. 
Cultural harvest will be a possibility when the NZCA recommendations are assessed in terms 
of actually addressing the feasibility of cultural harvest. According to manager/indigenous 2, 
(2004) the difficulty in dealing with this issue begins with New Zealanders' perceptions and 
misconceptions of cultural harvest. New Zealanders will have to look at why cultural harvest 
is such a difficult issue to discuss before it is possible to consider the practical aspects of 
cultural harvest (e.g. locations and numbers of birds to harvest). 
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Chapter 5 Social constructions of kereru part 1 
5.1 Introduction 
This Chapter discusses the social construction of birds in New Zealand and how these 
constructions have affected the way kereru are perceived. Perceptions (or frames) of kereru 
were identified through different sources (various literature and other forms of expression). 
These perceptions are discussed and presented in order of their appearance (historical to 
present). Historical perceptions are analysed in relation to ones present in the popular 
perception of kereru and current kereru management. Present perceptions are analysed and 
suggestions put forward (in this Chapter and the next) as to how present perceptions may 
affect future kereru management. 
Most government departments and conservation organisations that produce educational 
material concerning the kereru, attempt to emphasise the need for cooperati ve work between 
New Zealanders to ensure the birds' survival. General information packages highlight the 
importance of planting native plants kereru feed on, and controlling the birds' introduced 
predators. What is less clearly understood that while the kereru is important, New Zealanders 
may actually differ in how and why they consider it important. For example, although kereru 
are totally protected, they are still illegally hunted and not only by Maori. In some cases 
where Maori have been apprehended for poaching, Maori have claimed the Treaty of 
Waitangi has guaranteed their customary right to harvest kereru. 
An understanding of the different perceptions or frames of reference that New Zealanders 
have of kereru may enable government and other agencies to better manage the bird perhaps 
through a greater variety of management plans. Identifying the social constructions of native 
birds, such as the kereru may be a first step in this process. 
5.2 Pakeha social construction of native birds as always in peril 
New Zealanders' current constructions of nature have been fashioned by each culture's 
historical perceptions. I Both Maori and Pakeha initially regarded nature and natural resources, 
I An understanding of the historical construction of nature in New Zealand is an important part of understanding 
the construction of kereru. The scope of this thesis however is unable to deal with it in great detail. Instead a 
brief discussion is presented in Appendix 4. 
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as items to be exploited with little regard to the future. Flannery (1994) labels this behaviour 
_ as "future eating", where resources were used unsustainably and quickly depleted. By the time 
Europeans arrived it is possible that Maori may have been heading towards some form of 
sustainable management that enabled them to harvest and maintain resources (Kirikiri & 
Nugent, 1995). Pakeha, having introduced domestic stock, did not as rely heavily on native 
birds for food and perhaps could not understand why Maori needed to when there were other 
food sources. Perhaps this cultural bias2, combined with the speed and scale with which 
Pakeha impacted upon native habitats and species, caused Pakeha to consider protection as 
the only means of saving native species. The best way to protect resources (especially native 
forest and species), is to refrain from use. 
The Maori worldview with its concept of kaitiakitanga or guardianship (incorporating both 
use and protection of resources) was ignored in favour of a worldview that saw man as 
separate from nature, and aimed for total preservation of resources such as native birds. 
Perhaps because New Zealand has lost much of its native environment to human 
development3, the only way to maintain them (according to this worldview) is by protecting 
them completely from human disturbance. For example, the removal of plants or animals 
within protected areas, such as wildlife sanctuaries is prohibited. 
Native birds are also seen in a similar manner perhaps because New Zealand has lost much of 
its native fauna4. The need to protect native birds arose when bird populations were seen to be 
declining. Besides hunting by humans, birds were affected by habitat loss, and the impacts of 
introduced predators. While those concerned with declining bird numbers continually 
highlighted the causes of decline, Maori, hunters, and bush settlers continued to support 
continued harvesting of birds [see Feldman (2001)]. 
One of the earliest comments supporting native bird protection was by William Rolleston, 
Canterbury's last superintendent (1866 to 1876). Writing about bundles of tuis 
(Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae) sold in shops and people dining on kiwi (Apteryx spp.), 
Rolleston said that he "would like to see some clause introduced into the bill (Animals 
Protection Act 1872) which would have the effect of preventing the loss of birds which were 
2 Pakeha did not recognize the kereru's importance to Maori as more than just a food source. 
3 Between 1800- 1950, New Zealand lost 90% of all wetland and more than half of its remaining forests (Wilson, 
2004, p.7). At present, over 600 plant and animal taxa are at risk of extinction (ibid. p. 310). 
4 New Zealand has lost 64 endemic vertebrates, including 58 endemic birds (ibid. p.31O). 
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characteristic of the country" (Feldman, 2001, p. 10). Later, in 1895, Thomas Kirk, a noted 
scientist stated that, 
"It is almost superfluous to mention the increasing scarcity of the beautiful native pigeon ... although it 
(kereru) has not escaped the ravages of rats and wild cats, the injury effected by these agencies is but 
trivial compared to the destruction wrought by settlers ... " (ibid. p.18). 
In 1907, Henry Ell felt "unless something is done and that at once to stop the wilful 
destruction of our Native birds ... it is only a matter of a few years when many of the varieties 
will be absolutely exterminated" (ibid. p. 27). Ell was correct in so far as many species did 
become extinct even as he and other preservationists aimed for their protection. Wilson (2004, 
p. 134) lists over 15 species of birds that have become extinct since European settlement and 
several more that became extinct on the mainland but survived on offshore islands. New 
Zealand's conservation experiences of native birds seem to be based on a series of close calls 
with populations already in trouble (see Box 5.1), which depended on mostly amateur 
attempts to save them. 
Box 5.1 Experiences in native bird conservation 
Richard Henry was the first New Zealand naturalist to actively use islands as bird sanctuaries. Appointed the 
caretaker of Resolution Island in 1894, he moved a number of flightless birds including kiwi, kakapo and 
weka from the mainland to the island by boat. Henry spent 14 years on Resolution Island, and when he left 
he had shifted over seven hundred birds to several islands, hoping to protect them from mustelids. 
Unfortunately, mustelids reached Resolution Island in 1900, and eventually reached all the islands Henry 
used as sanctuaries. 
In the 1930's, royal albatrosses (Diomedea spp.) began nesting in Taiaroa Head, near Dunedin. No eggs 
hatched until Lance Richdale, a teacher and keen naturalist, intervened in 1937, by camping at the colony 
during the breeding season to stop people from disturbing the birds. In the 1940's, government officials were 
slow to take action when it was discovered that cats (Felis catus) were decimating bird populations on an 
island close to Stewart Island. Richdale once again took an active stance by exterminating cats himself, and 
by mailing cat-killed corpses of birds to government officials to impress upon them the need for predator 
control. 
In 1948, the takahe (Porphyrio melanotos) which was thought to have been extinct since the late 1800's, was 
rediscovered in the Murchison Mountains, Fiordland by Dr Geoffrey Orbell. They have been a part of a 
conservation and captive breeding programme since their discovery and the population has increased. To 
minimise disturbance, the area in which the birds were found is restricted. They have also been relocated to 
island sanctuaries such as Kapiti Island and Mana Island which also have restricted access, and Tiritiri 
Matangi Island, where public access is allowed. 
The conservation of the black robin (petroica traverse) is another well-known example of conservation of an 
endangered species. At one time the robin population was down to five birds, with a single breeding pair. 
Led by Don Merton, a team of officers from the Wildlife Service used a number of innovative techniques, 
including relocation of birds, and cross-fostering of eggs and chicks with other related species, to increase 
the number of birds. By 1992, after a decade of intensive management, the population had reached almost 
140 black robins, and at present there are more than 200 individuals. 
Source: Wilson (2004) 
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New Zealand native birds are the country's unique charismatic megafauna. Except for various 
endemic and unusual species of birds [e.g. the kakapo (Strigops habroptilus) is the largest and 
only flightless parrot], New Zealand has no equivalent to other countries' charismatic 
megafauna such as tigers (Panthera tigris). Many of New Zealand's megafauna have small 
populations and only found in certain areas. Some, like the kakapo, are only found on island 
sanctuaries which are generally not accessible to the public. New Zealanders still face many 
examples of native birds hampered by factors which affect their ability to increase population 
numbers. Total protection and intense management is often seen as the only way many native 
birds like the kakapo (which has a total population of less than a hundred birds) can be saved. 
The social construction of native birds is based on New Zealanders' history of conservation 
efforts, and efforts undertaken currently which highlight the fragility of native birds as well as 
the characteristics of the birds themselves. Native birds are endemic and found nowhere else. 
They are not only a part of New Zealand's national identity, but are part of the global 
biodiversity heritage. New Zealanders are responsible to themselves and future generations, as 
well as the global community to conserve these species (Wilson, 2004). Most native birds are 
endangered or threatened. The present construction of native birds seems to include a dose of 
"panic", in that there may be an underlying fear that the birds are just holding on, and any 
change in management will trigger off events that will lead to extinction. This is may be due 
to the piecemeal way conservation tends to work both globally and in New Zealand (Moller, 
1996; Wilson, 2004). Intensive research and management are put into endangered and rare 
species. Once a viable population is reached, efforts are redirected onto the next endangered 
species (Moller, 1996). Conservation biologists and New Zealanders in general are in a state 
of anxiety because they are surrounded by vulnerable birds all requiring (at some stage) 
intensi ve managements. 
The characteristics of native birds, (e.g. endemism, small populations, rarity, and need for 
intensive management), combined with other factors including past extinctions and effects of 
introduced predators, have created a social construction of native birds as fragile, easily 
destroyed and on shaky ground. 
5 See for example, "Infectious disease kills three kakapo in three days" (http://www.doc.govt.nzlwhats-
new/presult.asp?prID=lS18) and Gamble (2004) 
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5.3 Social constructions of kereru 
The present construction of kereru is based on historical constructions of kereru and the 
construction of native birds in general. Literature shows (see for example Feldman, 2001) 
that both Maori and Pakeha, have had a long history with kereru and that it has affected the 
way kereru is thought of today. Kereru are seen as endangered native birds which need stricter 
protection and as a food resource (generally by Maori). 
5.3.1 Kereru as taonga (treasure) and food 
Maori believed they shared a common ancestry with the birds and forests through descent by 
Tane, god of the forest who fathered birds, trees and humans by different mothers. Many 
creation songs and myths told by different iwi, describe the beginnings of plants, animals, and 
habitats of New Zealand6• Tane's protection was essential to ensure birds remained abundant 
during harvesting seasons. As kereru were hunted in large numbers using a variety of 
methods, hunters had to intimately understand kereru ecology and behaviour and appease the 
spirits with appropriate rituals. The first bird taken would be left as an offering to Tane. While 
in the forest, hunters would refrain from eating pigeons they had caught as this would scare 
away other birds. Certain words could not be spoken. Charms were used to ensure that birds 
remained in the area and also used to call birds into the traps (Best, 1977). 
Snares would be set on certain trees such as kahikatea (P. dacrydioides) , matai (P. spicatus) 
and ti (Cordyline australis). Pigeons perched on the pole near the fruit, would be noosed 
when they tried to eat it (see Figure 5.3) (Best, 1977). 
Figure 5.3 Pigeon snare 
Poles were attached to the fruit bearing 
branches and another suspended above it 
from which snares were attached. 
Source: Best 1977, p.249 
Hunters would wait under branches where birds perched and use the tari method (a slip-noose 
snare attached to a long rod) to slip the noose over the necks of kereru as they were feeding. 
The mutu method, where hunters would snare birds by their feet was also used to snare 
kereru. A lure was placed at the end of a rod. The bird was enticed to come closer and as it 
6 See Appendix 9 for kereru in mythology. 
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walked over the snare the noose was tighten (Best, 1977). Birds were speared when berries 
were plentiful and they were less wary of disturbances. Depending on where kereru were, the 
hunter would either remain on the ground or use a platform to spear them (ibid). 
Nooses were suspended near streams or creeks where kereru came to drink. In the South 
Island, this method was commonly practised when water sources were scarce. Hunters would 
cover up a large expense of water with branches leaving a smaller area uncovered. Above this 
spot he would place nooses. Kereru would be snared as they stooped to drink. Sometimes 
nooses were attached to a trough in which water was placed (see Figure 5.4). 
Waka kercriL pigeon ~ n are. 
Circa 1900. photographer unknown 
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Figure 5.4 Waka kereru 
The waka kereru or trough was placed 
nearby to where pigeons were feeding 
or placed among branches of trees or on 
posts below the trees. Rather than fly to 
distant water sources, thirsty birds 
would perch on the trough. As they 
attempted to drink they would be 
trapped. 
Source: Riley 2001, p.40 
The majority of kereru caught were cooked, preserved in their own fat, and stored in special 
containers made from gourds, baskets of totara bark, or kelp (see Figure 5.5). Special prayers 
or karakia were said to ensure a good supply of clean fat was obtained. Preserved kereru or 
huahua would last a year, and was considered a delicacy. The ability to offer these to guests, 
maintained an iwi's mana. Huahua were given as gifts or traded for other prized items such as 
seafood (Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995; Orbell, 2003; Riley, 2001). Fat obtained from kereru was 
mixed into mashed fern root, and made into travelling cakes; a favourite food of war parties as 
it needed no further preparation. Fat was mixed with gum from spear grass (Aciphylla spp.) 
to produce highly prized scented oil. Kereru feathers were used to decorate cloaks (see Figure 
5.6), weapons, waka (canoes), and houses. Tail feathers were us~d as personal ornaments 
worn through the pierced septum of the nose (Riley, 2001). 
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Figure 5.5 Taha, or container for preserved birds 
Source: Riley 2001, p.130 
5.3.2 Pretty bird and pigeon pies 
Figure 5.6 "Ko Mauria" 7 
Artist: Peter Caley, 1998 
European colonists thought highly of the kereru in terms of its beauty and as a food source. It 
was noted by nearly all the first explorers. Crozet in 1772, wrote admiringly "in the forests are 
very beautiful wood pigeons about the size of a pullet, their sparkling blue and gold plumage 
is magnificent." In 1805, Savage noted that it was a "pigeon of beautiful plumage, large size 
and good eating". Yale in 1835, mentions the "pigeon's plumage as unrivalled for splendour 
and variety and also, alas, to it being most delicious eating." (Oliver, 1955, p. 440). Others 
noted the abundance of birds, and said they were able to kill tuis and pigeons everyday "to 
provide plentifully for our table" (D'urville & Wright, 1955, p.26). 
Kereru would have provided a large part of the colonists' protein in the early years of 
settlement. They were an abundant source of food and likely became a normal part of their 
diet (see Figure 5.7) (Brewis, 1982). In the West Coast during the gold mining years, some 
men even made their living by shooting pigeons and selling them to the miners (King, 1984). 
Letters sent back to England, often mentioned the flocks of pigeons available to anyone to 
hunt (Anonymous, 1978). 
7 Entitled "Ko Mauria", Caley (1998) painted this woman wearing a kahu kereru (kereru cloak) at the request of 
her family (www.imagesofeyes.com/caley). 
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JUGGED PIGEON 
Take six pigeons, season them with beaten mace, white pepper 
and salt. Put them in a jug and put half a Lb of butter upon 
them. 
Stop up your juF, close with a cloth that no steam can get 
in. Set it in a dish of boiling water and let this boil one hour 
and a half, then take out your pigeons and put the gravy that 
has come from the pigeons into a pan, and put to it one spoonful 
of wine, one of ketchup, a slice of lemon, half an anchovy, chop-
ped small, and a bundle of sweet herbs. 
Boil it a littLe, thicken it with a little butter rolled in flour. 
Lay your pigeons on the dish and strain the gravy on them. 
Garnish with parsley and red cabbage and serve them up. 
The Experienced English Housekeeper, 
Mrs Elizabeth Raddald, 1769 
A PLAIN PIGEON PIE 
Time, to bake, one hour and a quarter. 
Two or three pigeons; a rumpsteak; pepper and salt; a little 
gravy; two ounces of butter; puff paste. 
Lay a rim of paste round the sides and edge of a pie-dish, sprinkle 
a little pepper and salt over the bottom, and put in a thin 
beefsteak; pick and draw the pigeons, wash them clean, cut off 
the feet, and press the legs into the sides; put a bit of butter, 
and a seasoning of pepper and saLt in the inside of each, and 
lay them in the dish with their breasts upwards, and the necks 
and gizzards between them; sprinkle some pepper and salt over 
them, and put irl a wineglass of water; Lay a thin sheet of paste 
over the top, and with a brush wet it all over; then put a puff 
paste half an inch thick over that, cut it close to the dish, brush 
it over with egg, ornament the top, and stick four of the feet 
out of it, and bake it. When done, pour in a little good gravy. 
You may put in the yoLks 0/ six hard-boiled eggs, or leave 
out the beefsteak, if you think proper. 
Figure 5.7 Pigeon recipes 
Source: Brewis 1982 p. 54, 66 
5.3.3 Kereru as gamebird 
Kereru were not considered good gamebirds as they were easily found in the bush and "being 
naturally a stupid bird it is very easily shot" (Buller, 1888, p. 231). They were still hunted for 
sport, perhaps because New Zealand had no other game animals. The Deans, one of the early 
colonial families, for example, organised a pigeon shoot for the Duke of Edinburgh's visit to 
their Riccarton farm in 1869 (Ogilvie, 1996). According to Buller (1888), it was common for 
a single sportsman to bag 50 kereru or more in one morning (see Figure 5.8).8 
Figure 5.8 
Taken in the South Island, around 
1900, this photograph of hunters 
and their bag of kereru, has been 
used in at least 3 different 
documents found through the 
literature search. 
Source: Riley 2001, p. 39 
As kereru numbers began to visibly decrease, the gamelaws that first only applied to 
introduced animals were used to regulate kereru hunting seasons and hunting methods used9. 
8 See Appendix 7 for sample of journal entries listing number of birds and other wildlife shot. 
9 Refer to Chapter Four, Table 4.1. 
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Additional amendments to the Wild Birds Protection Act 1864 restricted Maori use of 
traditional methods of snaring and noosing and traditional hunting seasons. During the next 
20 years various Acts and Amendments changed the status of kereru from native game with 
restricted hunting seasons, to years where there were no restrictions. Throughout the changing 
regulations Maori continued to highlight the differences between European views, which 
considered kereru a gamebird, and Maori views, which considered it a food source. They also 
pointed out that kereru were decreasing due to habitat loss and predation by introduced 
animals (Feldman, 2001). 
Towards the end of the 19th century, another group of people began to seriously advocate the 
preservation of native bird species. Access to kereru by Maori, settlers, and sportsmen came 
under threat. As concerns about declining kereru populations grew, the Government began to 
use the Animals Protection Act and its amendments to shorten hunting seasons interspersed 
with closed seasons. Maori argued for a more flexible approach similar to the indigenous 
system where tohunga would judge appropriate seasons based on the birds' condition, and the 
presence of ripe fruit. Sportsmen wanted to keep kereru hunting seasons open. 
Preservationists wanted stronger protection for kereru (Feldman, 2001). Maori were further 
restricted to kereru when the 1907 amendment prohibited preservation of birds harvested 
(huahua or preserved kereru were a prized delicacy).l0 The issue of kereru protection had by 
then become a widely publicised topic bolstered by declining kereru populations, instances of 
illegally sold birds, and requests for bird protection by preservationists (Feldman, 2001). 
Throughout these changes Maori continued to claim that the Treaty of Waitangi guaranteed 
their rights to harvest kereru. Maori argued that they had kept their lands forested while 
Pakeha had cleared theirs. Maori continued to protest the clearing of native habitat and loss of 
food sources for native birds. This was a sentiment shared by many Europeans but the 
Government took little action to stop the clearing of forest. The kereru was on its way to 
becoming totally protected. Despite protests from both Maori and sportsmen, kereru season 
was closed 1912 to 1921. In 1922, the kereru was absolutely protected and completely banned 
from hunting by the Animals Protection Act 1921-22 (ibid). 
10 Both preservationists and sportsmen wanted to see the end of the market for native game as bird populations 
were decimated by professional hunters. The Department of Internal Affairs had hoped to clamp down on the 
market with this amendment by banning the preservation of game killed (Feldman, 2001). 
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5.3.4 Absolutely protected native bird 
Protection seemed to have done little for kereru as both Maori and Pakeha continued to hunt 
it. The Department of Internal Affairs had difficulty in enforcing the law due to a lack of 
funds and manpower. In 1922, the Department and acclimatisation societies came to an 
agreement. In return for charging licences to shoot native game, the societies would use the 
extra money to help enforce the laws to protect gamebirds and absolutely protected native 
species. Poaching, however, continued as some of the societies had no rangers to patrol areas, 
and in some cases were more concerned with the welfare of introduced animals (Feldman, 
2001). In 1923, a group of dedicated preservationists formed the Native Bird Protection 
Society and began to raise awareness of native species and habitats. In 1935, the group 
changed its name to the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society. It continued to raise 
awareness through its publications and provided what help it could to protect kereru. Through 
its colourful pictures and well-written articles, the Society was creating a public was more 
aware of its native birds and forests, considered them special, and in need of protection 
(Anonymous, 1939, 1940; Feldman, 2001) 
After 20 years of protection, however, poaching was still an issue and enforcement was 
difficult. The Department had little information to base arrests on as poaching by Maori and 
Pakeha happened in remote forest areas which the Department's prosecuting officers found 
hard to reach (Anonymous, 1940; Feldman, 2001). In 1946, the Department of Internal 
Affairs created the Wildlife Branch, a sub-division of the Department solely dedicated to 
managing wildlife through research and raising awareness. The re-discovery of the takahe two 
years later created a wave of public interest in native conservation. In 1953 Parliament passed 
the Wildlife Act 1953 which further strengthen provisions for protection of native birds. The 
Branch recognized that enforcement alone would do little to protect native birds and planned 
to improve government conservation efforts by working closely with other departments and 
raising public awareness through education campaigns (Feldman, 2001). The Branch worked 
with the Department of Maori Affairs to decrease poaching by Maori by publishing articles in 
the Maori Affairs bilingual magazine. Like those in the Forest and Bird magazines, these 
pointed out that Maori no longer need kereru for food, which was a reason often used to argue 
for continued hunting (Anonymous, 1934; Feldman, 2001) The Branch realised that 
conserving kereru meant protecting its habitats and food sources, but had little control over 
land which was managed by other departments. It lacked information on the kereru's status, 
and requirements, as research was concentrated on more endangered species like kakapo 
(Feldman, 2001) 
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5.3.5 Kereru as a declining species 
The Department of Conservation (DOC) formed.in 1987, continued the work of the Wildlife 
Branch. It is also responsible for the conservation of New Zealand's historic and natural 
heritage (see Box 5.1). With regards to the kereru, things seemed to have remained the same. 
DOC and other organisations interested in conducting kereru research are often constrained 
by a lack of funds and the fact there are other species that require intensive research and 
management. Kereru respond well to pest management and in most areas that is the extent of 
its management. 
Box 5.1 Department of Conservation (DOC) 
Before the creation of the DOC, government departments were responsible for both protection and use of 
their allocated resource, under the assumption that this would allow for better management of the resource. 
For example, the New Zealand Forest Service was charged with protecting indigenous forests as well as 
creating commercial exotic forestry plantations. In the early 1980's, increasing criticism of "piecemeal" 
resource management methods led to a shift towards a more integrated approach towards conservation of 
natural resources. 
The Conservation Act 1987 promotes the conservation of natural and historic resources. The Act established 
DOC, and integrated conservation functions pre'viously under several departments, such as the Wildlife 
Department and New Zealand Forest Service. The Act sets out the majority of the Department's roles and 
responsibilities. DOC is subject to various laws passed by Parliament such as those dealing with native 
plants, national parks, and marine mammals. 
DOC is the government agency charged with conserving New Zealand's natural and cultural heritage on 
behalf of present and future New Zealanders. To integrate the functions of its parent agencies, DOC had to 
assimilate and adapt to the records and systems used by the previous agencies. This also involved dealing 
with new legislation and developing relationships with new agencies such as the New Zealand Conservation 
Authority (NZCA) [for greater detail see DOC (1995)]. 
The organisation and management of such a large government body has at times proven difficult. Early in its 
beginnings, it was criticized for lacking experience in policy development as well as not having enough 
field-based staff. DOC has been through two major restructuring, the first (in 1989/1990) of which reduced 
the number of staff at the head office in Wellington and increased numbers in its field centers and also saw 
the creation of its Science and Research Division which provided research-based scientific information to 
conservation staff. The second restructuring took place after a viewing platform at Cave Creek on the West 
Coast of the South Island collapsed, killing 14 people in April 1995. DOC's management systems were 
placed under review, and new procedures aimed to improve accountability and management, by giving each 
level of staff specific roles with conservation. This DOC's current management system. 
Source: Bray (2002), DOC (1995), DOC (2004) and Lange et at (2005) 
Intensive research and specific management for kereru may only happen if popUlations 
decline rapidly. This would be difficult to predict as actual population numbers are unknown. 
Although some research has shown kereru to be declining in some areas (Clout et al., 1995), 
kereru are not as endangered as other species. They are found in most habitats and are easy to 
see. Although kereru are poached, at low levels authorities seem willing to continue with 
current measures of enforcement, working with iwi and the public, and raising awareness. 
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General information about kereru is well publicised by various organisations through a variety 
of media, but scientific data is still lacking in many areas. The Royal Forest and Bird 
Protection Society (see Box 5.2) continues to raise awareness through its magazines, posters 
and pamphlets (see Figure 5.9). Overall, however, the information available to the public 
highlights the various threats to kereru and portrays the bird as declining (e.g. see figure 4.5 in 
Chapter Four, and DOC website given on p 75). 
Box 5.2 Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society 
Forest and Bird is New Zealand's largest national conservation organisation. Its mission is to preserve and 
protect the country's native species and natural features. The Society actively works on a wide range of 
conservation and environmental issues such as the protection of native forests, marine ecosystems and 
advocating sustainable resource use. The Society also advocates the preservation and protection of 
indigenous habitats and ecosystems through public ownership. 
The Society'S head office is based in Wellington and has offices in other cities. Forest and Bird has a 
membership of over 40,000 members in 56 Branches throughout the country. Most Branches are also 
involved in various conservation programmes and run local campaigns. 
Source: Anonymous (2001 b) 
5.3.6 Kereru as cultural icon 
Figure 5.9 
Covers of Forest and Bird 
magazines. 
Source: Forest and Bird, 
May 1939 (on left), 
August 1940 
Both Maori and Pakeha admire the kereru's beauty and made practical use of it historically. 
Most New Zealanders today have grown up with an appreciation for native forests and 
species, especially those that are endemic. Most people consider the kereru special, and 
appreciate it in a number of ways. Kereru seem to be liked because it is a large colourful 
endemic bird which seems "unafraid" of people and will let observers approach it even while 
roosting on low branches. Normally a quiet bird which only voices a couple of soft "coos" its 
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arrival is easy to hear and see. One of the largest pigeons in the world, its loud wing beats and 
clumsy attempts at landing are hard to miss. 
Overall, kereru in the public eye has become something much more than an endemic bird. The 
subject of several paintings (see Figure 5.10), kereru images also appear on stamps, 
magazines, and several websites (e.g. see DOC website, Novak, 2000 11 ). In the last few years, 
there seems to be an even greater amount of merchandise that bears its image and voice. Its 
call and noisy wing beats are part of a nature soundtrack [see "Paradise New Zealand's 
natural soundscape" (2003)]. Nature shops sell kereru stuffed toys, hand puppets, notebooks 
and other merchandise. Its image is used in calendars, greeting cards, educational posters and 
bird guides (see Figures 5.11 to 5.13). 
Figure 5.10 Sample of kereru paintings 
One of the earliest kereru paintings appears in Walter Buller's 1888 book 
"A history of the birds of New Zealand", above left, (Riley 2001, p.125). 
Contemporary paintings show kereru in more lifelike poses, and several 
artists also provide information about the pigeon, its ecology and its cultural 
importance to New Zealanders (Ching, 1986; Marshall, 1992; Novak, 2000). 
Both Ching, above, (1986, p. 167) and Marshall, left, (1992, p.31) comment 
upon the difficulty in painting the kereru due to its colour (iridescent 
feathers are difficult to capture in paint and photos) and small head in 
proportion to its large body. Marshall's fondness for these birds is apparent 
as she describes its behaviour throughout the seasons. For example, "During 
early spring the pigeons delight us with their aerial antics ... You can almost 
feel the roller-coaster sensation, catching your breath as the bird turns its 
body downwards for the swoop" p. 30. 
11 DOC website (http://www.doc.govt.nz/Conservation/OOl-Plants-and-AnimaIs/OOl-Native-Animals/Kereru-
(NZ-Native-Pigeon).asp), Novak, 2000 (http://www.wordworx.co.nz/woodpigeon.htm) 
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Figure 5.11 Selection of kereru merchandise at 'Wild Places' (83 Cashel Street, Christchurch New Zealand) 
(examples of greeting cards at right) 
Figure 5.13 
Promotional material for the Key 
Native Ecosystem (KNE) programme 
A local council has chosen the kereru 
to represent a new environmental 
management programme's logo. 
Source: KNE Programme, 1999, 
Wellington Regional Council 
Figure 5.12 Kaupapa Kereru calendars 
Calendars have been created to double as 
notebooks encouraging people to observe and 
record kereru near their homes. The 
calendars also provide information on kereru 
ecology and showcase local school children's 
kereru paintings. 
Source: Kaupapa Kereru Calendars 2003, 
2004 
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When speaking to people about the subject of this thesis 12, there have been few that do not 
have at least one "pigeon story" to tell. In general people tend to think of the kereru as a 
"simple-minded", generally lazy bird always on the look out for a food.13 This is reinforced 
by the fact that it has a small head when compared to its body, and most stories which range 
12 Casual conversation with friends showed that it has only recently become known as "kereru". At school a 
friend only knew it as "wood pigeon" or "pigeon". Others have only just realized that some northland iwi call the 
bird "kuku" or "kukupa", and some have not even heard of the term "kereru". 
13 Examples of "pigeon stories" and words used to describe kereru are found in Appendix 10. 
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from observing kereru antics in the garden, or seeing them in the bush always seem to be 
about it doing something silly (i.e. falling off a branch while feeding). Recent television and 
newspaper advertisements by the energy company "Contact Energy" discussing renewable 
energy options, seem to have capitalized on that characteristic (see Figure 5.14)14. New 
Zealanders in general seem to genuinely like the kereru perhaps because of the personality 
that has been attributed to it. 
Renewable energies: 
.gine New Zealand's e Solar, wind or just hot air? 
The Press, October 2, 2004 p.B8 The Press, July 31, 2004, p.A16 
Figure 5.14 Contact Energy advertisements featuring kereru 
Kereru continued to be illegally hunted and in certain incidences have been used as target 
practise (scientist 3, 2004; manager 11, 2004; and Betts (2002). In areas where there have 
been higher incidences of poaching, local DOC officers, and Forest and Bird staff have made 
greater efforts to discuss the situation and raise awareness among local people. Based on 
interviews and responses from resource managers, poaching seems to occur regularly (DOC 
officer, pers comm., 2004; manager/indigenous 10, 2004; manager/indigenous 2, 2004), but 
perhaps not in large numbers. Both organisations have reported cases where poachers have 
been apprehended (see Atkinson, 1993; DOC, 2000). 
Kereru are also badly affected by introduced predators, and in certain areas where research 
has been conducted, data seems to show they are unable to reproduce themselves (Clout et al., 
1995). In some areas populations seem to be relatively stable (scientist/indigenous 1, 2004). 
Research also shows that some kereru depend on exotic foods and feed regularly in urban 
areas (Harwood, 2002). The general public are encouraged to trap pests, and plant nati ve food 
sources for kereru. Many community groups work together with local councils and private 
organisations to create better habitats for kereru and native birds. 
14 Although the advertisements are amusing, one wonders what Contact Energy is trying to say by portraying the 
"silly" pigeon as female (who doesn ' t speak), and the smarter tui as male (who discusses energy options quite 
seriously). See also www.positive-energy.co.nz. 
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5.4 Analysis of frames 
The changing views of Maori and Pakeha towards kereru and corresponding frames are 
showed in Table 5.1. Historical frames may have been based on the prevailing concept of the 
time, that European environments, people, and species were superior to their colonial 
counterparts15 (Wilson, 2004). As the New Zealand landscape underwent rapid changes, it 
was taken for granted robust European species would eventually out-compete natives. Men 
like Walter Buller, who thought there was no point in protecting native animals because they 
would die out, also considered Maori a "doomed and dying inferior race" (1990, p. 64). These 
concepts sanctioned confiscation of Maori land, acceptance of the loss of native species as 
part of progress, and encouraged collectors to frantically obtain specimens before they 
disappeared (Best, 1977; King, 1984; Wilson, 2004). 
Table 5.1 Kereru frames identified from research and corresponding constructions of nature 
Approximate Constructions of nature and natural Kereru frame Legislation 
appearance of frame resources (refer to appendix Sa) (refer to table 4.1 for details) 
Maori Pakeha 
Polynesian settlement exploitation ? none 
pre-European sustainable use ethic? Taonga? none 
settlement 
pre- 1800 sustainable use ethic exploitation Taonga none 
1800-1860 sustainable use ethic exploitation Pretty bird and none 
pigeon pie 
1860-1922 sustainable use ethic! exploitation to Gamebird Various legislation - kereru 
erosion of rights preservation seen as game and native game 
(beginning with the Wild 
Birds Protection Act 1864, to 
the Animals Protection 
Amendment Act 1910). 
1922-present sustainable use ethic! preservation Absolutely Kereru as totally protected 
erosion of rights protected native bird (Animals Protection and 
bird Game Act 1921- 1922) 
1900-present erosion ofrights to preservation Endemic species and Kereru as totally protected 
regaining of rights declining population native bird (Animals 
Protection and Game Act 
1921- 1922 to Wildlife Act 
1953) 
? - present erosion of rights to preservation to Icon Kereru as totally protected 
regaining of rights conservation native bird (Wildlife Act 
trend 1953, Conservation Act 
1987). 
Future? sustainable use ethic sustainable use Regaining Taonga? Native bird and mahinga kai? 
= conservation? ethic = 
conservation? 
In the early 1900s, the first generation of New Zealand born colonists were beginning to hold 
political power. Around this period New Zealanders began to identify patriotic sentiments 
with native habitats and species, not with European ones as had the previous generation 
(Eggleston, 2002). Perhaps it was as Park (1995, p. 307) says, "we find it extremely hard to 
15 See also Box 2.1 in Chapter 2 
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value ecosystems with which we have no generational experience". As native birds become 
scarce, the frame that emerged saw kereru (and other species) as unique New Zealand birds in 
need of total protection. Maori continued to use the "taonga" frame and argued their right to 
harvest kereru. They continued to highlight loss of large areas of habitat, and introduced 
predators as key factors (rather than traditional harvest) in the decline of kereru numbers. 
The "declining population" frame has lasted the longest and remains the strongest way kereru 
are generally portrayed. This frame is supported by the current knowledge system used to 
understand the environment. Ecology has been used to show that kereru are declining (at least 
in some areas) and the only way to save kereru is through predator control and protection. 
There is no argument that kereru are slow to reproduce, and are negatively affected by 
introduced predators. However, other than protection and predator control, ecology does not 
offer any other perception of the bird or solutions to its management. The "declining 
population" frame is also supported by the "icon" frame through which the kereru is seen as 
more than just an endemic bircl16 •. These two frames seem to feed into and support each other. 
Species tend to become more valuable when they are considered endangered. This is even 
more true for species that are both native and endemic. When such species reaches an iconic 
status it is difficult to portray them as other than endangered as this factor is part of what 
makes a species iconic. 
It is difficult to say when the "icon" frame actually appeared as there has been an interest, and 
a liking of the kereru from the early 1900s, when kereru became to be thought of a unique 
New Zealand bird (e.g. Martin, 1952; Patie, 1940; Watson, 1952). Perhaps the "icon" frame is 
more noticeable now as there seems to be more kereru merchandise as well as greater 
awareness of the bird. The last two frames have overshadowed the original "taonga" frame. 
Although, Maori still seek the right to harvest the bird and use its feathers (Shopland, 1999) 
manager/indigenous 10, 2004), non-Maori seem to have great difficulty in thinking of kereru 
as both an endemic species as well as a resource. 
16 Kereru has become a cultural icon much like the kiwi. [For example, " .. .it is in a sense an iconic species, it's 
not too far removed from kiwi and kakapo, and they are a beautiful bird" (manager/indigenous 2, 2004).] Unlike 
kiwi however, it is a cultural icon with which people can interact with (i.e. planting food trees for kereru, 
watching it feed in one's garden, and collecting pigeon stories.) 
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5.5 Conclusion- A popular construction of kereru 
Current frames of kereru are supported by New Zealand's social constructions of nature and 
native birds (see Figure 5.15). These perceptions combine to create a social construction of 
kereru as "potentially at risk". 
Most of New Zealand's charismatic megafauna are endemic, have small populations, are 
endangered or threatened, located on islands, and require intensive management. Few people 
may get a chance to see them. Most birds have reached this stage because of past human 
actions (see Figure 5.15 "additional characteristics"). They have been saved through present 
human actions by way of protection and intensive management (through knowledge gained by 
science). New Zealand's history with native birds has been one of constant "panic attacks". 
Birds like the black robin and kakapo are seen to have survived only through the expertise of 
ecologists and conservation biologists 17. Native birds are considered fragile; they have lost 
habitat, are preyed on, and compete with various introduced species. Past experiences and 
ecology says that further disturbance may cause them to disappear. 
Figure 5.15 Construction of native birds 
Iconic Characteristics of Native Additional Characteristics 
Birds Impacts of predators 
Endemic Fear of past extinctions 
Small population Panic/Close calls 
~ 
Social Construction of 
Native Birds 
T 
Belief in science 
supported by scientific 
achievements 
e.g. black robin, kakapo 
The dominant (more or less Pakeha) social construction of nature still sees natural areas and 
native species in need of protection from humans. Perhaps because forests were once seen as 
wastelands and cleared with such enthusiasm, Pakeha preservationists now seek to eradicate 
the impacts of past human (Maori and European) disturbance and to halt further changes 
17 Even among native birds (as well as among birds and other species) there exists a hierarchy. More research 
and management is allocated to critically endangered and more appealing species (read cute and fluffy), such as 
the kakapo. (This issue will be discussed more in Chapter Six.) 
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through total protection (Moller, 1996). The concept that all human interferences (except 
protection) are negative stem from a perception of humans as unnatural and outside of nature. 
Native birds are of greater value than exotic birds to most people precisely because they are 
native. Native birds are a source of national pride and part of what makes New Zealand 
unique. Most New Zealand birds are endemic and rare. The kereru is New Zealand's only 
native pigeon. Humans have impacted negatively upon kereru; the birds were hunted, have 
lost habitat, and are preyed on by introduced predators. The kereru is different in one regard; 
it can still be seen relatively easily. The "declining" and "icon" frames serve to highlight the 
potential "panic attack" that awaits kereru if they are no longer totally protected. 
Ecologists and conservation biologists who have managed to increase black robins from five 
to over 200 birds, and are making progress with kakapo, do not have data on kereru numbers. 
Scientific reports produced say in certain areas such as Northland, kereru are declining (e.g. 
Clout et at., 1995; Pierce et al., 1993). At the same time science also tells us that there is no 
adequate way of assessing kereru numbers. As their status is unknown, predator control is 
safer than risking other forms of management that may put kereru at risk. The current social 
construction of kereru sees it as "potentially at risk". To ensure kereru remains safe, it must be 
protected. Ecologists (we are told) do this because they advocate the well-being and 
management of native birds based solely on their intrinsic and ecological value not on their 
value as a resource. 
However, as pointed out in Chapter One, ecologists themselves may not necessarily agree on 
their observations and understandings of natural phenomena. IS In New Zealand, it is no 
different. Henrik Moller, (1996) an academic in wildlife ecology and resource management, 
has disagreed with Pierce et al. 's (1993) statement that one reason for kereru decline in six 
Northland forests was due to poaching. Moller argues that comparisons between two points in 
time cannot prove a trend and further states that although Pierce et al. had also acknowledged 
it, they "went on to interpret it as one nevertheless!" (ibid. p.102) 19. 
Moller is also co-principle investigator of the Kia Mau Te Titi Mo Ake Tonu Atu (Keep the 
Titi Forever) project. His research team from Otago University work with Rakiura (Stewart 
18 For example, the vegetation ecologists Clements and Gleason disagreed on the classification of plant 
communities (Barbour, 1995). 
19 Pierce et al. 's (1993) study compared five-minute bird counts conducted in 1979 with those conducted in 
1993. Moller (1996) suggests that the decline could also be caused by possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), which 
are recent arrivals to Northland, and were abundant in two of the key "poaching" sites. 
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Island) Maori on their titi or shooty shearwater (Puffinus grijfus) harvests. Moller highlighted 
several issues the project faced, one of which was perceptions of some scientists and 
preservationists20, that the project would be biased and would not accurately report harvesting 
trends (presumably because titi harvesters had commissioned the study). Based on his 
experiences, Moller also stated that it was important to realize that although science itself may 
be unbiased, people practising or using it may not be (Moller, 2000a). Moller suggested that 
this lack of acceptance (not only by scientists or resource managers) of these types of research 
may be due to a "fear of the unknown" (ibid. p. 15), and perhaps the need to retain control 
over knowledge. 
5.5.1 A future construction of kereru? 
Perhaps some ecologists and preservationists use the ecology frame (which highlights the lack 
of data and says kereru are declining), and the worldview that separates man from nature, to 
retain control of perceptions of native birds and the way they are treated. There may be 
uneasiness in dealing with kereru other' than as a totally protected species. Acknowledging 
other knowledge systems, such as TEK or matauranga and LK would mean that native birds 
would no longer be understood or controlled only through the knowledge system of ecology, 
which according to Bramwell (1989) includes the belief that severe changes within systems is 
wrong. Accepting other knowledge systems as valid, however, may provide additional 
information about kereru. What is needed is an understanding of the advantages and 
limitations of each type of knowledge. For example, Roberts (1998) says that to try to equate 
matauranga to science does not take into consideration the differences between the two 
knowledge systems21 and demeans its meaning as a valid knowledge system. It is important to 
acknowledge the differences between matauranga and science, and realize that it may not be 
possible to reconcile them (Lyver, 2002). Both types of data may be compatible under certain 
circumstances. According to manager/indigenous 4, 2004 and manager/indigenous 9, 2004 
matauranga is not static or out-dated; it is dynamic, evolving and adapts to new forms of 
knowledge and technologies. It is likely that iwi involved in kereru projects will seek out the 
best of each knowledge system and test its appropriateness in each situation 
(manager/indigenous 2, 2004). For some Maori this would be one method of re-establishing 
Maori rangatiratanga and mana over a traditional resource. 
20 Talk presented at the He Minenga Whakatii Hua 0 Te Ao hui held at the Murihiku Marae, Invercargill (Moller, 
2000a). 
21 Matauranga, like other forms of IK includes spiritual and religious aspects, whereas science does not (Roberts, 
1998). 
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Matauranga provides valid information and should be understood in its complete capacity. 
Like matauranga, LK may not be obtained through scientific methods. It may however 
provide additional sources of data on specific kereru populations. Local communities who see 
kereru through the "icon" frame, and Maori who continue to use the "taonga" frame, work 
with researchers and government departments such as DOC and regional councils to manage 
native habitat. Although the "declining" frame is still dominant in general, local communities 
like the Forest and Bird Branches, conduct pest control and are involved in restoration 
projects to improve native habitat and increase native bird populations. These groups raise 
awareness of native species and may have their own data on local kereru populations based on 
their own experiences and observations. Based on their work, kereru may not be thought of as 
"declining" by these communities. Instead current kereru research, iwi and local community 
projects, along with Maori reassertion of cultural rights to kereru, and the New Zealand 
Conservation Authority's (NZCA, 1997b) recommendations on customary harvest issues may 
be beginning to create a new frame to see kereru through, one that incorporates aspects of 
both the "icon frame" and the "taonga" frame. 
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Chapter 6 Social constructions of kereru part 2 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter Five proposed that the social construction of kereru may be evolving into a new 
frame that may include attributes of the "icon" and the "taonga" frame. This chapter discusses 
the frames that emerged through discussions with different people who work on kereru. As 
managers and researchers, they will influence (up to a certain extent) the way other New 
Zealanders think of kereru through the reports and articles they produce. Since this thesis 
examines whether indigenous knowledge may be a useful component of resource 
management, they were asked what they thought of indigenous knowledge, and its potential 
in kereru management. 
6.2 Data obtained 
6.2.1 Interview results 
Based on information gathered from the interviews, six main frames were highlighted: 
• Knowledge of kereru (scientific and anecdotal) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Management methods 
Community involvement 
Kereru as Icon 
The role of Traditional Ecological Knowledge (including LK and IK) 
Customary use/ cultural harvest 
It was not possible to link any particular frame to a specific profession. Although certain 
participants spoke at greater length or in more detail on some topics, in general participants 
seem to share similar viewpoints. Most frames found were common to each interviewee and 
was labelled under a general heading. Within each frame, there were several other topics that 
interviewees highlighted. These were placed as subtopics within each frame. Topics have 
been listed based on number of times they were brought up (e.g. topics at the top have been 
discussed by the most number of people). 
Frame 1 Knowledge of kereru (scientific and anecdotal) 
Although general information of kereru ecology and behaviour are known, some basic 
information is lacking. Almost all interviewees talked of the importance of obtaining 
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information and the need to conduct research to gain data. The topics common to most 
interviewees are in the table below. 
Table 6.1 Knowledge ofkereru (scientific and anecdotal) 
Topics sub-topic 
Lack of data / difficulty in obtaining data - unknown population numbers 
- difficult to monitor kereru 
- varying populations 
- baseline data needed 
- various research projects going on to fill gaps 
Funding issues - non- threatened species 
- priorities of agencies . 
- project type 
- valid research questions 
Anecdotal information - reliability 
- methods used 
The lack of baseline data and the difficulty in obtaining reliable estimates of kereru numbers 
were topics discussed by almost all participants. Anecdotal estimates suggest kereru numbers 
vary widely around New Zealand; in some areas kereru seem to be increasing in numbers 
while in others they are thought to be declining. Most participants mentioned that as kereru 
are well liked by members of the public, conspicuous, and easy to observe people tend to 
report sightings. Kereru are difficult to monitor as they look the same and travel long 
distances to feed. Several participants pointed out that anecdotal information is unreliable as it 
does not have robust data on bird numbers. In the words of scientist/indigenous 1 (2004), 
"It's really hard to identify individuals and they can fly 30 km so you could be seeing one animal in seven 
days in a row and call it one animal, or you could be seeing seven different animals, seven days in a row 
and not know they're different animals. It's almost the holy grail with kereru to get a reasonable estimate 
of how many they are." 
Although research is conducted in several areas around New Zealand, those involved say that 
most projects investigate more than just kereru. Many projects on native birds are habitat 
focused (e.g. ecosystem restoration). Part of the issue one manager admitted is that "kereru 
are not acutely threatened, it does fall through the gaps" (manager 1, 2004). As it is difficult to 
estimate kereru numbers, it is taken for granted that habitat restoration and pest control are 
adequate. Several participants noted that funding sometimes corresponded with non-
ecological reasons. For example projects may receive funding if they were seen to benefit 
relationships between government departments or research institutes and iwi 
(scientist/indigenous 2, 20s04). Manager 1, (2004) said "if it wasn't for Ngai Tahu identifying 
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it as a project that they wanted to work with, I wouldn't be doing anything with kereru". 
Scientist 3 (2004) said the proposed project fitted in with his department's priorities and with 
others already in place. Manager/indigenous 2, (2004) pointed out that funding depended on 
how well a proposal was prepared and if research questions were deemed relevant. As a 
manager he preferred a balanced portfolio of projects undertaken, but admitted that funding of 
projects depended on the interests of those who prepared proposals and those who evaluated 
them. 
Frame 2 Management methods 
Pest control is considered a practical method to protect a range of native species, as 
introduced pests such as possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) and rats (Rattus spp.) affect native 
birds and their food sources. Most participants felt that management options were limited to 
pest control as kereru populations are not considered in immediate danger. 
Table 6.2 Management methods 
. Topics sub-topics 
Pest control - best method 
- different pests in different areas 
- newer methods of pest control 
Ecosystem based - no specific management for kereru 
- pests affect plants and animals 
- less pests, more food source for birds 
Community based work - many communities involved in pest control 
- anecdotal evidence available 
Reducing numbers of introduced animals in native habitat reduces chances of native species 
being preyed on as well as increasing food sources for native species. Although there is no 
specific management plan for kereru, all interviewees agreed that pest control was the best 
form of "management". This sentiment was best summarised by scientist 3 (2004) who said, 
" ... generally as a rule of thumb, the main problem for forest birds in New Zealand is predation so if you 
haven't got any other evidence to go on, but you need to do something quickly to advert a disaster you 
might as well rush in there and control predators and then once you've got the luxury from research to 
back it up or to tell you something different you can change your management." 
Introduced animals such as possums, rodents and mustelids (Mustela spp.) impact upon on 
many native birds indirectly (by eating plant food sources) and directly (by eating eggs, 
chicks and adults). Reduction in predator numbers often showed an increase in the numbers of 
native birds. Although pests may differ, depending on the area people work in (e.g. cats may 
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be a bigger issue in urban areas), in general interviewees believed that pest control was the 
most practical option. As scientist 4 (2004) said, 
"if you want (New Zealand) forest species to survive, you've got to ... find some way of reducing the 
impacts on those bird species ... your management options are fairly well defined, you gotta go knock 
things on the head, furry things." 
One of the DOC scientists said that various DOC offices throughout the country might be 
involved in small scale projects involving kereru and suggested it would be worthwhile to 
contact staff at these offices 1 • 
Frame 3 Community involvement 
Several DOC Conservancy staff and interviewees highlighted that local communities often 
played a large role in pest control and restoring native habitat. These groups provide much of 
the anecdotal information on the benefits of pest control. 
Table 6.3 Community involvement 
Topics sub-topics 
Education and awareness - communication between researchers and community 
- part of environmental work 
- access/availability of new information to community 
Community support - important to obtain before starting projects 
- benefits to community 
- understanding communities are different 
Community run projects - examples of successful projects 
- resources available 
- community continues project 
Regardless of their profession many participants spoke of the importance of involving the 
public and local communities, and gaining community support for projects. As scientist 4, 
(2004) said " ... you can't afford not to. If you're trying to sell an idea and the community 
won't buy it, well you can forget it. .. " 
Community involvement ranged from passive activities where staff from local government 
I Various Conservancy Offices were telephoned. Although all were involved in pest control (seen as the best 
way to increase bird numbers locally), few were doing work on kereru specifically. The Offices that were, were 
involved in kereru projects that were (at least in some part) linked to the Department's Head Office. Offices that 
did general bird monitoring, used kereru along with several other native birds as indicators of ecosystem health. 
One Conservancy conducted an annual survey of kereru numbers feeding at a certain location. Although it had 
been running for at least 10 years, the staff member was not sure if the survey provided any reliable information 
as they had no idea where the kereru came from, and as birds came there to feed, numbers were highly 
dependant on good fruiting years. 
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agencies such as city councils, would raise awareness of native habitats through educational 
means (e.g. posters, magazines, press releases and presentations) to active community 
participation. Many local communities, Forest and Bird Branches or landcare groups ran 
restoration and replanting projects. Many funded their own pest control operations. 
Most interviewees recommended contact with Regional and City Councils2 as these local 
government bodies are responsible in managing local parks and reserves. It was suggested 
that they would be working with community groups such as Forest ~nd Bird Branches and 
landcare groups. Forest and Bird staff also encouraged contact with local Branches, as most 
are active in many environmental projects3• Generally although there seems to be little work 
on kereru specifically, local communities and groups seem to play an important role in 
restoring native areas. Based on their work, they may have relevant information on native 
wildlife, although it may not be collected methodologically. 
While most interviewees mentioned providing appropriate information and funds for 
communities interested in pest control, one participant mentioned additional benefits to 
communities in the form of training for particular jobs (e.g. pest control, and obtaining gun 
licences to shoot pests). It was important to provide communities with resources to participate 
in research projects or pest control operations, but it was equally important to realise 
communities may have different priorities at different times. Several mentioned the 
importance of communication between those conducting research or pest control and local 
communities. Speaking of a local iwi's interest in a local nature reserve, manager 3, (2004) 
said, "Their current role is that they want to be involved (informed) and know what's going 
on and be able to comment, but they're not physically involved." 
Frame 4 Kereru as Icon 
Based on his experience manager/indigenous 4 (2004) felt the local community he was 
working with (both Maori and non-Maori) were interested in his project because it was about 
kereru; "the kereru it's really a bird that's adored by the community, the whole community ... " 
This sentiment was shared by the people interviewed. Without prompting, most would explain 
their liking of the kereru, or why they thought others liked it. The terms participants chose to 
2 Most regional and local councils are involved with general pest control in the reserves they manage. Some are 
involved in native bird projects but none are working specifically on kereru. Many work with local communities 
(e.g. "Friends of Tawa Bush Reserves", Wellington) who volunteer with replanting and pest control work. 
3 A number of Forest and Bird Branches are involved with habitat or native species work. Some Branches are 
self-funding, while others obtain funds from other organisation or share costs with local government agencies. 
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describe kereru, ranged from its ecological role as a "key indicator species" (manager 5, 
2004), to references to its plumage "spectacular" (scientist 4, 2004), its behaviour "playful" 
(manager 6, 2004) and its personality "cheeky" (managerlindigenous 4, 2004). 
Table 6.4 Kereru as Icon 
Topics sub-topics 
Social importance - easily seen and recognizable 
- pigeon stories 
- mega fauna "personality" 
Cultural importance - kai 
- whakapapa 
- symbol of customary use 
Ecological importance - endemic pigeon 
- important seed disperser 
- key indicator species 
Most participants felt that kereru were different compared with other native birds as they were 
found in most habitats and eaSily recognizable. Although Forest and Bird Branches were only 
asked if they were involved in pest control or restoration projects, several members added 
information about the last time they had see kereru, even if it was about a single bird sitting 
on a branch4• The fascination than many New Zealanders have of this particular bird was 
apparent in the interviews. Several participants spoke about various incidences that 
showcased the bird's "larger than life" (manager/indigenous 4, 2004) persona. (Having heard 
so many of these I have begun labelling them "pigeon stories"). One of the most entertaining 
examples of these stories was related by manager 6, (2004). While at a picnic site, near some 
podocarp forest in Nelson, he and his companions heard, 
"this groaning noise and we thought 'Oh someone's hurt- someone's injured in the bush' and we went 
looking thinking we'd find someone whose leg was broken. And we couldn't find anything and 'we 
realized this noise was coming from above us. And there was this kereru stuck, absolutely stuck to this 
branch because it had just gorged itself on miro berries and its tummy just sank over the branch and this 
poor bird was just sitting there waiting for the seeds to go through to have a bloody crap!" 
Listening to what people had to say about the bird, it is apparent that the kereru holds many 
meanings for Maori and non-Maori. Although references to food (both serious and in jokes) 
were often brought up by participants, several people highlighted the importance of the bird to 
them. Besides its important ecological role, many felt that it was an icon because it is a 
beautiful bird, and unlike the kiwi (Apteryx spp.), the kereru is an "available" icon species that 
4 Terms used to describe kereru and examples of pigeon stories can be found in Appendix 10. 
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people can see. Scientist/indigenous 1, (2004) considered the kereru important not only 
because of its ecological role and as kai (food), but also said, " ... the way I sort of see it, it that 
it's a close relative of mine, its all about whakapapa and everything is related and we all come 
from the same place." 
Manager/indigenous 7, (2004) at TRONT (Te Runanga 0 Ngai Tahu) saw the kereru as 
"being a really important species to Ngai Tahu. It seems to be almost symbolic of the concept of 
customary use. Which is why I think there seems to be a lot of that tension there, because kereru was and 
still is very important for kai, for food and its got a lot of meaning in symbolism. It's not just food, there's 
a lot more than just that." 
Frame 5 Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) 
Most interviewees had heard of TEK or some variant of it. From discussions, it seemed most 
participants included various forms of knowledge, such as anecdotal information and 
matauranga within the umbrella term of TEK. As stated in Chapter Two, in this thesis TEK is 
referred to as matauranga Maori or IK. Non-Maori local knowledge is referred to as LK. 
Table 6.5 Traditional Ecological Knowledge 
Topics sub-topics 
Different world views - importance of different approaches 
- use of matauranga is a possibility (in future) 
Validity - reliability of anecdotal information 
- changed environment, species composition 
Sharing of knowledge - barriers to sharing of matauranga 
- existence of matauranga for kereru 
Almost all participants considered TEK or matauranga as another knowledge system. Most 
agreed it was important to acknowledge different worldviews. Several pointed out that to 
obtain the most information, one needed to look at all available information. Most used 
anecdotal information when discussing kereru numbers. Manager/scientist 8, (2004) said he 
had about 20 years worth of information (he considered TEKlLK) , based on personal 
observations of local bird life, which was regularly used by others including Maori. Although 
many said they aware of matauranga, it was something that remained in the background. Most 
had few chances to use it in their professions. A few felt there would be possibilities of using 
matauranga in the future as people grow more accepting of different knowledge systems. As 
manager/indigenous 2, (2004) pointed out, 
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" ... we really have to look closely at the question of science knowledge versus other forms of knowledge. 
Science is only a form of knowledge, only one way of looking at the world. And again I say from my 
point of view, that a lot of barriers or divisions between other forms of knowledge and science are 
breaking down." 
Although interviewees acknowledged that LK and matauranga could be important in 
providing information, most felt it was difficult to use practically. One of the issues brought 
up was deciding on the reliability of this type of data. Interviewees felt reliability could only 
be guaranteed if information was gathered using a standard structured method. Several said 
that random kereru observations were of little value as one bird could be counted many times. 
There are similar issues with matauranga as it is based on knowledge transmitted orally and 
generally not written down. Managerlindigenous 4, 2007 spoke of the frustration he felt when 
he was constantly asked to verify information obtained from kaumatua (respected elders) by 
supporting it with published documentation. Some interviewees said that the matauranga 
available may not be applicable in the present as New Zealand's environment and species 
composition have changed. This attitude can be detrimental to the acceptance of matauranga 
by reinforcing the "Disappearance of Indigenous Knowledge Myth" (discussed in Chapter 2). 
It does not take into consideration the ability of matauranga to adapt to new environments and 
knowledge. Some participants said that erosion of matauranga has been caused from lack of 
use. These participants assert that it is only through practise that knowledge is saved. 
Various participants also highlighted the responsibility that comes with sharing information. 
Most felt it was importance to acknowledge people's ownership to spoken information. Most 
also felt both Maori and non-Maori have and continue to gain by the sharing of knowledge as 
long as it was done in an acceptable manner. Manager/indigenous 9, (2004) admitted that 
older Maori may be more wary of sharing information based upon previous bad experiences, 
where what they shared was not acknowledged or used in acceptable ways. 
Manager 1 (2004) felt that information flow was often one way. As DOC officer she shared 
knowledge through her work with community groups and runanga (tribal councils) but did not 
typically gain much information from iwi. She felt this could be due to a number of reasons, 
perhaps because information may no longer be available and that there could be a reluctance 
to share information. Manager 1, (2004) felt one issue concerning information sharing related 
to ownership of that information. Once spoken it was hard to claim or control, 
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"I've been to a couple of workshops where there've been enormous arguments and debate over whether 
this information should be made public and who it belongs to. The fact that when you speak it, it becomes 
public and you lose control over what happens to it." 
When queried about the availability of knowledge on kereru, several interviewees said 
matauranga kereru may only be available in areas where people were heavily dependant on it 
as a resource, such as in parts of the North Island. Many felt that proper protocols were 
needed to ensure ownership of knowledge was recognised. This would be a way of 
encouraging iwi to be more willing to share information. The Kaupapa Kereru project run by 
Ngai Tahu, for example ensures information shared by kaumatua will remain the property of 
those people and their families (manager/indigenous 4, 2004). 
Frame 6 Customary use/ cultural harvest 
Although there were no specific questions about this topic, it was brought up in interviews 
several times. This showed that perhaps this issue is foremost in people's thoughts about 
kereru. Although generally discussed when management issues were spoken of, it is looked at 
separately as it encompasses topics from several themes. 
Table 6.6 Customary usel cultural harvest 
Topics sub-topics 
harvesting possibilities - supported by data/research 
- number of birds 
- sustainability 
- trials on game species 
- issues of control of resources 
- education! awareness raising 
In many ways it was hardest to discuss because of its provocativeness. Yet it was a topic 
many interviewees felt needed to be discussed. Although everyone believed harvesting of 
kereru would only be possible in the future, there was a range of issues brought up regarding 
how and when it should take place. 
Almost everyone brought up the need for strong data to provide information about ecosystem 
health and kereru population numbers. Several spoke about the need to understand kereru 
population dynamics and the affect of predators on birds and their food sources. Several 
highlighted the fact that more kereru habitat (and food sources) would be needed to build and 
support populations able to withstand harvesting. Manager/indigenous 9, (2004), who works 
with Ngati Hine on a kereru project mentioned jokingly that he wanted to have kereru in "pest 
proportions" eating orchard fruits, so that people wanted to get rid of them. 
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Many participants were concerned that it would be impossible to tell when there would be 
enough birds to ensure harvest. Manager/scientist 8, (2004) felt native birds should not be 
harvested for food alone, "I'd need to believe that the harvesting is deeply sourced in the 
spirituality and in the true indigenous side of it. Not just a ticket to get free food ... " 
Some were concerned if customary harvest was legalised there will be no control over the 
numbers of hunters and birds harvested. Few seemed to consider that Maori also see this as 
potential issue as customary use includes the responsibility to manage resources wisely. For 
example, interviewees mentioned iwi who placed rahui for kereru in their area (one iwi as late 
as the 1980's) when they saw numbers beginning to decline. 
Although interviewees were of the opinion that customary harvest would eventually happen, 
most participants concentrated on the potential negative aspects of customary harvesting, such 
as over-harvesting or illegal hl,lnting of kereru. Few participants suggested ways one would 
need to assess harvesting knowledge and methods. This was pointed out by 
managerlindigenous 2, (2004) who said " ... the argument if there's ever been an argument has 
always been about sustainable harvest. Not even sustainable, just harvesting." 
Manager/indigenous 7 (2004) suggested one way of regaining some customary knowledge is 
to "practise" on species are already harvested regularly. She suggested using traditional 
methods in harvesting gamebirds. " ... With the customary use of gamebirds I see a big part of 
that is actually re-establishing those ways, or relearning those ways. 'Cause lots of mahinga 
kai practises haven't been in practise for a long time." Harvesting systems for species already 
managed and monitored, such as paradise duck (Tadorna variegata), could include traditional 
customary techniques. Although there have been discussions between Ngai Tahu and Fish and 
Game New Zealand5, this proposal has not moved very far and the interviewee felt that one of 
the issues of concern is over the control and access to such resources. She felt Fish and Game 
may be threatened by the idea that if customary harvest is allowed for native species, Maori 
may then decide to claim rights to introduced species such as brown trout (Salrno trutta). 
An issue also highlighted was the need to provide information to and involve the public in 
discussions about customary harvesting. As the kereru is an iconic species liked by many 
5 Fish and Game New Zealand is the organisation which has a statutory mandate to manage New 
Zealand's freshwater sportsfish fisheries and gamebird hunting. 
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people, several participants felt it would be important to raise awareness on customary 
harvesting issues. The openness in discussing this sensitive issue was also important in 
research projects. Interviewees working on a kereru project mentioned to other project 
partners that customary harvesting was one of the reasons they initiated the project. Although 
it surprised a few people in the beginning, most have become accustomed to the idea 
(although they may not agree with it). During project meetings people would often joke about 
eating kereru. These interviewees felt it was important for project partners to understand the 
different views everyone had at the start of the project. 
6.3 Analysis of frames of reference 
Table 6.7 Frames derived from interviews 
Frames Topics 
Knowledge of kereru (scientific and -lack of data / difficulty in obtaining data 
anecdotal) -funding issues 
-anecdotal information 
Management methods -pest control 
-eCosystem based 
-community based work 
Community involvement -education and awareness 
-community support 
-community run projects 
Kereru as Icon -social importance 
-cultural importance 
, 
-ecological importance 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge -different world views 
(including LK and IK) -validity 
-sharing of knowledge 
Customary use! cultural harvest -harvesting possibilities based on several criteria 
Six frames were generated based on data collected from interviews. Although presented as 
individual frames, the topics within each frame are linked to and support each other in various 
ways. The "icon" and "lack of knowledge" frame seem to be the main perception of kereru 
which the others were based on or supported by. 
The major point highlighted by almost all interviewees was the lack of data on kereru 
numbers and the difficulty in obtaining it. The concept of "difficulty in obtaining data" also 
seemed to be part of the problem, as most interviewees felt there was no acceptable 
(scientifically validated) method to gain robust enough data. Scientific methods were seen by 
most interviewees as the only way of getting information. Anecdotal observation was not 
acceptable as "proof' of the possibility that kereru may be doing well, as an increase in birds 
could be due to other reasons. Various activities and education campaigns run by various 
organisations may have created more awareness of native birdlife and kereru are extremely 
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conspicuous birds. Manager/scientist 8, (2004) suggested that trees planted 10 to 15 years ago 
have matured, providing more food and better habitat. Anecdotal information may provide a 
general idea of kereru populations. To prove kereru are doing well, however, one must 
conduct a controlled experiment (such as the DOC (2003) study being planned in Southland, 
South Island) over a certain time period, where birds in an area would be identified and their 
movements tracked. As manager/scientist 8, (2004) said, 
" ... it can't be argued ... that all indigenous communities in the world particularly Maori somehow 
intuitively knew how many animals they could take from an environment without the resources being 
depleted. That's a fallacy, that's not true. Only by true science can you work that out." 
Such statements imply that scientists, through scientific methods, know the correct number of 
animals that can be harvested. However, both scientific data and indigenous knowledge is 
gathered in a similar manner, in· that understanding is gained through observation and 
experience. It is difficult to continually assert the relevance of other knowledge systems. 
Manager/indigenolis 2, (2004 Ywho pointed out that science is just one method of obtaining 
information, sometimes felt resigned to the idea that science is the only acceptable way of 
validating information because it is what everyone assumes is valid. While he agreed the 
possibilities of harvesting were highly dependent on abundant bird numbers, he felt that other 
issues would present themselves (such as the debate over hunting an iconic native species) 
when there were abundant kereru numbers present. This he believed was something difficult 
to get around. Even if there were large numbers of kereru, he was of the opinion that cultural 
or traditional reasons (such as kai for kaumatua) for harvesting would generally not be 
considered valid enough. On the other hand he said, 
" ... one way to do it (customary harvest) is to beat them (sceptics) at their own game which is bamboozle 
them with science cause you can talk to people like that in terms of scientific terms and use, you know, a 
western science approach to things, they then are less able to resist. " 
One of the reasons why there is a lack of data is based purely on fiscal constraints of 
government and other agencies to providing funding, staff and equipment for research 
projects. Kereru are difficult to monitor. They fly long distances to feed and are difficult to 
tell apart. The large flocks observed feeding in one spot may consist of birds from many other 
areas. These are the reasons that general observations are not considered robust data. To 
accurately identify individual birds and monitor populations would be difficult and costly, as 
all birds in an area would have to be tagged. Even then, there would no guarantee they would 
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remain in that area. Perhaps because kereru are not considered threatened and observations 
show them to be common there is no urgent need to delegate greater funding to kereru. By 
contrast, birds such as the kakapo (Strigops habroptilus), are intensively managed because 
there are so few remaining. 
Pest control is beneficial for native habitats and species. Kereru respond well to pest control, 
as numbers have been known to increase in areas where pests are intensively managed 
(scientist/indigenous 2, 2004; managerlindigenous 9, 2004; scientist 3, 2004). There seems to 
be no way to calculate the actual increase in kereru numbers as no monitoring seems to be 
conducted while pest control is happening. The lack of data feeds into the inability to 
specifically manage kereru which in turns supports the use of general pest control, and it also 
perpetuates the futility of discussing customary harvest issues because there is no robust data 
on kereru numbers (see Figure 6.1). Without accurate data it is not possible to create specific 
managements and, therefore, for the time being at least, general pest control is seen as 
enough. 
Cultural Halvest 
Unthinkable 
Lack of Knowledge 
General Pest 
Control 
Figure 6.1 
Current "management" for kereru: 
Passive management based on a cycle 
of indecision 
As the main issue seems to be the lack of data for kereru populations in general, perhaps the 
solution lies in understanding the dynamics of specific populations in specific areas. Research 
conducted has been focussed mainly in the northern part of the North Island (scientist 4, 
2004). Data produced may only be suited to those areas. Likewise the projects in the South 
Island may produce information based on specific factors (e.g. habitat type) and may be only 
relevant to those areas. If, as interviewees (and Forest and Bird replies) suggest, there are 
many community groups involved in pest control, these people may have large amounts of 
information on local bird populations. From the literature review and what interviewees said, 
it seems that kereru populations are highly variable throughout New Zealand. It is quite 
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plausible in some areas kereru numbers are increasing. More attention paid to anecdotal 
information may provide a better understanding of specific kereru populations. 
All participants mentioned that many communities play or can play an important role in 
managing areas for native birds. Kereru are an iconic species; a taonga for Maori and one of 
the charismatic megafauna species for New Zealanders. It is appreciated by most people, and 
is seen as an important seed disperser for some native trees. Most people want to see an 
increase in kereru numbers. The "iconic" species frame may be driving community projects. 
Replies from Forest and Bird Branches,showed almost all are involved in some type of 
habitat restoration project that aims to benefit habitat and birds. They conduct pest control and 
are involved in replanting projects. Most said they have seen increases in bird numbers. In 
such situations local communities and iwi may provide a large quantity of information for that 
particular area. 
Though professionals may provide much of the published data, anecdotal information may 
provide site specific knowledge based on local observations over long periods of time. This is 
similar to the knowledge Maori would have gained and used. Maori may not have kept 
written records, but knowledge would have been collected based on methods similar to how 
scientists gain some of their knowledge; through observation and experimentation. For 
example, tohunga would have observed fruiting seasons, bird numbers, and compared them 
with previous years' information (manager/indigenous 2, 2004; Best, 1977). Based on the 
accumulated knowledge of different years, they would have made a decision on whether or 
not to harvest. Likewise people involved in daily or monthly basis of monitoring an area of 
kereru habitat may not keep records of what they observe, but may have an overall idea of the 
status of that specific kereru population. Local communities may help researchers by 
providing them with diachronic data of local kereru populations that may be complementary 
to researchers' synchronic data (see Berkes, Folke, & Gadgil (1995), Moller (1996) and refer 
to Chapter Two) 
Several interviewees were of the opinion that other knowledge systems could play an 
important role in understanding kereru populations. Perhaps both indigenous and local 
knowledge may playa role in the future management of kereru. Although everyone agreed 
there was a lack of scientific data on bird numbers, almost all used anecdotal information to 
explain that kereru populations vary throughout New Zealand. If anecdotal information is 
used even when considered not robust, it is interesting to speculate if the "lack of knowledge" 
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frame will evolve into a "specific knowledge" frame; where a better understanding of certain 
populations of kereru is considered more feasible. 
6.4 Conclusion- Participants' construction of kereru 
New Zealand native birds are constructed as fragile, easily destroyed and on shaky ground 
(see Chapter Five). Native birds are endemic, in many cases rare, have small populations, and 
badly affected by introduced predators introduced by humans. Humans are typically seen as 
detrimental unless confined to a protective role alone. However, according to Gamble (2004, 
p. D3) conserVationists admit there is an "unofficial pecking order". Different degrees of the 
characteristics of native birds create a hierarchy of importance, in terms of the amount of 
research and management that goes into each bird6• For example, greater funding, research, 
and management is available for birds which are considered more endangered, such as the 
kakapo of which there are less than a hundred birds. Gamble (p. D3) states that $9.5 million 
has been spent over 14 years to "bring the world's rarest, heaviest and probably cutest parrot 
back from extinction". The cuter the animal, the more support it gains from private companies 
and the public. Several iconic bird species are funded by businesses, for example kakapo 
research is partly funded by Comalco, an aluminium company, and the funds for kiwi 
research are partially obtained through the National Bank of New Zealand. 
As kereru are not considered threatened and seem to be relatively common, there may not be 
an urgent need to obtain robust data. The "lack of knowledge" frame is supported by the 
assumption that science is the acceptable way of obtaining data. This places a constraint on 
what is considered "acceptable data". Although some research (e.g. Clout et ai., 1995) has 
shown that some populations are declining, actual kereru population numbers are unknown. 
However, it is possible there is an underlying fear that the issue of customary harvest is held 
at bay only because the status of kereru populations is unknown. If science is continued to be 
thought of as the principle manner of data gathering, scientists will continue to have a 
monopoly on what data is considered acceptable. Anecdotal information will continue to take 
a "back seat". Kirikiri and Nugent (1995) argue this may be one way through which the 
dominant culture and world view seeks to retain control over the understandings and 
perceptions of indigenous species. As there are other birds that require more research and 
management, it may be easier to leave things as they are with kereru and continue with 
6 The social construction of native birds holds true for most New Zealand native animals, as does the hierarchy-
for example, many native birds were totally protected in the early 19th century. Lizards, however, were not given 
legal protection until 1981 (Wilson, 2004). 
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general predator control. If kereru begin to decline rapidly, they may be placed on the same 
level as other endangered birds requiring intensive management. If kereru are considered 
endangered, it is likely that customary harvest will not be considered a possibility at all. 
However, while interviewees said there was a lack of data most used anecdotal information to 
support their statements. While there may not be scientific data, there is information about 
kereru based on work done by various community groups. This type of data gathering is 
supported by the "icon" frame. 
The kereru is as an icon because of the various meanings it has for people. Many of its 
characteristics are similar to several other native birds. Iconic bird species such as the 
kakapo, and kea [(Nestor notabilis) well known for their curiosity and ability to damage cars 
by pulling rubber seals and anything else off] may have more interesting personalities. Most 
people may never get to see kakapo while kea tend to be found in highland areas. The kereru 
is the only large native bird species people are able to see in various habitats, and allows 
people to approach closely (Scientist/indigenous 2, 2004; scientist 5, 2004; scientist 3, 2004; 
managerlindigenous 4, 2004). While they may not seem as curious as kea, they are still able to 
thwart humans in other ways. For example, a couple who live in the West Coast have been 
unable to harvest the plums off their fruit trees before the birds eat them. Although the couple 
consider the birds a pest because they eat their fruit, they admitted that the kereru entertained 
them by "dive bombing" their dog (rural resident, pers comm., 2004). People consider them 
"a lovely bird and we want more of them" (manager 3, 2004), as they are "great things to 
have around" (scientist 4,2004). 
People may consider the pest control work they do to benefit all native birds, but the bird they 
seem to identify with the most is kereru perhaps because they are easily seen and can be 
observed for long periods of time. It is also a bird that is benefiting from projects run by 
community groups rather than depending purely on intensive science-based management. 
People are able to get "acquainted" with kereru and often attribute human characteristics to 
them. Manager/indigenous, 4 (2004) said, "it's a cheeky bird and can do this really funny 
stuff. As Kiwis we like this sort of thing. We're sort of cheeky people ... ". Part of its iconic 
status is also derived from the fact the kereru is still widespread enough to playa major role in 
maintaining native forest. Restoring native forest is an important part of many community 
projects and kereru are seen as an important part of restoration projects because of its role as 
seed disperser. 
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Data gathering is part of the various activities conducted although it may not be done through 
scientific means. Pigeon stories are an example of the types of data that is already being 
gathered. Kereru projects run increasingly by local communities and iwi, who continue to 
monitor and maintain kereru populations, may begin to provide detailed data to fill the gaps 
within kereru knowledge. Two iwi-based projects in the North Island and one in Canterbury, 
South Island aim to increase kereru populations by researching its current status and response 
to pest control7• These iwi are hopeful with intensive management of pests, both habitat and 
kereru will flourish. Abundant kereru numbers may allow for a customary take of kereru. 
Arguments against customary harvesting are based supposedly on the lack of scientific data. 
With the amount of work being done to increase kereru populations, at some point it is likely 
there will be data that shows sufficient kereru populations to allow for customary harvest. 
Non-Maori New Zealanders will have to seriously consider the perceptions they have of 
kereru, Maori, and the issue of customary harvest. 
Kereru as constructed by the interviewees is a bird that involves greater community 
participation in its management, because it is an iconic bird that the public can interact with. 
While communities may think of increasing kereru as one of the goals, work conducted 
benefits a wide range of native habitats and species (unlike the intensive species management 
conducted for kakapo). At the same time although interviewees may say there is a lack of 
data, many realise the importance of local knowledge by stressing the need for communities 
to continue work that may have begun in partnership between researchers and local 
communities. 
6.4.1 A future construction based on a new frame 
As stated in Chapter Five, the "declining" frame, supports the "icon" frame (as part of what 
makes a species iconic is its rarity). The two frames together create a construction of kereru as 
"potentially at risk" and in need of protection. However the "icon" and "taonga" frames 
encourage local communities and iwi to improve kereru habitat and increase its numbers. The 
"declining" frame highlighted in Chapter Five did not seem as prominent in the perceptions of 
those interviewed. The frames strongly identified in Chapter Six are the "lack of knowledge" 
frame (although not as panic-inducing, it may have replaced the "declining" frame in a similar 
manner) and the "icon" frame. The other frames seem to feed into and support these two 
frames. Although the "lack of knowledge" frame supports the use of general pest control, (see 
7 These projects will be discussed in Chapter Seven. 
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left hand-side, Figure 6.2), the combination of the "icon", "taonga", declining" and "lack of 
knowledge" frames together, may help fill the gap in kereru knowledge through the various 
projects undertaken by different groups (see Figure 6.2). 
Local Knowledge 
of Specific Areas 
Scientific Knowledge 
of Various Areas 
Government 
Matauranga 
of Various Areas 
Communities t.-__ -ibodies, universltles;~==:;l 
and other agencies 
Iwi 
frame (Chapter 5/6) frame (Chapter 5) 
Kereru 
The cycle of indecison 
(se e fi 9 5.1) '-----,.------' 
frame 
(Chapter 6) 
Figure 6.2 Frames of kereru support and encourage increasing data gathering on kereru 
Several projects that seek to answer some of the questions with regards to kereru involve 
scientists, universities, conservation groups, local government, and communities. Those 
interviewed agree is it important for local communities to continue work begun by these 
partnerships between government, research institutions such as universities, and local people. 
This may signify a shift in the way scientific and anecdotal information are thought of. If 
projects are continued by local communities, information gathered may not be purely 
scientific as it will be based on local and indigenous knowledge systems. The knowledge 
gained from the work of these communities may lead to a "specific knowledge" frame. 
Based on the frames identified in Chapters Five and Six, there are two main frames to the 
social construction of kereru. It is a bird that can be seen in most parts of the country 
("taonga" and "icon" frames) yet there is still much unknown about it ("lack of knowledge" 
frame). Based on participants' perceptions, the "icon/taonga" frames seemed to be used by all 
the participants when speaking of kereru, however, the "lack of knowledge frame" is mostly 
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supported by those that depend on scientific data to judge the health of kereru populations. 
Both frames however, encourage community involvement in various restoration projects. In 
such a situation, the future construction of kereru may be dependant on site specific 
perceptions of kereru (based on local knowledge) and the meanings it has for particular (local 
and indigenous) communities. The bird may be constructed as a "taonga" and an "icon" 
species (as defined in Frame 4) important in all its cultural meanings; a beautiful iconic native 
bird, an important food source, and a key ecological indicator species.8 Although certain 
aspects of the frame may hold more meanings for certain communities at specific times, the 
new hybrid "icon/taonga" frame may be the future frame New Zealanders will use to 
construct the kereru. 
8 This may already be in effect; when many kereru regularly eat people's fruit they are called a pest (rural 
resident, pers comm., 2004). For others seeing one kereru in a tree is a photographic opportunity (Forest and 
Bird member, pers comm., 2004). 
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Chapter 7 Incorporating TEK and LK: recommendations for 
kereru management 
7.1 Introduction 
Kereru have held, and continue to hold different meanings for New Zealanders. Not all Maori 
want to harvest the bird and not all Pakeha want to see it totally preserved (see Moller, 1996, 
2000b; Smith, 1994). The constructions of kereru have changed along with the frames people 
use to identify it. Kereru has been perceived as a food source and as a totally protected native 
bird. Currently it is seen through the "lack of knowledge" frame and "icon" frame. As kereru 
populations are unknown, and they respond well to pest control (which is assumed to benefit 
native habitat and other species), this is the extent of their management. Kereru are difficult to 
manage as little is known about their specific requirements in different habitats. Although 
kereru are known to eat a wide variety of foods from exotic plants, it is unclear as to how 
much kereru depend on exotic plants as opposed to native plants (Harwood, 2002; Ridley, 
1998). Currently there are some studies that seek to answer these questions [e.g. the DOC 
(2003) study in Southland and Kaupapa Kereru in Banks Peninsula (scientist/indigenous 1, 
2004; manager/indigenous 4,2004; manager/indigenous 7,2004)]. 
The kereru derives its iconic status from being a colourful native bird that is relatively easily 
seen in native bush and urban gardens. Unlike other large endemic birds, mostly situated on 
island sanctuaries, the kereru is very much a bird that the public can interact with regularly. 
Community groups conduct pest control and habitat restoration to increase local kereru (and 
other native bird) populations because they see kereru as beneficial to native habitats (as seed 
disperser) and because it is an iconic species. 
In Chapter Six it was proposed that a new frame for kereru may be emerging from, and 
supported by the two current frames. The "lack of knowledge" frame encourages studies on 
kereru in different habitats. The "icon" frame encourages people to appreciate the kereru for 
more than its ecological role and supports community activities aimed at increasing 
populations. It is a bird most people seem to have some personal experience of, which they 
share with others (e.g. pigeon stories)l. The new frame that seems to be emerging may be 
1 When kereru was brought up in casual conversations, most people shared at least one pigeon story (the most 
recent was related October 5, 2004). Examples of stories from interviews can be found in Appendix 10. Similar 
occurrences have happened to manager/indigenous 4 (2004), who is often told pigeon stories by the people 
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based on the changing perceptions of conservation in New Zealand, and the greater role local 
communities play in conservation and management of natural resources. Although there is a 
general understanding of the bird's ecology, site specific knowledge discovered through 
various current research and community projects, may be extremely helpful in enhancing the 
understanding of specific populations (refer to Figure 6.2 in Chapter Six). Chapter Six 
concluded with the suggestion that this new frame may see kereru as an "icon/taonga" species 
in that it is appreciated by New Zealanders in all its cultural meanings. Instead of being seen 
as an endemic bird alone, it will be perceived as part of Maori and Pakeha heritage; a 
beautiful native bird, an important food source, and a key ecological indicator species. The 
future social construction of kereru may be dependent on site specific perceptions of the bird 
and the meanings the kereru has for that particular (local and indigenous) community. 
7.2 Current kereru management 
There is no explicit management regime for kereru currently. Replies from Forest and Bird 
Branches, DOC offices, Regional and La'cal Councils, show that many community groups are 
involved in managing local areas.2 Activities range from pest and weed control, replanting 
and conducting educational programmes. The amount of work done for certain areas depends 
on the ability of local groups in terms of time, people and funding available. Based on 
anecdotal information, the combined effort of government agencies and local communities 
seem to be helping increase kereru numbers in certain areas. 
According to Clout, Karl, Pierce, & Robertson (1995), there are gaps in the knowledge of 
kereru biology. It may be argued that greater scientific research will be needed, before it is 
possible to improve management of kereru. It will be impossible to know actual numbers of 
kereru present throughout New Zealand, especially if scientific research is relied on solely to 
provide information. This is not an impediment to collecting data on kereru or improving 
management of the bird. Instead this thesis advocates a greater acceptance of other knowledge 
systems and forms of data. A reliance on scientific work tends to disregard the value of local 
communities' information of local kereru populations. It is unclear if the available anecdotal 
information and results of all kereru projects are being collated, or if it is even possible to do 
so. However, by using available scientific and anecdotal information, it would be possible to 
obtain an estimate of kereru numbers in specific sites throughout the country, and perhaps 
recording kereru observations in Kaupapa Kereru's calendar. 
2 Wellington City Council works with a number of local community groups such as Friends of Tawa Bush 
Reserves. To keep members up-to-date with events, the City Council publishes a magazine "Branch Out" for 
their community groups (manager 3, 2004). 
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create specific management for them based on the needs of local populations. 
7.3 Options for future kereru management 
Currently, there may be no need for a management programme for kereru. Predator control 
operations conducted by various agencies may be enough to sustain kereru if they are 
maintained as totally protected. Maori, however, seek to manage and potentially harvest the 
birds under the rights guaranteed to them by the Treaty of Waitangi. Although all parties 
agree that harvesting would be unsustainable in the present, if and when Maori are able to 
manage these birds, more specific and proactive forms of management may be needed to 
ensure kereru populations are sustained. There are several possible management scenarios 
depending upon what New Zealanders hope to achieve for kereru. 
7.3.1 Option 1: Continue with current (passive) management 
The first management option involves no change to the current system. Predator control will 
continue to be conducted by different groups. Habitat restoration and planting of food species 
will continue to be encouraged with seemingly little feedback obtained. There will be 
continued reliance on scientific research to gain accurate data on kereru and little means of 
providing more than cursory management. 
Figure 6.1 (in Chapter Six) illustrated the current management loop, where a lack of data 
leads back into the impracticality of proactive management. The reliance on scientific data to 
"prove" anecdotal evidence implies most areas will be unable to change management 
strategies, unless management agencies conduct research showing a change is needed. This 
would be unlikely, due to the cost (in terms of people, time, funds and equipment) of tagging 
large numbers of kereru to count numbers and monitor their movements. DOC and local 
government have other priorities, and it is probably easier to assume that pest control and 
habitat restoration is adequate. 
Likely outcomes of continuing with current management 
This option is not recommended due to the following reasons. The general public will 
continue to think there are low populations of kereru or that populations are declining. 
Practical discussions over cultural harvest will be unlikely because there is little data that 
shows any notable change. Poaching will not be resolved and will continue as it does now, as 
there seems to be no clear way of dealing with the issue. Atkinson (1993), for example, 
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discusses three cases where poachers were apprehended but were discharged without penalty 
as they claimed customary rights to kereru. DOC is in a bind over this issue as it is charged 
under the Wildlife Act 1953 to protect native birds, while it is also obliged under the 
Conservation Act 1987 to give effect to the Treaty of Waitangi (Atkinson, 1993; King, 1994). 
The NZCA interim report acknowledges customary harvest as a difficult issue, but does not 
really attempt to address the harder harvest issues and concludes by saying that more research 
needs to be done (NZCA, 1997a). The NZCA's final report included several 
recommendations that the NZCA has suggested as important points, but it still does not 
provide any concrete solutions (NZCA, 1997b). 
If low levels of ad hoc management and poaching are considered acceptable, the current form 
of management will continue. As mentioned in Chapter Six, the current hierarchy of 
conservation and management priorities is· based on rarity and endangerment. Kereru are 
iconic but still considered relatively common. When considered in this manner, intensive 
research and management may. only be deemed necessary when kereru are considered 
endangered. By then the issue of customary harvest will be even more contentious. 
7.3.2 Option 2: Continue with current community involvement! informal management 
"At present there's a lot of management going on for kereru within the department (DOC), 
district councils, iwi, landcare groups and while there are differences in problems or areas, 
what foods they take or what predators there are that need to be controlled, I think we've got 
it pretty well sussed as to what management needs to be done." (scientist 3, 2004) 
Previous projects have shown (Harwood, 2002; Ridley, 1998), as do current research projects 
(scientist/indigenous 1, 2004; scientist 3, 2004), that kereru are dependant on exotic plants at 
certain times of the year. Besides pest control communities and individuals are encouraged to 
attract birds to their garden by planting appropriate vegetation. Replies from the Forest and 
Bird Branches mention that native as well as exotics are planted to provide food for kereru. It 
is possible (as mentioned by manager/scientist 8, 2004) that kereru have adapted well because 
greater numbers of many fruit trees are available now. Rural residents have noticed an 
increase in the number of kereru visiting their property as their fruit trees matured and 
produced more fruit (rural resident, pers comm., 2004). 
Several groups conduct educational activities. This may be one reason why kereru numbers 
seem to have increased in certain areas. Perhaps as people become more aware of them, the 
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birds are noticed frequently by greater numbers of people. 
Likely outcomes of continuing with community informal management 
This option is not recommended as, although anecdotally there is evidence that these activities 
have improved bird numbers, there is little hard data to support this belief. The effects of 
poaching alongside areas where beneficial activities are conducted, has also not been 
evaluated. It makes little sense for some people to conduct activities that aim to increase bird 
numbers, while others take advantage of it. It should be emphasized that poaching is not 
limited to Maori. Some who hunt the birds do so to make a profit (manager/indigenous 2, 
2004; King, 1994), others hunt them for food (manager/indigenous 2, 2004, 
manager/indigenous 10, 2004; King, 1994; Torgerson, pers comm., 2004) and some kill 
kereru for no reason (scientist 2, 2004; Betts, 2002). Informal community management of 
kereru may not provide a method to decide if such management is adequate or if more 
specific management is needed. 
7.3.3 Option 3: Enhancing current initiatives 
As one of the issues in kereru management is a lack of data, it is recommended that the data 
local communities have, be used as baseline data and that communities be encouraged to 
collected data systematically. Local communities may not have robust data but would have a 
general knowledge of the numbers of birds present at certain times. Kereru numbers were 
noticed to increase after 1080 poison was dropped in areas surrounding their farmland (rural 
resident, pers comm., 2004). The couple had a good idea of numbers of birds and their 
location depending on food availability. 
Likely outcomes of enhancing current initiatives 
It is recommended that current local community initiatives be enhanced by creating formal 
methods of collating data gained. Most current knowledge is based on research and some 
anecdotal observation. It would be impractical to expect DOC or local governments to obtain 
funding to conduct research in a number of areas to gain scientific data to support all 
anecdotal evidence. Instead available data from ongoing projects (e.g. Kaupapa Kereru in Box 
7.1) should be used to build baseline data on kereru populations. If communities can be 
encouraged to systematically collect information it would provide a good start to fill gaps in 
kereru biology. 
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Box 7.1 Example of community data collection 
The Kaupapa Kereru project spearheaded by Ngai Tahu, involves DOC, Landcare Research, and Lincoln 
University, and has two main parts. The research aspect investigates kereru ecology, home range in 
fragmented habitat, and kereru foods. The social aspect aims to raise awareness on kereru and involves the 
local community. Research has been done on the seasonal foods on Banks Peninsula, and current work is 
looking at home range and effects of predators. The project coordinator has spoken to various groups about 
Kaupapa Kereru. The project has printed calendars and asked the community record observations of where 
and when they see kereru. Although random sightings may not obtain exact numbers of birds, it is a good 
way of involving the local community and encouraging interest in the project. Long term data collection, 
along with research will allow the project to gain quantifiable data and to grasp a better understanding of 
local kereru dynamics (scientist/indigenous 1, 2004; manager/indigenous 4, 2004; manager/indigenous 7, 
2004). 
7.3.4 Option 4: Continue with current iwi management of kereru 
Iwi management of kereru and its habitat is one method of site specific management, which 
seems to already be in progress. There are several kereru research projects involving iwi and 
government agencies collaborating on both research and community work. Like Kaupapa 
Kereru two other projects (see Box 7.2 ~nd 7.3) also began with research into the health of 
local kereru populations, and the state of kereru habitat. When research is completed it is up 
to the iwi involved to continue with management of the area. Management in this case may 
include continuous monitoring of kereru and habitat, and appropriate evaluations of 
management plans. 
Box 7.2 Ngati Hine 
Kevin Prime, a Ngati Hine kaumatua with an interest in conservation, began pest control operations in 
Motatau Forest, Northland in the early 1990's. Guided by a hunch that pest control would help kereru 
(kukupa), Prime was aided by local DOC offices to run training programmes for local people to learn to 
trap predators such as possums (Trichosurus vulpecula) and mustelids (Mustela spp.). In 1996, Landcare 
Research joined Ngati Hine and DOC, and prepared a management plan. The plan included data collection 
(e.g. foods eaten by kereru and number of predators in the forest). DOC provided funds, advice and aided 
in training new groups of local people in conducting pest control. As project facilitators, Landcare 
Research funded a local Ngati Hine member to train along side researchers (manager/indigenous 9, 2004, 
Henare, pers comm., 2003). 
Within four years of pest control at Motatau, kereru numbers have more than doubled. With Ngati Hine's 
commitment as co-managers and kaitiakitanga of the forests, and in maintaining pest control, it is likely 
that kereru populations will continue to do well (Leufkens, 2003). Ngati Hine hopes to be able to harvest 
kereru in about 50 years (Henare, 2003) and it was suggested that it may even be possible in 20 years 
(manager/indigenous 9, 2004). 
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Box 7.3 Tuhoe 
A similar project has begun in the Urewera Ranges in central North Island. The partnership between the 
Tuhoe Tuawhenua Trust and Landcare Research aims to restore the podocarps and kereru in a large area of 
Maori-owned forest. This project has begun with research on the effects of logging and commercial 
hunting on the interaction of pests and kereru. Tuhoe's long term goal is to be able to use kereru as "taonga 
for very special occasions" (Leufkens, 2003, p. 3). The project aims to include matauranga as part of its 
knowledge system and this may include looking at other aspects that general pest control may not 
investigate as it is not seen as an issue. Tuhoe is also researching the effects of 1080 poison on plants that 
are used as food and medicine (scientist/indigenous 1,2004). 
The three projects are similar in that all began as collaborative projects between iwi and other 
agencies, and have looked at scientific and community issues. Once data gathering is 
complete and the most effective pest control operations have been decided upon, it will be up 
to the iwi to decide how they will continue with management. Part of that management may 
include continuing collaborative work with other agencies. Part of it may include looking at 
managing a cultural harvest of kereru. 
7.3.4.1 Customary harvest 
According to scientist/indigenous 1, (2004), one iwi has placed a rahui on kereru in its area 20 
year ago. Manager/indigenous 2 (2004), mentioned that "I used to eat it. .. my dad and I used 
to go pig hunting, and on the way back we'd always grab a couple of pigeons on the way 
home." Another participant said that on a visit up north (North Island) she had been offered 
kereru as kai (food) in return for the kai [eel (Anquilla spp.) and titi (Puffinus grise us)] she 
had brought her host (manager/indigenous, 10,2004). 
Based on these statements and claims to customary rights by some apprehended hunters it can 
be assumed that customary harvesting has continued since the bird's protection in 1922 and it 
will continue in the future. Iwi conducting kereru research and management will have a good 
understanding of kereru population dynamics. How will harvesting that may be supported by 
research findings and management strategies be dealt with? It is proposed that there are two 
possible ways cultural harvest will take place in areas where iwi manage kereru. 
SUb-option 1: Iwi regulated harvest but still considered illegal under legislation 
An iwi decides there are sufficient kereru (based on continued research and pest control) to 
sustain harvesting at a certain time. Kereru are harvested by skilled hunters selected by 
kaumatua. DOC will be left in a similar position as it often is now, caught between its duties 
under the Wildlife Act 1953 and the Conservation Act 1987. Iwi, however, may feel justified 
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as they will be able to show that harvesting is possible. 
This option is not recommended as in this scenario, harvesting will not be discussed officially 
and will remain a contentious issue. DOC will only be able to deal with it in a cursory manner 
perhaps by silently accepting low levels of "poaching". Educational programmes will 
continue discussing the effects "poaching" on kereru populations. Iwi will continue to manage 
kereru for harvesting. Unregulated poaching will continue, and both iwi and DOC will have to 
deal with illegal non-regulated hunters. 
Sub-option 2: A legal harvest included in legislation 
Harvesting is accepted as a legal option for iwi who determine harvest based on data obtained 
through research. DOC, local government, and iwi work together in collecting information on 
pre-harvest, and post harvest kereru numbers. Educational programmes will be needed to 
highlight research that iwi conduct to ensure sustainable harvesting. DOC is able to meld its 
duties between the Wildlife Act and the Conservation Act as it actively participates in 
ensuring kereru populations are healthy, and iwi are legally practising their rights as 
kai tiakitanga. 
Legal harvesting will also help iwi and DOC obtain data on the practical aspects of 
sustainable harvesting, and apprehend illegal poachers. With iwi regulated harvesting only 
selected hunters will be able to enter the forest to harvest kereru. Legal harvesting will allow 
others to evaluate the success (or not) of an iwi's system. The issue of customary harvest will 
become a topic that is discussed openly, and it will be possible to look at methods to improve 
kereru populations and harvesting systems. 
Likely outcomes of iwi management of kereru 
The three iwi-run projects are committed to managing kereru, as the projects all began with 
research and data collection to assess the current situation. Iwi will want to support their 
claims for harvest and ensure that numbers are sustainable based on robust data. Iwi (contrary 
to what some people think) will want to maintain kereru numbers to ensure customary harvest 
continues to be possible in the future. They will have methods of collating and analysing data 
on kereru numbers and the effectiveness of pest control operations. This data will be gathered 
and evaluated continuously to ensure that management is successful, and harvesting remains 
an option. 
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Iwi management of kereru is recommended with the proposal that additional research is 
conducted on "trial runs" of native gamebirds and that data collected by iwi is also fed into a 
regional database on kereru. This would lead to greater knowledge and discussions on 
customary harvesting techniques and increased acceptance of kereru harvesting. 
Local communities may feel that they have no pressing need to collect accurate data on kereru 
numbers. They may be satisfied from general impressions that native birds have increased 
with pest control and replanting. Iwi will have greater incentives than non-indigenous local 
communities to keep track of numbers and most likely take greater care in kereru specifically. 
This will be especially relevant if a community were to undertake such a project (as those run 
by Ngati Hine, Tuhoe, and Ngai Tahu), which involves a great deal of effort and time. 
If as mentioned previously, the issue impeding kereru management is a lack of data, iwi 
management will be able to provide data on specific populations of kereru and the effects of 
various pest control mechanisms~ If iwi are able to continually collect data, it is likely they 
will use the knowledge gained and adapt their management methods to include harvesting. 
Matauranga is an active and adaptive process of knowledge gathering. Iwi-based management 
like those mentioned previously, will perhaps be an example of what other iwi and local 
communities can achieve. 
7.4 Recommendations for future kereru management 
With the variety of projects and activities that are being conducted, the question that should 
be asked is "What are the best management options for kereru?" Information received from 
Forest and Bird Branches showed that information on kereru numbers exists although it may 
not have been collected using scientific methods. If such groups have been observing kereru 
for a number of years they would have a general idea of the status of kereru in that area. 
Matauranga and local (non-indigenous) knowledge can play an important role in addressing 
some of the gaps in kereru knowledge. Local communities (iwi and non-iwi) who live in an 
area may have a better understanding of local populations than researchers who conduct work 
in an area over a short period of time. As kereru populations and ecological activities differ 
throughout the country, perhaps it may only be possible to manage and maintain kereru 
populations based on site-specific knowledge and requirements. Better management could be 
accomplished if populations were managed regionally, locally and co-operatively by local 
government and communities (indigenous and non-indigenous), and by using a combination 
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of scientific research, local knowledge and matauranga. 
International examples of such management programmes are Communal Areas Management 
Program for Indigenous Resources in Africa (CAMPFIRE) (Derman, 1995; Mbanefo & De 
Boerr, 1993) and Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) in Nepal (Lucas, 1992; 
Stevens, 1997) (see Chapter One). Natural resources such as wildlife are seen as economically 
valuable and are managed through programmes that encourage partnerships between 
government agencies, private organisations and local communities. Local communities playa 
major role in deciding how their resources are used. Several examples of indigenous natural 
resource management are discussed in Chapter Two. Part of successful co-management also 
involves understanding there are different worldviews and accepting their differences 
(scientist/indigenous 1, 2004). Indigenous management systems like those practised by the 
Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation (VGFN) may include greater flexibility and participation 
among community members, but like contemporary management practises it also seeks to 
sustainably manage resources as well as the resources harvesters (Sherry & Myers, 2002). 
Based on the options discussed previously the following recommendations are presented. 
7.4.1 Recommendation 1: Investigate community projects on kereru, and LK and TEK 
ofkereru 
The main issue with regards to the impasse over kereru management seems to be the lack of 
ecological knowledge (e.g. kereru numbers in different habitat, kereru's dependency on food 
sources in different seasons, and effects of different predators). Communities active in pest 
control and habitat restoration may have data and are already practicing local management. 
To make the best use of the available scientific and local knowledge it is recommended that a 
more organised method of collating such knowledge is needed. Before this can be attained 
projects and activities already being conducted will need to be identified and evaluated. Once 
such activities have been identified, it will be possible to investigate the data gained from 
these activities and consider alternatives if needed. 
7.4.1.1 Investigate projects being conducted 
It is recommended that as local councils generally provide communities groups with initial 
information needed, these agencies be the most logical choice to begin collating information 
on current activities. Regional or local councils would investigate what projects are being 
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conducted by whom, and where they are located. This would be accomplished by surveying 
locallandcare groups, Forest and Bird Branches, and local DOC staff about activities they are 
involved in, and how long they have been involved.3 The survey should enquire if these 
people have noticed changes to habitat or bird numbers after they began activities like 
replanting or pest control. The survey should enquire if they know of other groups involved in 
similar activities. This would provide a basic idea of location of activities and if activities 
have actually improved habitat or increased bird numbers. 
Data collection would also depend on whether or not local government and communities feel 
there is a need for it to be collected. That will depend on how much effort they would be 
willing to put into collection information (see Box 7.4). If data is collected, it is likely there 
will be difficulties in keeping it up-to-date. Regularly collected data, however, would be a 
start in obtaining information on the results of pest control and replanting activities. Data 
collected over a period of time (perhaps 20-30 years) could provide valuable information on 
kereru population trends and could lead to more open discussions of cultural harvest of 
kereru. 
Box 7.4 Suggestions of improving bird counts 
Manager 6, (2004) suggested a coordinated bird count would involve communities and provide better data. He 
suggested a count be organised on a certain date and time. Interested people could be given certain locations 
within the project's area and a specific time to count kereru. This method would help to minimise individual 
birds being counted many times. 
A similar monitoring activity was conducted by the Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) during the yearly raptor 
(bird of prey) migration. The MNS encouraged its members and the public to take part in various activities 
during "Raptor Watch", while MNS ornithologists counted various species of birds as they flew overhead (see 
www.mns.org.my). Although the data is based on MNS observations alone, it has been useful in raising 
awareness of the importance of forests used by several raptor species as a resting spot before continuing on 
their journey south. It is now one of the yearly activities attracting participation from people from other 
localities. 
Localised collation of information could be used to evaluate the success of current 
management activities and could lead to specific-site management practises. Kaupapa Kereru 
(see Box 7.1), began with kaumatua saying they wanted to see more kereru in Banks 
Peninsular. Ngai Tahu felt this was a good way of being proactive by increasing knowledge 
and awareness of the bird while kereru are still common. In the initial stages the project will 
be heavily dependent on information gathered by researchers, as it is only through 
understanding local populations that Ngai Tahu will be able to decide on management 
3 Judging from Forest and Bird Branches replies it can be assumed that many people involved in these activities 
are willing to share information. This can be also assumed from the number of people who receive and send 
information to Ralph Powlesland's "Kereru News". The newsletter, a mix of research findings and anecdotal 
information about kereru, is prepared by Powlesland, a DOC scientist and em ailed to interested people. 
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strategies in the future. 
It is also recommended that New Zealanders' attitudes to customary harvesting of native 
animals be investigated. According to managerlindigenous 2 (2004) there has been no formal 
attempt at recording Maori attitudes to cultural harvesting. Smith (1994) mentions that there is 
range of views among Maori and provides a few examples. Moller (2000b) conducted a study 
in Dunedin which aimed to survey public attitudes on harvesting of plants and animals. The 
survey interviewed 625 residents by telephone, the majority of whom identified as Pakeha 
(Moller, 2000b). Although Moller says theresults of the survey should not be generalised to 
infer attitudes of all New Zealander, he also notes that most of the people surveyed wanted to 
ensure that if customary harvest did place, that it would be sustainably managed. 
A wider survey of New Zealanders' perceptions of native animals (perhaps concentrating on 
birds) and customary harvesting issues would allow for better understanding of current social 
constructions of native birds and kereru. A formal survey of Maori attitudes to native birds 
and harvesting issues would also be worthwhile as this has not been investigated in detail. 
Comparing the results of these surveys with information obtained through literature and from 
interviews in this thesis, would provide greater depth in understanding of people's perceptions 
of these topics and kereru. These surveys could be conducted as a part of the survey of current 
activities. 
7.4.1.2 Organizing data collected 
Based on survey results, it is recommended that local councils discuss possibilities of 
organizing data collection based on community activities. If community groups are not 
interested, surveys will provide local councils and communities with a better idea of current 
local activities.4 Repeated regularly, the survey itself could be a good source of baseline data 
on the successfulness of activities conducted. Once basic information is gathered it will also 
be possible to evaluate the success of activities, and ascertain if there is a need for change (see 
Box 7.5). If communities are interested in specific management, both local council and 
communities will need to decide how to proceed. 
4 The Wellington City Council publishes "Branch Out" a magazine for its volunteer groups working on 
ecological restoration projects to keep groups informed of events and what others are doing. Members are 
encouraged to advertise their community activities in the magazine (manager 3, 2004). 
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Box 7.5 Need for evaluation of current activities 
It is unclear if any of the various activities run by different groups have actually been evaluated. Without 
some form of evaluation it is difficult to say how much they have actually helped kereru populations. Based 
on replies from Forest and Bird Branches pest control is seen as the main method to enhance native habitat. 
It is unclear as to how pest control operations are structured and how much funding is needed to adequately 
control pests. Pest control programmes will need to be monitored and evaluated based on the needs of an 
area. Programmes may need to include control of predators other than possums and mustelids. Cats (Felis 
catus), for example may be a greater threat in urban areas (manager 3, 2004; manager 5,2004). 
Habitats and habitat restoration will have to be assessed on a regional basis. The effects of restoration will 
have to be monitored. Different areas will have different fruiting seasons, and some plants are not suitable in 
all areas. One Forest and Bird member (pers comm., 2004) mentioned some individual initiatives are often 
ill-informed, and the wrong plants are planted in inappropriate areas. Another issue with regards to plantings 
of exotic species is the concern that kereru may transfer exotic seeds into native habitats as they travel far to 
feed. Monitoring may provide an indication of what planting activities take place and how exotic plantings 
may affect nearby native bush areas. 
7.4.2 Recommendation 2: Create avenues for the inclusion of matauranga in kereru 
management 
Lessons should be learned from traditional harvests already in practice such as the titi 
harvesting managed by Rakiura (Stewart Island) Maori mentioned in Chapter Six. It is also 
recommended that contemporary management systems be adjusted to include customary 
harvest techniques. In this way customary techniques could be assessed against already 
available data on population trends. 
7.4.2.1 "Trial- runs" on native gamebirds 
As manager/indigenous 7 (2004) suggested, one way of regaining some customary knowledge 
is to "practise" on native gamebirds. Species such as paradise duck (Tadorna variegata) and 
pukeko (Porphyrio melanotos) are managed and monitored as gamebirds. These management 
systems could include traditional customary techniques to "practise" the social and cultural 
protocols of cultural harvesting. Such a "trial run" could be investigated to highlight potential 
teething problems that may arise with cultural harvest of kereru. According to 
manager/indigenous 7, (2004) this option may satisfy the interest of scientists, managers, 
indigenous people and public. This trial run could collect baseline data as well as deal with 
the various social issues regarding customary harvest of kereru.5 
As the managing authority, Fish and Game New Zealand would already have data on 
5 Moller (1996) suggested protected areas as sites for customary use initiatives, as baseline data on animal 
populations and ecological processes are often greater at these sites. Protected areas will also guarantee access to 
ecological managers and the right to apply restoration provisions for customary harvest. 
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population trends of native gamebirds. Fish and Game, iwi and DOC would have to prepare a 
management plan that would incorporate customary harvesting techniques and assessment 
procedures. This opportunity would allow all parties to assess the success or not of customary 
techniques and provide a way for iwi to adjust harvest techniques if needed. It would also 
allow the organisations to deal with the various social issues regarding customary harvest by 
keeping the public informed of the trial's progress. 
7.4.2.2 Harvesting under controlled environments 
Controlled environments such as protected areas are managed to ensure that populations 
present have the best opportunities for survival. Predator control is done in a systematic 
manner, habitat and food sources are managed to suit the species that depend on them. Moller 
(1996) suggests that protected areas be used as sites for customary use initiatives, as baseline 
data on animal populations and ecological processes are often greater at these sites. Protected 
areas will also guarantee access to ecological managers and the right to apply restoration 
provisions for customary harvest. Depending on the success of the practise on native 
gamebirds, legalising harvesting in protected areas would be a logical move forward. Both iwi 
and DOC would have experience in managing native game and both organisations could use 
the experience of Fish and Game. Protected areas would allow the organisations to use 
techniques learned from the harvesting of gamebirds in a controlled environment. By 
continuing to keep the public informed, the public would know of the outcomes of the 
practise session and would have a better understanding of what the organisations hope to 
achieve by using protected areas to assess customary techniques. 
Local communities are already involved in some form of specific management of kereru. 
These recommendations aim to provide ways of including matauranga and LK in a formal 
manner. The appropriateness of the recommendations will depend on site-specific issues, the 
abilities, constraints (of funding time and people available), and needs of the different 
agencies and communities of each area. They will not be possible without close co-operation, 
communication and understanding between local government, communities, iwi and other 
agencies. Several interviewees mentioned the need for different parties to realise that groups 
may also have different goals.6 Different groups may have different methods and expectations 
6 Ngai Tahu officers working on Kuapapa Kereru felt it was important to let other members of the group know 
that Ngai Tahu's long term goal was to be able to harvest kereru. 
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in how work is done, how data is collected7 and shared8 (manager 1, 2004; 
manager/indigenous, 9, 2004). These recommendations aim to provide a means to use local 
communities' infonnation (both matauranga and LK) to improve the management of specific 
populations of kereru. 
7.6 Conclusion 
TEK, conservation and co-management are some of complex issues this thesis provides an 
introduction to using a New Zealand case study. The kereru is an iconic bird to Pakeha and 
Maori who both have historical links with it (see Chapters, Four, Five and Six). The kereru is 
one of the few large native birds still considered relatively common, and found in most 
habitats. In part this may be why the kereru is not intensively managed, as it is not considered 
to be in danger as most other charismatic birds are, such as the kakapo. Kereru are difficult 
birds to monitor, as populations vary greatly depending on their location. They are negatively 
affected by introduced predators~ GeneI;al pest control measures are considered enough to 
maintain kereru populations, although there does not seem to be any method of evaluating the 
results of pest control. 
In some areas, mostly in the North Island, kereru are illegally hunted. The Department of 
Conservation seems unable to do more than raise awareness of the damage done to kereru 
through poaching as under the Wildlife Act 1953, DOC is charged with protecting native 
birds, while at the same time the Department is obliged under the Conservation Act 1987, to 
give effect to the Treaty of Waitangi. Some Maori claim the rights to manage and harvest 
kereru have been guaranteed to them under the Treaty of Waitangi. Customary harvesting is a 
sensitive issue most New Zealanders are uncomfortable in discussing. Some people fear iwi 
will indiscriminately harvest the bird whereas others do not see the need to harvest native 
birds when there are alternatives. There are, however, several projects initiated by iwi, which 
aim to increase local kereru populations to a number where sustainable harvest may be 
achieved in the near future. Customary harvest is an issue that needs to be discussed. 
7 Manager/indigenous 9 (2004) noted while scientists observed phenomena several times before deciding on a 
course of action, local Ngati Rine people tended to immediately take action (perhaps because while scientists are 
just beginning to collect data, Ngati Rine would be basing their choices on past experiences). 
8 One of the issues in using matauranga (as discussed in Chapter Six) is that it may not be shared easily. This is 
what must be expected and overcome as Renrik Moller and his research team learnt when they began the Kia 
Mau Te Titi Mo Ake Tonu Atu (Keep the Titi Forever) Research programme (see Moller, 2000a). 
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To most Pakeha New Zealanders, endemic native birds are seen as something which makes 
the country unique and deemed to have greater value intrinsically. Birds like the kereru are 
seen as more than "just" a pigeon. Most people relate to kereru differently from other 
common native birds (e.g. frequency of pigeon stories, but not fantail (Rhipidura fuliginosa) 
stories. Kereru seen through the "taonga" frame is a part of Maori cultural and spiritual 
traditions; an important food source but at same time much more than just a food source. 
Kirikiri & Nugent (1995) and Roberts, Norman, Minhinnick, Wihongi, & Kirkwood (1995) 
suggest these different perceptions arise from different worldviews. The worldview that 
separates people from nature assumes that native species are of greater value than exotics, and 
the only way to protect them is to exclude human interference. The worldview that includes 
people in nature sees no distinction between humans and nature. The natural world is seen to 
sustain human life, and in return must be looked after if it is to continue to sustain humans. 
7.6.1 Future constructions of kereru 
The current social construction of kereru' presents it as "potentially at risk" (see Chapter Five). 
Customary harvesting is seen as impossible as any change in its status is deemed risky 
because there is still much information lacking about the kereru. As kereru populations vary 
throughout New Zealand, this thesis proposed that traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) 
may provide local knowledge about kereru and be a useful component of its management. 
Based on interviews with various professionals and replies from Forest and Bird Branches, 
both TEK or matauranga, and LK would provide valuable anecdotal data on specific kereru 
populations. 
Local communities are already involved in some form of specific management of kereru. 
Currently the information communities have seems rarely used as there seems to be no 
acceptable method to monitor or evaluate the results of local communities' data or activity. 
This thesis recommends that formalised data collection on communities' activities and 
knowledge be used as a method to gain baseline data. The thesis also recommends that 
communities be encouraged to systematically collect data on kereru and that it be accepted in 
place of data obtained through scientific research. 
To assess the strengths and weakness of customary techniques this thesis recommends that 
"trial- runs" be conducted on native gamebirds and that techniques are practised on 
populations that are isolated from problems that affect mainland kereru populations. 
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These recommendations aim to provide ways of including matauranga and LK in a formal 
manner as well as opportunities to assess the success or not of customary harvesting 
techniques on specific populations of kereru. The appropriateness of the recommendations 
will depend on site-specific issues, the abilities, constraints (of funding time and people 
available), and needs of the different agencies and communities of each area. They will not 
be possible without close co-operation, communication and understanding between local 
government, communities, iwi and other agencies. Several interviewees mentioned the need 
for different parties to realise that groups may also have different goals.9 Different groups 
may have different methods and expectations in how work is done, how data is collected!O 
and shared!! (manager 1,2004; managerlindigenous, 9, 2004). 
Chapter Six suggested a new social construction of kereru is being created that will be 
dependent on site specific perceptions of the bird. The "icon", "taonga", "declining" and "lack 
of knowledge" frames together support a number of diverse research and community-based 
projects (see Figure 7.1). The goals that drive communities to undertake projects will also 
colour their perceptions of the bird. Although they may be differences, most will have similar 
goals. 
Local communities and iwi will most likely have significant amounts of anecdotal 
information which may create specific perceptions local kereru populations. Local 
communities interested in enhancing their environment will see kereru as an indicator of their 
success in conserving a native species, whereas iwi will see kereru as a resource and 
ecologically important. Research institutions will primarily think of the bird in its ecological 
capacity in general. Wildlife managers will consider the role kereru plays in maintaining 
specific areas. 
These different knowledge systems and perceptions of kereru will lead to alternate forms of 
wildlife management, among the different parties involved in kereru management. All 
however will see kereru as an important part of the New Zealand identity. Although this will 
mean there may be different localised perceptions of kereru, overall, kereru in the future may 
9 Ngai Tahu officers working on Kuapapa Kereru felt it was important to let other members of the group know 
that Ngai Tahu's long term goal was to be able to harvest kereru. 
10 Manager/indigenous 9 (2004) noted while scientists observed phenomena several times before deciding on a 
course of action, local Ngati Hine people tended to immediately take action (perhaps because while scientists are 
just beginning to collect data, Ngati Hine would be basing their choices on past experiences). 
1J One of the issues in using matauranga (as discussed in Chapter Six) is that it may not be shared easily. This is 
what must be expected and overcome as Henrik Moller and his research team learnt when they began the Kia 
Mau Te Titi Mo Ake Tonu Atu (Keep the Titi Forever) Research programme (see Moller, 2000a). 
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be seen as "icon/taonga"; a bird appreciated for its ecological and cultural roles. The 
"iconltaonga" frame will be dependent on a number of factors such as carrying capacity, 
current presence of kereru, and ecological activities being conducted in the area, but will 
ultimately be the frame used to perceive the kereru. 
:--------so-clil-ConstruciIons-ofliereru------------: 
: based on perceptions orlocal kereru populations : 
: (lconiTaonga frame) : 
Local Knowledge 
of Specific Areas 
i 
(Specific knowledge 
Frame) 
Scienlific Knowledge 
. 01 Various Areas 
Figure 7.1 
, 
Malauranga 
01 Various Areas 
Future management of kereru based on site specific knowledge and management 
It may be impossible to know exactly how many kereru there are nationally, as different 
communities throughout New Zealand will have specific perceptions of local kereru 
populations. For example, based on general observations kereru may be considered 
"common" in some areas like the West Coast. Communities such as iwi, who may be 
conducting specific management for kereru and have actual data on numbers, may consider 
them "abundant". The specific perceptions communities have of kereru will most likely 
influence the choices New Zealanders make in deciding how to manage kereru in the future. 
Kereru management may benefit from a wider use of a variety of management methods based 
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on the different knowledge systems communities create. The recommendations discussed on 
pgs. 114-118 provide a means to use TEK and LK as robust data. Communities concerned 
about the general wellbeing of native birds may only be interested in basic information that 
suggests general pest control measures are adequate. Iwi may view kereru as both 
ecologically and culturally significant. They may seek robust forms of data collection and 
intensive management which allows for customary harvest. Different management methods 
that seek to support the different perceptions of kereru will inspire the creation of a new frame 
of reference for kereru. 
This icon/taonga frame may already be under construction. For example, low levels of 
poaching are perhaps (unofficially) not seen as a threat (district council officer, pers comm., 
2004) in areas where there may be large numbers of kereru compared to areas where numbers 
may be smaller. People in some areas consider kereru a pest because large numbers of them 
regularly eat all the fruit off their plum trees every year (rural resident, pers comm., 2004). 
This attitude differs greatly from people who only occasionally see one or two kereru visit 
their urban garden. As a greater variety of knowledge is gained and used, kereru will be 
increasingly seen through the icon/taonga frame that emphasises all the characteristics that 
New Zealanders attribute to it. 
Like Patterson & Williams (1998) this thesis advocates the need for different methods in 
approaching natural resource management. Traditional methods which have relied on hard 
science to solve management issues are seen as inadequate when dealing with wicked 
problems. 12 This thesis suggests that a first step in investigating other knowledge systems and 
management methods involves looking at the different perceptions people have of the natural 
resources in question (i.e. kereru). Although this thesis investigated the social aspect of kereru 
management, the ecology of the bird is equally important. Good management requires a sound 
understanding of the respective social issues and the bird's ecological requirements; neither 
should be thought of as a greater priority over the other. This thesis has attempted to deal with 
both the social and ecological issues within kereru management. 
This thesis advocates the need for a combination of scientific research, LK and matauranga in 
dealing with kereru management. Based on the number of such projects, for example, those 
run by Ngati Hine, Tuhoe and Ngai Tahu, this form of integration is already present. It has 
12 Resource management issues also deal with "wicked problems" These are rooted in social systems and values, 
may have more than one correct answer, and often involve groups of variables that may be unique in time and 
space (see Patterson and Williams, 1998). 
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been recommended that community activities and knowledge gained from these site-specific 
projects should be co-ordinated, and that the results of such activities be evaluated. An 
integrated form of management which includes science, LK and matauranga seeks to make 
use of all available information to best manage local kereru populations. Although this may 
imply that only knowledge about local kereru populations is achievable, it is also likely that as 
more communities choose to conduct various activities to increase kereru populations and 
maintain native habitat, knowledge of specific areas will begin to overlap. It is possible in the 
future integration of research, iwi and local community projects and knowledge may lead to 
integrated management of some kereru populations. 
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Appendix 1 A brief review of western historical perceptions of the 
natural world 
This appendix provides some background to the information presented in Chapter One. It focuses on a 
western perception as indigenous worldviews are discussed in Chapter Two. 
The Middle Ages is roughly considered to have lasted from the 6th century to the 16th century. Medieval 
understandings of the natural world were based on an integration of Aristotle's and Christian ideas of the 
world. The earth was at the centre of the universe, and the stars and other celestial objects rotated around 
it. Physical aspects of nature were explained by scientific understandings that were compatible with the 
theological worldview. Although medieval understandings may have placed man above animals and 
plants, he was still seen as part of the same world. Man and nature were joined in a fixed but dependent 
hierarchy. Since God created nature, to understand what God wanted, one had to understand nature. 
Nature to the medieval mind could be seen as a book filled with instructions for people to live as God 
intended. The "industrious" bee, for example, was seen as a sign of man's potential and ability to also 
work hard. The earth itself was considered an organism similar to man. Rivers, for example, were likened 
to man's circulatory system. God had created all elements, and these therefore were all linked to and 
dependant upon each other (Pepper, 1989). 
The scientific revolution, which took place around the 16th century, caused a fundamental changed in the 
way humans saw the world. The idea that the earth was not the centre of the universe triggered changes to 
the understanding of every other phenomena. [If for instance, the earth moved around the sun, why did we 
not "encounter a 1000mph wind as the world rushed along its axis"? (Pepper, 1984, p. 47)]. The metaphor 
of the machine rather than organism came to be used to explain how the world functioned. The laws of 
mathematics and geometry could be used to understand and predict the workings of nature. What was 
considered real had to be measurable and objectively ascertained by everyone. Matter could be measured 
and analysed in its component parts objectively. Rene Descartes, in his "Discourse on Method" in 1637, 
rationalised that humans as thi'nking beings were considered separate from nature. The human mind is 
sUbjective and can assign secondary qualities to matter. Nature therefore, was seen as composed of 
unthinking, machine-like objects consisting of primary qualities- those that can be measured. Man as a 
thinking being could observe nature objectively and convey secondary qualities to it. Descartes introduced 
the concept of dualism, the separation of mind and matter which led to the idea of man as separate and 
superior to nature (Pepper, 1989). 
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Descartes' methodology was based around formulating hypotheses about the laws governing natural 
phenomena. If observations matched the expected behaviour, his assumptions were deemed correct. The 
philosopher Francis Bacon, however, based his reasoning by first observing natural phenomena and then 
inducing the laws that governed that relationship. The hypotheses that were formulated were then tested 
and verified by collecting more data. By deriving general principles from repeatable observations, 
scientists could objectively understand nature by understanding its individual parts, and this understanding 
could then be used to improve nature for the benefit of society (Pepper, 1984). 
Much of the knowledge gained in the early nineteen century was based on the principles of science as 
objective, analytical, reductionist, and universal. The information collected by naturalists and zoologists 
were based on observing, recording and classifying natural phenomena. Darwin based his theories on the 
interrelationships between organisms and their environment, on his observations of different species 
during his travels (Pepper, 1984). The German zoologist Ernst Haeckel coined the word "ecology" in 1866 
to describe the study of those interrelationships between organisms and their environment (Dodson et al., 
1998). Although ecology seemed_holistic as it looked at relationships between organisms, and between 
organisms and their environment, ecology bases its understandings of the natural world from scientific 
ways of thinking (Bramwell, 1989). It has become reductionist and has moved away from its foundations 
(Wilson, pers comm., 2004). 
The concept of ecology however, has grown to include more than just the study of relationships (energy 
flows) within a system. Bramwell (1989, p. 4) states 
"the normative sense of the word (ecology) has come to mean the belief that sever or drastic change 
within that system, or indeed any change which can damage any specie within that system, or 
disturbs the system is seen as wrong. Thus ecological ideas have come to be associated with the 
conservation of specific patterns of energy flows." 
Ecological understandings however, still place man apart from nature. If humans are seen to be apart from 
nature, then human modifications are also seen as unnatural. If "un spoilt" nature is seen as good, only 
natural things are worth protecting- hence the higher priority in protecting "natural" areas as opposed to 
areas where humans live and use. 
O'Riordan (1976, cited in Fox, 1988) distinguished between the "technocratic" ideology where man is 
seen as able to completely understand all natural processes and manipulate them to his purposes, and the 
"ecocentric" approach, where man is seen to have responsibilities to natural processes. Pepper (1984) 
discusses a number of main perceptions of environmental issues and nature along an environmental scale, 
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with "ecocentrism" and "technocentrism" ideologies at opposite ends (see Table 1.1)1. Based on 
O'Riordan's work ecological environmentalism or "ecocentrism" advocates that nature be respected in its 
own state. Ecocentrism argues that humans are dependant upon nature for physical and spiritual well-
being. Anything that adversely affects nature will in tum affect humans and our quality of life. 
Ecocentrism is characterized by its advocacy of limiting man's impact upon the environment, for example 
through usage of low-impact technology. 
Technological environmentalism or "technocentrism" advocates the belief in the ability of management, in 
solving environmental problems based on knowledge gained through traditional scientific methods. 
Technocentrism places its hopes in technological and economical progress to increase humanity's well-
being. It also supports the ability of technological improvements to continually solve environmental 
issues. Within ecocentrism and technocentrism, O'Riordan (1981, cited in Pepper, 1984) distinguishes 
extremes at both ends and those in the middle that favour more moderate views. 
The way we deal with nature depends on where we place ourselves along such a continuum. Often 
cultures that do not distinguish themselves apart from nature are more willing to accept certain changes to 
the natural world and still see it as valuable. Cultures that place humans separate from nature often see 
nature as valuable only in its pristine or original state (one without humans). Areas that have been 
"degraded" through human use are often seen as having less value than pristine areas and therefore have 
lower priorities for protection and management. 
1 See King (1996) for a similar representation of Pepper's (1984) environmental worldviews on New Zealanders' 
attitudes towards conservation issues based on concepts of preservation and use. 
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Table 1.1 O'Riordan's classification of environmental views 
Environmentalism 
Ecocentrism Technocentrism 
II1II ~ 
Deep ecologists Self-reliance, soft technologists Environmental managers Comucopians 
Intrinsic importance of nature Emphasis on smallness of scale Economic growth and resource Belief in humankind's ability to solve 
exploitation can continue based on and overcome difficulties I 
following: 
I 1. suitable economic adjustments 
2. improved legal rights to minimum I 
level of environmental quality 
3. compensation for adverse 
environmental/social effects 
Ecological laws dictate human Personal and communal improvement Acceptance of new techniques to allow Pro-growth goals are justifiable 
morality wider consensus among different parties 
Right for nature to remain Importance of community Optimism about humankind's ability 
unmolested participation to improve and improve well-being of 
people 
Lack of faith in large-scale Lack of faith in large-scale Faith in ability of science and 
technologies technologies technology to provide advice to 
matters such as economic growth and 
public safety 
Materialism for its own sake is Materialism for its own sake is wrong 
wrong 
Source: O'Riordan 1981, cited in Pepper, 1984 p. 31 
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Appendix 2 Glossary of Maori terms in text 
Ahi kaa "Keep the home fIres burning" 
Huahua Preserved food 
Kai Food 
Kahu Cloak 
Kaitiakitanga Act of guardianship 
Kaumatua Senior elder 
Kawanatanga Governorship 
Kiore Polynesian rat 
Kuri Polynesian dog 
Hapu Sub-tribe 
Iwi Tribe 
Mahinga kai Foods, natural resources, and places they were 
gathered from 
Mana Authority/power/prestige 
Marae Meeting place 
Matauranga Knowledge 
Mauri /mauriora Spiritual life force 
Mutu Foot snare 
Rahui Temporary restriction 
Rangatira Chief 
Rangatiratanga Exercise of chiefly authority 
Runanga Tribal council 
Taha Calabash 
Tangata whenua "People of the land" (indigenous people of New 
Zealand) 
Taonga Treasure 
Tapu Sacred 
Tari Slip-noose snare 
Tikanga Culturally correct customs and protocol 
Tohunga Person with sUp(!rior knowledge or learning 
Wahi tapu Sacred place 
Waka Canoe 
Wakakereru Kereru snare 
Whakapapa Genealogy 
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Appendix 3 Researcher's frame 
The researcher is an important part of the interviewing and data gathering process. Interview questions 
have been structured based on the way the researcher has interpreted the information previously gathered. 
Research has been conducted objectively, with the intention of providing greater understanding of 
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), and natural resource management issues. However, it should be 
noted that reasons for investigating these topics are also based on the researcher's own beliefs, interests, 
and experiences. It is therefore important to explain a little of the researcher's personal history. 
I am a Malaysian of Sri Lankan, Indian, and Chinese descent. Due to my father's job, my family spent 
several years overseas in various countries in South East Asia, before moving back to Malaysia in my 
mid-teens. Having always been interested in conservation issues, I was a member of various nature clubs 
at school. After completing my first degree in Biology at Acadia University, Canada, I worked for the 
Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) in Malaysia as the "Biodiversity Officer", and later as the "Forests 
Officer". Part of my job in both positions, was to prepare proposals for protection or management of 
conservation areas. In many cases, (as the MNS considered itself a conservation organisation dealing with 
natural areas), social aspects were dealt with briefly. Many projects, however, did have a large social 
component and it was difficult to deal with nature conservation without involving the people who 
depended on natural resources. MNS staff often had to rely on local or indigenous knowledge when 
working on projects. I have found that local and indigenous communities often have accurate and specific 
details on local phenomena that may aid in management. 
When I left Malaysia for New Zealand, and decided to begin a postgraduate degree, I wanted to base my 
research on my interests in conservation, birds and indigenous ecological knowledge. The kereru is a 
beautiful bird, it plays an important role in native forests, and I would prefer to see more of them. I 
decided to investigate the possibilities of using TEK in kereru conservation and management. I believe 
that different management approaches will help resolve some of the conflict within kereru management 
issues. 
My personal concept of conservation is a melding of protecting and using resources. My experiences 
overseas and in multi-ethnic, multi-cultural Malaysia, have played a part in educating me to be more 
accepting and understanding of other worldviews. Several native birds in New Zealand (e.g. paradise 
ducks (Tadorna variegata) and pukeko (Porphyrio melanotos) are managed as game species. Titi or sooty 
shearwaters (Puffinus grise us) are traditionally harvested. If cultural harvest can help maintain kereru 
populations, I would prefer a system where populations are managed for aesthetic as well cultural reasons. 
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Appendix 4 Social constructions of nature in New Zealand 
The concept of nature is dependent on a society's understandings of that concept. Appendix 4 provides a 
brief review of the constructions of nature in New Zealand, as this information is seen as a supplement to 
the discussions in Chapter Five and Six. This information is Early colonists, both Maori and Pakeha, saw 
New Zealand as a land of plenty with abundant and easily extracted resources (King, 1984; Wilson, 2004). 
Maori land clearance, hunting pressures, and the introduction of the Polynesian rat (Rattus exulans) and 
dog (Canis jamiliaris), negatively impacted upon native flora and fauna which had not evolved with 
humans or mammalian predators. Before European settlement, about 30% of native bird species had 
disappeared (Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995). 
A Maori world view 
Norton and Mitchell (1994, cited in Taylor, 1996) and Kirikiri & Nugent (1995) suggest that by the time 
Europeans colonists had arrived, Maori culture may have developed through experience and knowledge 
gained over generations, a sustainable system of resource use. Part of this system included methods of 
controlling use of resources through temporary bans or rahui and social adaptations including a worldview 
that included people as part of nature. Maori held that everything in the natural world possessed mauri or 
a spiritual essence. Humans possessed mauriora, a higher order of mauri, which conferred a responsibility 
towards other living beings. This responsibility could be seen in the protection given to certain areas such 
as waahi tapu (sacred places) and customs followed to ensure good harvests (Moller, 1996). 
According to Roberts, Norman, Minhinnick, Wihongi, & Kirkwood, (1995), rights to harvest resources 
depended on the respect and care Maori placed on their environment. Resources were not preserved for 
their intrinsic values but used and managed to ensure that future generations would be able to harvest them 
(Roberts et al., 1995). The ability of an iwi to obtain the choicest foods such as kereru, for visitors 
demonstrated the host iwi's expertise "in the ritual observance and practise of environmental kaitiakitanga 
(guardianship) and their mana (prestige) was thereby maintained and enhanced" (Roberts et al., 1995, p. 
15). In the case of birds, Kirikiri and Nugent (1995, p. 57) state for the 
"most commonly harvested birds, the harvest systems at place at the time of European settlement 
would have been sustainable unless harvesting techniques or human population size changed 
drastically, because these species had already survived 800 years of harvesting". 
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Maori consider themselves responsible to ensure that the environment and resources gathered from it, is 
maintained. Their responsibility also identifies them as a part of nature in that they also share mauri with 
other living beings. 
A Pakeha worldview 
Advertised as a country with an abundance of flat and fertile land, the European pioneer ethos was one 
that aimed to profitably develop land not used (read not farmed) into productive (farmed) land (Harper, 
1991). The colonists had no need for forests; it was flat and open land they admired and wanted for their 
farms and homes. "New Zealand" said Charles Hursthouse, 
"is in much the state that Britain was when Caesar landed; and if Caesar's Britain could now be 
shown to us, many a bright champaign (flat and open) country which we call beautiful, would 
vanish to reveal the gloomy forest and repulsive waste" (Park, 1990, p. 63). 
Colonists applying for or licensed to occupy land, were obliged to clear it of forest and cultivate it. Five 
percent of rural land had to be cleared of forest in the first year, and within four years, a rural land owner 
was obliged to have 20% of his land under cultivation (Park, 1995). European settlement, which cleared 
greater amounts of land introduced larger numbers of exotic plants and animals (compared with Maori), 
caused another wave of extinctions) and further reduced populations of species, such as kakapo (Strigops 
habroptilus) and takahe (Porphyrio hochstetteri), which currently only survive on off-shore islands 
(Wilson, 2004). 
By the late 1800's and early 1900's several people such as T.H. Potts, a well-known naturalist, and Harry 
Ell, one of New Zealand's foremost preservationists were beginning to express concern over the 
diminishing amount of native bush and birds, and advocated the need for protection for native species 
(Harper, 1991). According to Eggleston (2002) it was around this time that Pakeha had began to identify 
nationalistic sentiments with native scenery and birds (perhaps as both diminished in number), and began 
to advocate for their protection. Land preservation needed to be reconciled with maintaining economic 
output of fertile areas, and it was mostly mountainous regions that were protected. In this manner, New 
Zealand's national parks have their origin in the Yellowstone model of North America, in which land was 
preserved for its scenic and recreational values. For example, Tongariro National Park (gifted to the 
Government by its iwi owners) was legislated under a European perception of the area as being 
economically worthless (Harper, 1991). Conservation land was also confiscated from Maori without 
regard to Maori rights or needs, and reserved as sanctuaries where the removal of plants and animals were 
) For example, after 200 years of European impact 16 bird species became extinct (Wilson, 2004). 
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prohibited (Harper, 1991). To men like Percy Smith, (chairman of the original Scenery Preservation 
Commission) who created the scenic reserves "Maori were seen as a vanishing race whose attitude to 
nature reflected a primitive stage in human progress, irrelevant to modern needs" (Park, 1995, p.318). 
At the same time concerns over the plight of native birds such as kiwi and kereru were increasing, and 
game management laws were beginning to include a preservationist attitude towards native birds 
(Feldman, 2001). New Zealand's constructions of nature changed from exploitation to a sustainable use 
ethic (in the case of Maori) and a preservationist ethic in the case of Pakeha (see Table 5.1). In the case of 
kereru, Feldman (2001) states that while Maori wanted the birds protected to ensure good harvests, 
preservationists (such as Ell) wanted them protected permanently. 
Table Sa.l Changing attitudes towards nature and natural resources 
Attitudes towards nature and natural resources 
Polynesian pre- European pre- 1800 1800-1900's early 1900's early 1900's-
settlement settlement present 
Maori Exploitation .. Sustainable Sustainable Sustainable erosion of erosion of 
use use use rights! ability rights to 
to use regaining of 
rights 
Pakeha Exploitation Exploitation Preservation Preservation 
to (emphasis on (emphasis on 
preservation* native) native) to 
(emphasis on conservation? 
native) 
. . 
* see Chapter One for defimtlons of "preservatIOn" and "conservation" . 
Moller (1996), suggests that Pakeha preservationists are harvest prohibitionists because they are not 
recently descended from hunter-gatherer societies. Kirikiri and Nugent (1995) agree and suggest that 
Pakeha did not have a long history of widespread reliance on New Zealand native birds for food, as the 
crops and animals they brought with them were sufficient. At the beginning of European settlement, 
forests were seen as wastelands and unproductive. Perhaps as native forested areas diminished, Pakeha 
came to see them as special and in need of protection. These perceptions stem from the idea that natural 
areas have intrinsic values, and are separate from culture (humans and human modified areas) which does 
not (Kirikiri & Nugent, 1995; Moller, 1996). Human interference in (or use of) natural areas, therefore is 
considered "unnatural" and should be minimised. 
The Maori worldview which considers humans part of nature conflicts with the Pakeha worldview which 
sees humans and their modifications (other than for protection) as apart from nature. According to the 
Pakeha worldview, the best way to protect resources (especially native forest and species), is to refrain 
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from use. This dominant construction of nature is still prevalent in the management of native habitats and 
species. The removal of plants or animals within protected areas, such as wildlife sanctuaries and national 
parks are prohibited. However, perceptions of natural resources may be changing to a view that may 
include sustainable harvest of more native species. Some animals like whitebait Uuvenile fish of several 
species of Galaxias) are harvested seasonally by both Maori and Pakeha. Rakiura Maori are working with 
a research team at Otago University to study their seasonal take of titi or shooty shearwater (Puffinus 
grijfus) harvests. Moller's (2000b) survey of Dunedin residents showed that most of those surveyed 
considered customary harvest possible if it was ensured that it was sustain ably managed. It is likely that 
future perceptions will include both conservation and preservation aspects with regards to resources. 
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Appendix 5 Interview questions 
These are a set of general questions the researcher prepared for each interview (as mentioned in Chapter 
One). These questions provided a guide for the researcher and interviewee; other relevant topics were 
discussed (if and when they came up) based on the expertise of each individual in their professional 
capacity. 
Population trends 
In your opinion how well do you (in your capacity as a researcher! manager) think kereru popUlations are 
doing? 
Who provides the funding for your (in your capacity as a researcher! manager) research? 
Is it difficult to procure funding for kereru vs. other species such as kiwilkakapo? 
Why do you (in your capacity as a researcher! manager) think so? 
Management practises 
What kereru management practices are you (in your capacity as a researcher! manager) involved! aware 
of? 
In your opinion (as a researcher! manager) what do you think of current management practises? How do 
people from different agencies with different methods work together? 
What do you (in your capacity as a researcher! manager) think of rearing kereru in captivity as part of a 
solution? 
Role of TEK and science 
What does traditional ecological knowledge mean to you (in your capacity as a researcher! manager)? 
What role do you (in your capacity as a researcher! manager) see it play in your organization? 
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How would you (in your capacity as a researcher/ manager) explain TEK to other organisations that your 
organization works with? 
What are your experiences (in your capacity as a researcher/ manager) with integrating TEK with science? 
What does the kereru mean to you (in your capacity as a researcher/ manager)? 
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Appendix 6 General locations of indigenous peoples 
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Source: IWGIA (The International Workgroup for Indigenous Affairs) (2001, p. 22) 
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Appendix 7 Sample of journal excerpts from books 
The two examples provided below are summarised excerpts from books highlighting the number and 
types of animals hunted and collected during the early European period in New Zealand. These examples 
provide the reader with an idea of the numbers of animals, one explorer or collector could hunt. This 
appendix supplements the information presented in Chapter Three, Four and Five. 
Reischek (1930) 
p~ Date Item 
22 Dec. 19, 1877 Dotterel shot. 
23 21 st Shot a duck. 
29 26th Shot akea. 
31 28th Shot a hawk. 
33 31st Shot a hawk. 
34 31st Giant woodhen (Oeydromus tro1(lodytes). 
35 Jan. 3&4, 1878 Brought back birds including a brown saddle-back starling 
(Creadion cinereus). 
42 April 8m Killed a bird. 
43 19th Shot a brown rat. 
51 March 5th Collecting plants and animals. 
53 ih Shot a mountain duck. 
56 14th Shot several duck. 
66 Aug15t Collecting lizards, spiders, centipedes. 
68 Sept 1st Collected "tohiroa" over next 2 weeks collects kauri-grubs and 
"aweta" caterpillars. Also a long-tailed cuckoo. 
71 Oct. 15th Large bird shot. 
74 Jan. 2ha , 1879 Collected a few birds and helix, also shot some birds for Maori. 
79 Collected kiwi. 
88 Nov. 7 Shot male and female "ti-ora" (Pogonornis cineata). 
89 Reischek notes that in Dec. 1883, "ti-ora" numbers seems to have 
increased, caused partly by his shooting of older male birds and wild 
cats. Collected specimens for Buller. 
94 Oct. 18, 1880 Collected specimens of 2 species of brown-backed starlinJ!:. 
95 22M Stores exhausted- eating "oily sea-birds". 
105 Early1882 Visited Kawau lsI. And hunted possums, wallabies, deer, peacocks, 
Maori-hen, quail and sea-birds. 
107 Jan Shot a "tieke", shot family of 5 saddle-backs. 
108 Feb 21st Shot 1 pigeon. 
109 26th Shot a shark. 
110 March 20th Caught mullet. 
158 7th? Caught a kiwi. 
162 Going on a kiwi hunt. 
165 Feb 1882 Letter from Honana Majoha allowing Reischeck to shoot birds of all 
kinds. 
166 16th Shot pigeons, parakeets, tuis. 
170 24th Eating pigeons, while he skins other specimens. 
171 26m Killed a few wild pigs. 
174 Using a Maori eeling method R. has been able to catch 30 eels at 
one time. 
174 March 12m Hunted in the swamps- many ducks, pukeko, "swamp-larks". 
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177 15m Shot a few pigeons. shot a young kiwi (Apteryx oweni) also a boar. ~~:~A~;~-~?~~: 
178 16m Observing Maori catching parakeets. 
186 25ln R. fed an "old-Maori style" feast-including pigeons and tuis. 
190-193 April91f1 Pigeon hunting. mentions roasting pigeons on a spit. 
193 April23ra Caught a male kiwi (A. bulleri). 
221 Kept kiwis. 
224 Sept. Caught 3 kakapo. 
238 April 1884 Captured 3 young ground-parrots. sandflies caused death of one. 
240 Winter 1884 R. unwell. depended on dog to hunt. Dog brought back penguin and 
woodhen. 
244 Sept 25m Captured 1 or 2 specimens of mountain kakapo. 
246 R. mentions he has a pair of kakapo to tame. but they escaped and 
were killed. 
251 R. considers brown rat a pest and shoots/poisons them. 
261 August 13 Caught a pair of kiwi. killed a couple of mountain duck. 
262 14th Killed blue duck. thrushes. 
270 Jan 1888 Shot a quail hawk (Hieracidea novaezelandiae). 
271 Late Jan Caught specimens of tom-tit and "swamp lark". 
272 Caught a great many species of one bird unclear if it was penguin or 
albatross by "tumbling" them into sacks. 
276 Collecting albatross eggs to be eaten. 
278 Mid-Jan Shot 2 mergasses .. 
278 28th Caught 2 albatross. 
278 Several Zosterops caught in rigging. 
282 R. Mentions many new birds species. but not if he had captured 
them. 
Wakefield (1845) 
Pg Date Item 
8 Plenty of pigeons. parrots and other birds shot for eating and for 
specimens. 
19 Member of the party shot at a pigeon too close and "blew it to 
Jlieces". 
28 Abundance of pigeons for a feast with natives that they visited. 
32 23 Sept. Tui: very tender and sweet. 
39 Heaphy and Dieffenback with native guides shot 3 huia. many 
pigeons and wild ducks. 
39-40 Fishing: plaice. sole and several others. also caught kahawai. 
97 Offered birds for meal. 
145 1844 List of whaling stations 
175 Present of cooked Jligeon or parrot as a gift. 
192 Describes pig-hunting 
212 Shot 6 (whiorau- between a widgeon and a coot) at each ford. 
213 Dog caught 2 young weka. 
217 At a feast- Wakefield was served (among other foods) 8-10 pots of 
whitebait. 3 calabashes of pigeons and tuis. 
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Appendix 8 Review of New Zealand natural history and human 
environmental impacts 
This Appendix provides a brief introduction to New Zealand natural and cultural history to supplement 
that which is discussed in Chapter Four. For greater detail refer to Bishop's Natural history of New 
Zealand (1992) and Michael King's The Penguin history of New Zealand (2003). 
With its early separation from the super continent known as Gondwana about 80 million years ago, 
New Zealand is home to many endemic plants and animals which belong to families or orders that occur 
nowhere else. The vulnerability of New Zealand's flora and fauna may be explained by the fact they 
evolved in isolation. New Zealand's early split from Gondwana, and its distance from its nearest 
neighbour (Australia) meant relatively few species could reach it and establish a population. The lack of 
competition from more advanced forms and the lack of mammalian predators encouraged unusual forms 
of specialization in animals and plants. Greenwood and Atkinson (1977) have postulated that one reason 
for the abundance divaricating plants (e.g. doprosma rhamnoides and Pittosporum divaricatum) in New 
Zealand is that these plants had adapted to moa (order Dinomithformes) browsing (see Box 4.1). 
Box 4.1 An abundance of divaricating plants- possible adaptation to moa? 
The term "divaricating" indicates branching at wide angles. At least 10% of New Zealand's woody flora 
are divaricating plants. Several features of these plants, such as growth of closely interlaced braches, 
branching at wide angles, and the fact many lose the divaricate habit as they grow taller, indicate an 
adaptive response to moa browsing. Atkinson and Greenwood (1989) discuss other plant adaptations, 
such as mimicry (of noxious plants) and reduced visual appeal (birds generally depend more on sight 
than mammals) that would have reduced chances of moa browsing. The authors argue that moa and 
mammals browsing behaviour differ significantly. This may explain why native plants are decimated by 
mammalian browsing. Possums (Trichosurus vuipecuia), for example, forage in the canopy, but plants 
would have evolved with moa, a ground feeder, and have no defence. 
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Many of New Zealand's animals have specialized to take advantage of an environment with few 
predators, for example, by reducing or losing the power of flight (see Box 4.2). 
Box 4.2 The weta 
Weta [of which there are 100 over species (KCC, 2001)], are large flightless insects related to 
grasshoppers. Fossils of weta-Iike insects have been found in rocks that are 190 million years old in 
Australia. Living relatives of the weta are also found in some countries (e.g. South Africa) that were part 
of Gondwana, suggesting that these insects evolved before the break-up of Gondwana. New Zealand has 
the greatest diversity as well as the largest specimens of these insects (Gibbs, 1998; TePapa, no date). In 
the absence of mammals, many animals in New Zealand evolved to take advantage of the niches usually 
occupied by mammals. The weta has a similar role to rodents. Weta are nocturnal, emerging at night to 
feed off forest floor debris. They are omnivorous, feeding on vegetation as well as scavenging dead 
insects (Gibbs, 1998; King, 1984; TePapa, no date). 
The plants and animals, which had adapted so well to their habitats were unprepared for the changes that 
arrived with the first humans [seeWiison (2004) and Sutton (1994) for greater detail]. In New Zealand, as 
in many other places, the initial arrival of humans was followed by a number of extinctions, mostly of 
large birds and mammals. Humans reached Australia at least 40,000 years ago. By 35,000 years ago a 
number of species had disappeared including kangaroos, wombats, echidnas, flightless birds, tortoises and 
crocodiles (Flannery, 1994). In the Americas, large mammals such as horses and mammoths became 
extinct about 12, 000 to 10,000 years ago, about the time people first arrived (Wilson 2004). The impacts 
of climate versus habitat change are still debated with regards to the loss of many large animal species. 
Flannery (1994) argues convincingly that a growing body of evidence shows that the arrival of humans 
caused the greatest impact. 
The Polynesian colonists 
The exact date of human arrival in New Zealand is debated. The Polynesians are thought to have arrived 
between 750 to 800 years ago (Wilson, 2004). McGlone, Anderson, and Holdaway (1994) suggest that 
there may have been several colonisations perhaps after an expeditionary voyage returned home with 
information. With the seemingly endless marine and terrestrial resources available, the authors suggest 
that human popUlations could have risen by tens of thousands within 400 years (Flannery, 1994; McGlone 
et al., 1994). The bones and remains of various species of animals including swans (Cygnus spp.), geese 
(Cnemiomis spp.), kiwi (Apteryx spp.), moa, dolphins, whales, tuatara and fish have been found in 
excavated middens (King, 1984) and much seems to have been wasted. 
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Hunting by humans and the affects of the kiore or Polynesian rat (Rattus exulans), and kuri or Polynesian 
dog (Canis familiaris) may have quickly cause the extinctions of several birds and it is assumed that as the 
numbers of large birds decreased, hunters would have had to hunt further inland, placing greater pressure 
on remaining birds, and perhaps smaller birds and their habitats. Larger areas of forest were burned to 
encourage the growth of the bracken fern (Pteridium esculentum) which became an important food source 
(Taylor, 1996) and areas were burned to create places for horticulture, and to create easy access to 
resources. Although McGlone (1989, cited in Taylor, 1996) states that it is difficult to distinguish between 
anthropogenic and natural fire (which also seems to have been significant before settlement), it is 
generally accepted much of the significant changes in the landscape soon after settlement were caused by 
induced fires (ibid). 
The European colonists 
With the arrival of the first Europeans, whatever balance may have been achieved between the Polynesian 
inhabitants and the environment was to change again, The first Europeans to see New Zealand was Abel 
Tasman and his crew. In 1642, he- anChored his ships in Golden Bay after seeing smoke from fires set by 
Maori. Based on misunderstandings some of Tasman's crew were attacked by Maori, and in return were 
fired upon by Tasman's crew. After losing four of his men in the fight, Tasman retreated (King, 2003). In 
1769, Captain James Cook made the first of three voyages to New Zealand. He was accompanied by 
various scientists and artists whose descriptions of the new land and its resources soon attracted many 
more Europeans, most of who were interested in profitable items such as seals, whales, timber and flax 
(Phormium tenax) (King, 1984). Sealskins and seal oil were in international demand and there was an easy 
profit to be made. Islands and coasts that were once abundant with seals quickly had their numbers 
depleted. About 40 years after sealing had started it was no longer profitable alone. Instead, it became a 
supplement to whaling, farming and trade (King, 1984). As with the seals, the whaling industry too, took 
its toll on whale species. Dieffenbach, (1843) in his travels around New Zealand, noted the 
unsustainability of whaling practises as calves were often killed to trap the mothers (King, 1984). 
In the forests, traders eagerly acquired flax which was made into ropes, and timber species such as 
kahikatea (Dacrycarpus dacrydioides) which made good masts (Bassett, Sinclair, & Stenson, 1985; King, 
1984). Extensive stands of kauri forest were systematically cleared. Logging and fires helped reduce 
almost all of the original 1 million hectares of forest. In the 1860s, forests were threatened by the gold 
rushes. Gold diggers lived off the bush, extracting timber, clearing land, mining and hunting birds. I 
Surveyors and explorers often bought birds and other food from Maori during their trips. Maori took 
I In 1887, (Buller, 1888) received a letter from a New Zealand correspondent travelling on the West Coast. During 
his visit with one digger, the man wrote he had been served kiwi stew. Besides kiwi the digger caught weka 
(Gallirallus austrlis) and kakapo (Strigops habroptilus) to supplement his meals. 
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advantage of this new demand for resources and food by trading with, and helping Europeans. From the 
1800's Maori were trading in pork and potatoes. By the late 1830's their produce was supporting 
Europeans in the Auckland region, and was also exported to New South Wales (King, 1984). 
From 1830-1840, the European population increased from 330 to almost 2,000 people and more continued 
to come, attracted by the mild climate and availability of fertile farming land (Owens, 1992). There was 
little control over what happen in New Zealand. Both English and French naval ships continued to inspect 
the coasts and attempted to settle disputes among settlers, and between settlers and Maori, sometimes with 
tragic consequences. Subsequent fears of the French annexing New Zealand prompted the British 
Government to send Captain William Hobson to New Zealand to persuade Maori chiefs to recognise 
Queen Victoria's authority (Bassett et ai., 1985; Owens, 1992). 
The Treaty ofWaitangi vs. Te Tiriti 0 Waitangi 
Hobson arrived in the Bay of Islands on January 29, 1840. Although Hobson had no legal training himself 
nor did any of his advisors (who all either owned or wanted land), a treaty was hastily drawn up. It was 
translated by one of his advisors, Henry Williams who tried to translate it in a manner acceptable to 
Maori. On February 5th, Hobson called the chiefs of the area to Waitangi and spoke to them of the Treaty. 
Almost all the chiefs decided to sign it. It is highly unlikely that they truly understood what they had 
signed. The Maori version was not a direct translation of the English document, and the chiefs debated the 
Maori version only. Not all the Maori chiefs signed the Treaty at Waitangi. Those that signed later signed 
the English version (Owens, 1992). 
The Treaty had three articles which basically spoke of the rights that chiefs would have as British subjects. 
The Treaty was meant to protect Maori privileges and the rights of European settlers. The differences in 
meaning and language created (and still do) various problems in terms of how resources are to be dealt 
with under the Treaty (King, 2003; Owens, 1992). In the Maori version, Maori words were given new 
meanings, or new words were created to fit English ideas. For example in the first article of the English 
version, the chiefs and tribes ceded to the Queen all rights and powers of sovereignty. In the Maori version 
the word "kawanatanga" or governorship was used to describe the idea of sovereignty. Maori would have 
had no understanding of English term "sovereignty". Maori may have preferred "rangatiratanga" which 
described the chiefly authority and leadership of chiefs over their people. In contrast, kawanatanga to 
Maori meant the administration of law - a limited form of governorship (Couch, pers comm., 2002; 
Owens, 1992). Governorship would have been reinforced by the second article in the Maori version where 
Maori retained "rangatiratanga" over their lands, villages and treasures. The English version promised the 
chiefs full "possession" of all their resources (King, 2003). 
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After the Treaty was signed the number of colonists increased greatly. With regards to lands Maori wished 
to alienate, the Treaty stated that the Crown was to have the right of pre-emption. The Government, 
however, did not expect to buy land for economic prices. Instead it argued that the process of civilisation 
was the true value offered in return (Gardener, 1992). The concept of land ownership was differently 
understood by Europeans and Maori. To Europeans, ownership was supported by a signed deed. To 
Maori, ownership included a variety of factors, such as inherited rights, rights of conquest, occupation and 
use. As the numbers of settlers increased, the Government came under pressure to promote land 
purchases, and land was often bought through fraudulent means (Gardener, 1992; King, 2003). Maori land 
was communally own~d and sometimes only a fraction of the owners was dealt with, while those less 
malleable were ignored. Maori therefore, sometimes did not recognise the validity of sales by 
unauthorised persons (King 2003). In the South Island, intertribal conflicts and raids reduced the numbers 
of Maori and lessened their morale. Maori had little resistance to the pressure placed on them by land 
purchase officers who were then able to buy large amounts of land for low prices. 
European impacts on the landscape 
Like the Maori before them European colonists also burned large areas of land for settlements and 
agriculture. Explorers also used fire to clear the bush to make it easier to travel (McGlone et ai., 1994). 
Lady Barker, who moved with her husband from England to the Canterbury plains in 1865, wrote to her 
sister in England, of the "exceeding joy of burning" (Barker, 2000, p. 222) the tussocks on their farmland. 
The couple would even attempt to bum the flax swamps if it was dry enough, and commonly would bum 
once every three years to produce the fresh growth that sheep preferred to graze. 
Like Maori, ssettlers depended heavily on the bush to supplement their food sources and native birds, such 
as kereru were easily caught. Maori controlled harvest through religious restrictions and temporary bans 
(Feldman, 2001). There was no control over the settlers, explorers, and miners who also began taking 
kereru and other birds in large numbers. A settler's wife in Otago wrote home that her husband had no 
need to even enter the forest; kereru could be shot from the doorway, and in two hours he had shot 24 
birds (Anonymous, 1978). Although early explorers and collectors carried rations on their travels, they 
often did not know how long they would be in the bush and as one explorer said "I must eat plenty of 
birds and spare the flour" (Temple, 1985, p. 150). Torlesse, who surveyed the Canterbury plains in 1849, 
hunted pigs (Sus scrota), ducks (several species), quails (Coturnix novaeseeiandiae novaeseelandiae) and 
kereru as well as fished for eels (Anguilla spp.) during his trips. On his own, Torlesse would sometimes 
shoot in excess up to 40 birds in one day. Collectors like Reischek (1930) would shoot birds to eat and for 
specimens. The settlers' pets, and the inadvertent introductions of both Norway (Rattus norvegicus) and 
Ship rats (R. rattus), would have further decimated bird numbers (King, 1984; Wilson, 2004). 
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Many new colonists felt that New Zealand, otherwise a land of plenty seemed sparse, lacking in animals 
and plants. Even those such as Dieffenbach (1843, p. 247), who noticed that native species were rare and 
correctly assumed it to be the work of introduced rats, cats (Felis catus) and dogs thought that there was a 
"great want of flowering plants in New Zealand and every introduction of such (exotics) improves the 
landscape." Richard Henry, who worked hard to save native birds such as kiwi and kakapo, thought goats 
(Capra hircus) should be introduced on Resolution Island (McDowall, 1994). Most colonists felt the New 
Zealand landscape was improved with addition of introduced species and their presence reminded the 
colonists of home. The Acclimatisation societies established in the mid 1800s introduced various plants 
and animals to enrich the New Zealand landscape with little understanding of how these introduced 
animals would interact with native species. Since European contact New Zealand has lost another 16 
species of birds alone. It has only been through intensive management that many remaining native species 
have been saved. 
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Appendix 9 Kereru in Maori mythology 
Appendix 9 provides a brief account of a few tales about kereru in relation to the "taonga" frame 
discussed in Chapter Five. For greater detail see for example, Best (1977), Grace (1998) and Riley (2001). 
Birds and trees had senior status as they had been created before humans. All were seen to share a 
common ancestry through Tane, god of forest who fathered them. Maori thought and speech were rich in 
metaphor, and in a land of many birds, people were seen to share behavioural traits with them. A person 
who spoke eloquently might be compared to korimako or bellbird (Anthornis melanura), a bird which 
sang beautifully. Someone who refused to do work might be told they had "feet as tender as pigeon's 
feathers", (Riley, 2001, p. 281). 
The kereru has an important place in Maori mythology. As Rupe he helped Maui raise the North Island 
from the sea. Told by Kupe the Explorer to ,search for food in Aotearoa, Rupe found the land so rich in 
seeds and fruits that he decided to stay (Riley, 2001). A pigeon (as the personification of Rupe) that cooed 
at the birth of a child was thought to be a sign that the child would grow up to do great things. Another 
story explains how the pigeon got its beautiful feathers. Maui wanted to find out where his mother 
disappeared to at dawn. So he hid her skirt and watched as she frantically searched for it. Failing to find it 
she leapt into a hole in the ground. Maui changed himself into a kereru and wearing her skirt, flew in after 
her. This is why the kereru now wears Taranga's skirt of iridescent green, bronze, purple and white. As 
Maui's spirit remains in the kereru it was also thought to be able to foretell the future (Best, 1977). It was 
considered a bad omen to hear the kereru call at night. Then it would foretell death, or war or heavy 
storms. It was also bad luck to find kereru nests on low growing trees- the person who found it would die 
(Best, 1977; Riley, 2001). 
The respect that Maori had for the kereru also lay in the fact that it was an important food source, even 
more than kaka or tui, as kereru were large birds, abundant and made good eating (Riley, 2001). Potted 
(preserved) kereru were a culinary favourite and included in several stories where the main characters 
would go through many lengths to obtain them [see Grace (1998)]. 
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Appendix 10 Sample of terms used to identify kereru during 
interviews 
The information provided here shows the reader the diverse terms used to describe kereru and highlights 
its "iconic" role in New Zealand as discussed in Chapter Five and Six. 
Icon species; an available native species people can see* 
Big, beautiful, lovely spectacular -a fascinating bird 
Good personality (e.g. cheeky, mischievous, stands out (large, colourful bird), playful) 
Adored by people 
A keystone species; a "master of the forest" (because of its important role as seed disperser) 
A food source, an acquired taste 
Part of one's whakapapa 
Illegal Tegal 
Slow to recognize introduced predators- naIve and a bit dumb, clumsy, silly 
Only native pigeon, noble bird 
Endemic 
Nice, fuzzy and cute 
*Terms in bold were used by many interviewees 
Sample of pigeon stories (from interviewees and Forest and Bird Branches' replies) 
" It's a playful bird .. .in the morning kereru would come down the valley and do these amazing freefalls 
and pull up and do another freefall. And they do three or four in a row-just playing -the sheer joy of 
getting up in the morning and flying over the misty forest just one after the other, after the other." 
"Sometimes they fly into windows and stuff. At a friend's place (we heard) this humongous "bang!" and 
the kereru had flown straight into the large glass window and fell onto the ground, and we thought it must 
have killed itself but it hadn't. It picked itself up, shook its head and wandered around for awhile and 
eventually flew away. But what was left was this beautiful, beautiful image of the wings and the details of 
the feathers, including the eye!" 
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"In our valley we have flocks of the kereru, about 16-20 at the moment, but at times up to 30 ... It is great 
to see about 20 birds fly over all at once with their squeaky wings, makes you rush to the windows if you 
are inside." 
"There is a bit of mating behaviour at the moment- a lot of "chasey" going on- erratic flying to and from 
each other. There have been times when we would have about 80 wood pigeons on our place ... The state 
of wood pigeons in Golden Bay is a common topic of discussion amongst locals ... " 
"My husband and I walked the Kaitawa Track on Sunday and a native pigeon sat on a tree very close to 
us. Was extremely patient as we took a couple of great photos- then a bellbird flew over and sat beside 
him and the photos had to be taken again." 
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